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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Robert E. Ginna Station was the first prestressed concrete

containment constructed in the United States. It utilizes only
vertical prestressing with non-prestressed reinforcement being
used to resist forces in the hoop direction and in the containment

dome. The vertical prestressing is applied through 160 vertical
tendons, consisting of 90 wires (1/4 inch diameter) each

conforming to AS'| A421-65, Type BA (see Figure 1). Each wall
tendon is connected at the containment base to another 90 wire
tendon which is anchored by grouting into a 6 inch diameter hole
drilled into the base rock. These rock anchors are also
prestressed. The prestressing of the rock anchors was done prior
to construction of the containment. The prestressed containment
wall was placed on an elastomeric pad to provide a hinge at its
base.

Prestressing of the rock anchors was done in the fall of 1966, and

prestressing of the wall tendons was done in the spring of 1969.

Following this work, there was an initial retensioning of 23

tendons 42 days later. Four tendon surveillances have been

conducted since that time as required by the Technical
Specification with a total of 42 tendons surveyed at least once.

In August of 1979, Gilbert Associates, Inc. (GAI) was asked to
review the tendon surveillance data, respond to a series of NRC

questions on the history and behavior of the post tensioning
system, and recommend to Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation
(RGB) any appropriate actions relative to the containment and the
prestressing system. This report is responsive to that request.

2.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of GAI work covered by this report is delineated in
Attachment 1. The responses to the questions raised by the NRC

will be discussed in the same sequence as they appear in the
attachment.
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3.0 COHHITHENTS AND RE UIREHENTS FOR PRESTRESSING SYSTEH

The basic documents surveyed were the FSAR, the Technical

Specification, the Project Haterial Specifications, and the

Project Design Calculations. Attachment 2 contains pertinent
extracts from these documents. The containment design was

generally based on ACI 318-63, for the wall prestressing, and the

recommendations of References 1 and 2 for the rock anchors. Tests

were conducted to substantiate rock anchor design assumptions.

Concrete materials were procured on the basis of ACI 301-66, and

the PCI "Tentative Recommended Practices for Grouting Post

Tensioned Prestressed Concrete."

Current containments are designed utilizing an ASHE Code which was

first issued in 1973 for trial use and comment. Several

differences exist between the two sets of design rules, that is
ACI 318 and the ASHE Code. Some of these differences are

discussed in later sections.

Attachment 3 contains the material requirements from these two

specifications.

4.0 RESPONSES TO NRC UESTIONS

4.1 gUESTION: Vere tests conducted on the concrete to determine the

amount of creep to be expected'? What is current practice'?

RESPONSE: The Technical Specification for Structural Concrete did
not require a creep test. The current practice is to perform
creep and shrinkage tests. The ASHE Code, Section III,
Division 2, CC-2231.3, under "Additional Property Requirements"

states that these tests should be conducted if they are required
by the Construction Specification.
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4.2 QUESTION: How were the results of the creep tests used in the

design? Mhat is current practice?

RESPONSE: In the original design, creep and shrinkage were

considered based on average historical values for concrete similar
to that used. Tendon losses caused by creep were determined based

on Reference 3. Tendon losses caused by shrinkage were calculated
based on Reference 4. The values used in the calculations for the

containment, were:

Creep strain
Shrinkage strain

-6
220 x 10 in/in

-6
100 x 10 in/in

(See page 5.1.2-8A of the FSAR.)

The current state of the art is defined by the proposed USNRC

Regulatory Guide 1.35.1 (Reference 5) for both shrinkage and creep

calculations. The following demonstrates the application of these

procedures to the Ginna containment.

1) ~pro erties

Elastic shortening, creep, shrinkage, and tendon stress
relaxation losses are based on the following:

Area of one tendon (90 - 1/4 inch diameter wires) =

4.42 in2

Concrete stress on Transformed Net Area at Lockoff =

(Os7 f ) = 628 psipu 6Concrete Young's Hodulus = 4 x 10 psi
Tendon Young's Nodulus = 29 x 10 psi6

Guaranteed minimum ultimate tensile strength of
prestressing wire = 240 ksi
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2) Concrete Shrinka e

For the Ginna site region, the 51ean Daily Relative
Humidity is in the 70% to 80% range. Therefore, from

Table 1 of Reference 5, the 40 year shrinkage strain is
-6

100 x 10 in/in. For purposes of plotting on a

log-time (log t) scale, shrinkage is taken to start 1 hour

(0.00011 yr.) after the date corresponding to the average

date of containment wall concrete placement. The

containment wall construction and stressing dates are

given in Figure 2. The shrinkage strain varies linearly
-6with log t from zero at t = 0.00011 yr. to 100 x 10 in/in

at t = 41.4 years (40 years after initial stressing) and

is shown in Figure 3.

Only the containment shrinkage which occurs after
initial stressing (t = 1.41 years) influences the loss
of tendon force. Based on the assumed shrinkage strain

-6variation, a strain of 78 x 10 in/in at t = 1.41 years
is calculated. The tendon force loss at t = 41.4 years
is predicted to be:

-6 -6 6(100 x 10 in/in - 78 x 10 in/in) (29 x 10 psi)
(4.42 in ) = 2.8 kips. 2

which is shown in Figure 3.

A variation of +20% in the predicted values is allowed

by Reference 5.

The recommended specific creep formula from Appendix A

of Reference 5 is:

—=Ae 1-e o
c -(t-t )/30 + B log (t/t )10 o
c

Slbert ICeneonwealth
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where:

t = time (after average time of concrete

placement) when creep value is desired,
days

t = time of loading (after average time of
0

concrete placement), days

f = average sustained concrete stress
c

s = creep strain at time t
c

A,B are coefficients to be determined from

tests

e coefficient determined by the degree of
hydration that has taken place at time t

0

This expression may be evaluated for a specific concrete
once the constants A and B are obtained from short-term
creep tests. Since these tests were not required for
Ginna, A and B cannot be determined from available
experimental data on the concrete. However, Appendix A

of Reference 6 provides the general rheological form of
the above creep equation. In this form, A and B can be

determined from the water-cement ratio of the concrete

(by weight) and the volume concentration of cement paste
in the concrete. Appendix C of Reference 6 provides
specific creep curves for concrete initially stressed at
ages ranging from 8 to 180 days. The curves were

developed for a 5000 psi concrete with a water-cement

ratio of 0.5 (by weight) and a cement paste volume

concentration of 0.3. These are close to the values of

Qbert /Commonwealth
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0.45 and 0.29 for the 5000 psi concrete used in the

Ginna containment. The specific creep curves in
Appendix C of Reference 6 were used in the calculations.

From Figure 2, the average age of the containment wall
concrete at time of initial stressing was 515 days

(1.41 years). A specific creep curve for a concrete age

515 days was obtained by extrapolating from the curves

in Appendix C of Reference 6. Based on this
extrapolated curve, the concrete in the containment wall
is predicted to have a 1 year specific creep of 0.08 x

-6
10 in/in/psi and a 40 year specific creep of 0.23 x

-6
10 in/in/psi. The corresponding losses of tendon

force are:

At 1 ear after initial stressin (t = 2.4)

(0.08 x 10 in/in/psi) (628 psi) (29 x 10 psi)-6 6

(4.42 in ) = (0.08 x 10 ) (80497 x 10 ) = 6.4 kips

At 40 ears after initial stressin (t = 41.4)

(0.28 x 10 ) (80497 x 10 ) = 18.5 kips

The creep loss is zero at t = 1.41 years after concrete

placement and varies with log t as shown in Figure 3. A

variation of +25% and -15'! in the predicted value is
allowed by Reference 5.

QUESTION: Was there a chemical analysis of the groundwater at the

site?

RESPONSE: Not to our knowledge. Corrosion protection for the

anchor was provided by grouting. This method has been

successfully used on a number of projects. See References 7 and

8.

Qbert ICOmfUOIIWegtth
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4.4 gUESTION: Was rock flow, creep or squeeze considered in the

analysis for relaxation?

RESPONSE: Literature used to evaluate the original design

procedure as well as that resulting from a current literature
search does not indicate that these phenomena would have a

significant effect on the design. A more extensive investigation
beyond the scope of this report would be required to confirm this
conclusion.

4.5 gUESTION: Were individual relaxation curves developed for
specific tendon types? What is the current practice'?

RESPONSE: Individual relaxation curves were not prepared during
the original design. The following describes the currect practice
for developing these curves (See Reference 5).

1) Predicted Tendon Forces

It is assumed that each tendon will sustain the same

loss of force due to concrete creep and shrinkage and

steel relaxation. These force losses are assumed to
vary linearly with log t from 1 year after initial
stressing to end of plant life. In addition, tendons

will experience a reduction in force from their lockoff
values which results from the elastic shortening of the
concrete due to subsequent stressing of other tendons.

The amount of elastic shortening loss is different for
each stressing group depending on its sequence of
stressing relative to other groups. Stressing was done

in 40 groups with 4 tendons in each group. The

stressing sequence schedule appears in Figure 1-A.

Gilbet /COIUIUOnWealth
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2) Concrete Elastic Shortenin (ES)

Total ES Loss = (628 si) (29 x 10 si) (4.42 in ) = 20.16 .. 2

(4 x 10 ps') (1000) kips

th 40-n
ES Loss for the n stressing group = —(20.1 kips)40

3) Concrete Shrinka e and Cree

These calculations are shown in Section 4.2.

4) Tendon Stress Relaxation

The tendon wire material conforms to ASTH A 421-65, Type

BA, and is estimated to have a 40 year stress relaxation
of 12/. A typical stress relaxation curve for 12% wire
was obtained from the supplier of the original wire, and

was used for the loss calculations (Figure 3A). From

this curve, losses at 1000 hours, 1 year, and 40 years
,after initial stressing are:

(0.047)(.7 x 240 ksi)(4.42 in ) =

(0.047)(742.56) = 34.9 kips (at 1000 hours)

(0.07)(742.56) = 52.0 kips (at 1 year)

(0.12)(.7 x 240 ksi)(4.42 in ) = 89.1 kips (at 40
: 2

years)

The relaxation loss is zero at t = 1.41 years after
concrete placement and varies with log t as shown in
Figure 3. Note that 39/ of the steel relaxation has

occurred by 1000 hours and 58'/ has occurred by 1 year
after stressing. Reference 5 allows a variation of +15/
in the predicted values.

Gi1bert ICommonwealth
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5) Total Tendon Losses

The tendon force losses are plotted over the 40 year

plant life in Figure 3. These are the "base values" in
the terminology of Reference 5. Applying the percentage

variations to the individual losses results in the Upper

and Lower Bound values.

The tendon losses at 1000 hours, 1 year, and 40 years

after initial stressing are summarized in Table 2.

4.6 QUESTION: Is there any assurance that broken wires can be

detected by visual observation of the stressed tendon?

RESPONSE: With the exception of curvature around containment

penetrations, the tendons on the project are all straight tendons

and were installed without wrapping or twisting. A space of 3/16

inch exists between each wire, this space being filled with
grease. It seems unlikely that in this condition enough friction
could be developed to restrain a broken wire. For additional
comments see Addendum I.

4.7 QUESTION: Is a minimum stress of 60% f required by the design?
u

What is the significance of the note "3. Haximum Final Stress =

.6 ULT = 144,000 PSI" which appears on the Inland-Ryerson Drawing

159-2 dated 3/16/69'?

RESPONSE: The first question will be answered by considering:
1) the present licensing requirement, 2) expected tendon force at
40 years, and 3) minimum design

requirements')

Present Licensin Re uirements

a) The specified prestress or tendon lock-off force
for the containment shell and the rock anchors was:

0.7 x ULTS

0.7 (240 ksi)(4.42 in ) = 168 (4.42) = 742 kips

QbCrt /COfUNOnWeglth
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b) The average tendon loss after 40 years based on an

average predicted prestress loss of 24 ksi is:

24 ksi (4.42) = 106 kips

c) The required average final prestress after 40 years

of operation is:

0.6 (240 ksi)(4.42 in ) = 144 (4.42) = 636 kips-2

d) For original design criteria, refer to the FSAR:

(1) page 5.1.2-8A and 26

(2) Table 5.1.2 - 4B

(3) Table 5.1.2 - 4I
(4) Appendix 5D

2) E ected Tendon Force at 40 Years

Extrapolation of the liftoff data obtained during the

last surveillance using the "predicted base value" slope

indicates that the average tendon force at end of plant
life will be 609 kips which is 27 kips or 4.2/ below the

present licensing requirements of 636 kips. This is the

least conservative approach to the estimate; that is, it
provides the highest estimate of the 40 year tendon

forces.

3) Desi n Re uirements

From a licensing standpoint, the average tendon force
will be below the present requirements by 27 kips.
However, during the most severe loading combination
which is design accident plus maximum earthquake, the

tendon stresses will increase as required to equilibrate
the applied loadings.

Qbert /Corenonweatth
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Investigations could be made using the requirements of
the current AS>1E Section III, Division 2 containment

code which permits the tendon stresses to increase to a

value of .9 F . There are also other requirements

related to acceptable stress and strain limits which

would require consideration. Such an investigation
might demonstrate the acceptability of the "as is"
containment without retensioning.

The note referred to in the second question refers to
the requirement of ACI 318 that the effective prestress,
used for design purposes, cannot exceed .6 ULT (para.

2606(b)) regardless of the calculated losses.

4.8 gUESTION: Is the current tendon sampling method representative?
How does it compare with other statistical methods?

RESPONSE: Of the 160 tendons in the containment, 22 will be

tested in the retest. The following table divides the tendons

into three categories which demonstrates the sample of 22 tendons

is representative of all tendons:

1)

2)

3)

Order of Tensioning (8 groups)
Position in Containment (9 - 40~ segments)

Types based on straight, or curved for penetrations

Order of Tensionin
Group Number Number
Number ~in Grou Tested

(2)
Position"-

Group Number Number
Number ~in Grou Tested

Group
Number

(3)
T es
Number Number

~in Grou Tested

20

18

19

20

20

19

13 or 14

in each

group

Others

129

10

16

:"based on 30 wedges beginning with Tendon 1

Gilbert
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Order of Tensionin
Group Number Number
Number ~in Grou Tested

7 18 3

(2)
Position"

Group Number
Number ~in Grou

7

Number
Tested

(3)
T es

Group Number Number
Number ~in Grou Tested

8 5

21

1 8

3 9

10

12

" based on 30 wedges beginning with Tendon 1

"'-retensioned

Current VSNRC requirements would require a test of 7 randomly

selected tendons for each surveillance with one retested during
each subsequent surveillance. This would require only 28 tendons

to have been tested at least once to date rather than the 42

tested to date. tiilitary Standard 105D (Sampling Procedures and

Tables for Inspection by Attributes) indicates that for a lot or
batch between 151 and 280 using single sampling for normal

inspection, a test sample of 13 would be adequate.

4.9 QUESTION: Is there a tendency for relaxation to produce

unbalanced forces around the perimeter of the containment?

RESPONSE: 'o evaluate the potential for unbalanced forces due to
relaxation, the tested tendons were grouped into loads

concentrated at 12 points 30 apart. 11oments were taken about 30

axes and the eccentricities computed. They ranged from 0.2 to
0.52 feet. The maximum eccentricity produces an increase in
concrete stress of 0.037% which is insignificant.

4.10 QUESTION: Does there appear to be any relaxation relationship
based on location or tendon type?

RESPONSE: As can be concluded from a review of the data in Table 1,

there does not seem to be a relation between losses and location or

type.

Qbett ICGemanWeslth
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4.11 QUESTION: What relaxation assumptions were used for the rock?

RESPONSE: Relaxation of the rock was not considered in the design

since it was felt that the major effects would have occurred prior
to the tensioning of the wall tendons. Refer to the response for
question 4.4.

4.12 QUESTION: Were temperature gradients across the walls and their
variation around the perimeter taken into account in the design?

Would temperature effects contribute to variations in tendon

surveillance lift-offvalues?

RESPONSE: The temperature gradients across the wall and dome were

considered in the design. Refer to FSAR page 5.1.2-8 and Table
5.1.2-4C/Winter, 4D/Summer, 4F/Accident Temperature for T = 286~F;

Table 5.1.2-4I, Appendix 5D, 4G/Accident Temperature for T = 3120F;

and Figure 5.1.2-34. The thermal effect around the perimeter was

considered in the design of the wall and dome.

For temperature effects on tendon surveillance lift-offvalues,
see Section 6.0.

5.0 COMPARISON OF TENDON FORCES

For each of the 42 tendons surveyed previously, the tendon force
over 40 years after initial stressing was predicted using the
following procedure. For a specific tendon, the lock-off force at
Initial Stressing is obtained from Table 1. The elastic
shortening tendon force loss is calculated for the tendon from the
equation ~ (20al kips). As discussed previously, "n" is the

40
stressing sequence number in which the tendon occurs. This elastic
shortening loss is subtracted from the lock-off force, and the
result is plotted at t = 1.4 years in Figures 4-1 through 4-42.

The total long term losses in Table 2 are subtracted from this
force to arrive at Upper Bound, Lower Bound, and Base Value

QberC ICOOtmOnWealth
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tendon forces. From Table 2, the Upper and Lower long term losses

are used to obtain the Lower Bound and Upper Bound tendon forces,
respectively. The values obtained for the Upper Bound, Lower

Bound, and Base Value tendon forces are plotted at t = 1.52, t = 2.4,
and t = 41.4 years after concrete placement; these correspond to

1000 hours, 1 year and 40 years after initial stressing,
respectively. Thus, these values in conjunction with the tendon

force at t = 1.4 years after concrete placement establish the

three "predicted" curves in Figures 4-1 through 4-42.

The data points shown in the figures are the a'ctual lift-off
forces from Table 1 measured at the 6 month, 1 year, 3 year, and 8

year surveillance periods. Seven tendons in Figures 4-1 through
4-42 were retensioned at 1000 hours after initial stressing. For

these tendons, the lift-offforce and retensioned force at 1000

hours are also shown. An examination of these figures reveals the

following:

1) Of the 42 surveillance tendons in Figures 4-1 through
4-42, 7 were retensioned at 1000 hours after initial
stressing of all the tendons. The 7 retensioned tendons

are 121 (Figure 4-5), 73 (Figure 4-6), 36 (Figure 4-7),
111 (Figure 4-9), 126 (Figure 4-31), 32 (Figure 4-41),
and 117 (Figure 4-42). The "predicted" curves for these

seven tendons are based on the lock-off forces at
initial stressing and do not reflect retensioning.

For the remaining 35 tendons in Figures 4-1 through
4-42, a total of 46 surveillance data points exist.
Using this data, the average value by which measured

lift-offforces are below those predicted (Base Value)
was calculated to be about 18 kips; with a Standard

Deviation (a) of +22 kips. Of the measured lift-off
forces, 37 are below their predicted value and 9 are

Qbert IConunonweelth
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above. Of the 37 which are below, the -force

discrepancies range from a maximum of 65 kips to a

minimum of almost zero.

2) Resulting from the observations in Item 1), the data for
the 23 tendons retensioned at 1000 hours was considered.

For each of these tendons, the force loss at 1000 hours

was obtained by subtracting the measured 1000 hour

lift-offforces (Attachment 4) from the Initial
Stressing lock-off forces after these forces are reduced

for elastic shortening. The average force loss for 21

of these tendons (data not available for 2) is
calculated to be 56 kips, with o = +19. From the Base

Value line in Figure 3, the loss for the 1000 hour

interval is seen to be predicted at approximately
35 kips (practically all due to tendon stress
relaxation). Thus, the actual force loss is 21 kips
greater than predicted, with 17 of the 21 tendons

exhibiting losses greater than 35 kips.

3) Items 1) and 2) indicate an average tendon force loss in
the neighborhood of 20 kips greater than predicted.
This unpredicted loss occurred as soon as 1000 hours

after Initial Stressing. The Standard Deviation is also
approximately +20 kips; and this might cast doubt on the

foregoing conclusion, if it were not for the fact that
more than 80/ of the lift-offtests have measured forces
less than predicted. The unpredicted tendon force loss
of 20 kips could be due to a consistent underestimation
of the precise point of lift-offusing the "acoustical"
method of determining lift-off. This is discussed in
Section 6.0 — Possible Causes. Note that the point of
lift-offwould have to be prematurely estimated at only
3/ below the tendon force in order to result in a 20 kip

Qbet ICeanonwealth
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underestimate. The +20 kip standard deviation would

represent a +155 psig inaccuracy in reading the ram

pressure gauge.

4) For purposes of evaluating the lift-offforces with
respect to the design requirements, the horizontal line
at 636 kips labeled "Average Design Requirements" is
shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-42. This value

corresponds to the minimum effective tendon stress of
144 ksi required by the FSAR and Technical
Specification. Based on the loss calculations presented

previously, the values of tendon lift-offforce at the

10 year retest have been predicted and are given in
Table 3. The average of the predicted forces is
631 kips which is 5 kips or less than 1% below the

required 636 kips.

6.0 POSSIBLE CAUSES

Possible causes for measured tendon forces being less than

piedicted include rock and elastomeric pad creep, stress
relaxation properties of the wire, premature determination of the

point of lift-offand temperature effects. Due to time

limitations, losses due to rock and elastomeric pad deformation at
the base of the containment wall were not thoroughly evaluated,
although these effects could account for a significant portion of
the approximate 20 kip variation defined previously.

Tendon stress relaxation was calculated on the basis of an assumed

12~ relaxation at 40 years. Inryco has indicated that this
assumption would be consistent with the properties of typical
materials available at the time the wire was procured for the
Ginna containment. However, actual test data for the in-place
wire is not available. It should be noted that an increase in
this property from 12 to 13't, would result in a 7.4 kip decrease in
40 year tendon force.

Qbert /Commonwealth
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The determination of the point of lift-offof the tendons is
influenced by the procedure used. For the Ginna containment, an

acoustical method (shim-tapping) has been used, and the lift-off
forces in Table 1 and Figures 4-1 through 4-42 are based on this
method. However, difficulty in obtaining reproducible lift-off
fozces using the acoustical method has been experienced on at
least one other post tensioned containment. There is reason to
suspect that the inaccuracy may consistently give an

underestimation of tendon force. A different lift-offprocedure

which uses 1/32 inch thick shims will be used for the retest at 10

years. This method is believed to be more accurate than the

acoustical method. For a comparison of the differences in
lift-offforces measured by these two methods, both methods will
be used on the 14 tendons last surveyed at the 8 year period.
Such a comparison will indicate whether or not the previous
lift-offforce measurements were underestimated.

Several temperature conditions were investigated for the tendons

and containment wall to see if the 20 kip difference could have

resulted from thermal effects.

In these investigations, it is assumed that at initial stressing
the average temperature across the wall and the tendon temperature

were the same. Also, it is assumed that the vertical thermal
growth of the wall is a function of this average temperature.

First the small difference in linear coefficient of thermal
-6

expansion for the concrete (5.5 x 10 in/in/~F) and the tendon
-6

(6.5 x 10 in/in/ F) was determined to be insignificant. If the
wall and tendon were to experience a temperature increase of 40OF,

the tendon force would relax 5 kips. This 40 F increase
represents the difference between the stressing environment and

operating condition

temperatures'bert
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The average temperature difference between the tendon and the wall
over their entire 115 foot length would have to be 24 F in order
to produce a 20 kip relaxation of tendon force. Such a

temperature difference over the entire tendon length does not seem

likely.

The effect of local hot spots on tendons curved around the main

steam and feedwater penetrations was investigated. In order to
relax 20 kips, a typical tendon would have to be at a temperature

92 F above its temperature at initial stressing over a 30 foot
length in the area of the penetration. The 30 foot length is the
tendon length conservatively assumed to be heated by the

penetration, without the benefit of a heat transfer analysis. If
in fact the affected length were 15 feet, the required temperature
would be 184~F. These affected length and temperature
combinations would seem to rule out local hot spots as a cause.

This conclusion is supported by the fact that the tendons around

penetrations (48, 124, and 126) do not exhibit larger losses than
the other tendons.

7.0 SUMMARY

Predictions for the results of the retest (10 years) indicate that
the plant will be less than 1% below the requirement of the
Technical Specification. In examining the design calculations, it
is clear that the failure to meet this requirement does not at
this time constitute a threat to public safety since the forces
necessary to mitigate a posutlated accident are available, and the
additional strains required to develop these forces would be

negligible.

Calculations indicate that, using current code requirements, it
might be possible to avoid retensioning tendons altogether.
However, additional engineering calculations would be 'necessary,
as a minimum to have enough information to approach the NRC for
the necessary revisions to the Technical Specification.

Qbert IComnwnweslth
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Since the FSAR and the Technical Specification allow the

retensioning of the tendons it would also be possible to simply

retension to values stated in the original design.

There appears to have been an approximate 20 kip unpredicted loss

of prestress occurring within the first 1000 hours of stressing
the tendons. As stated in Section 6.0, there are several possible
causes for the differences between predicted and measured average

tendon forces. Loss behavior can be investigated further to

provide additional support to the conclusion of this report.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the work reported, it is concluded that the

response of the containment does not indicate that there is any

danger to public safety. The basic problem appears to be minor

difficulties in predicting the early response of the tendons.

Additional conclusions must await the data from retests and

perhaps further study of the anomaly in loss behavior (see

Addendum -I).
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TABLES

1. SURVEILLANCE TENDON FORCES

2. 40 YEARS TENDON FORCE LOSSES

3. TEN YEAR LIFT-OFF FORCE ESTIHATE
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1000 HR. RE-TENSION* 6 MONTH**INITIALSTRESSING*

JACK
PRESSURE

(PSI)

RAM
AREA
(IN2)

JACK
RESSURE

(PSI)

RAM
AREA
(IN2)

RAM
AREA
(IN2)

JACK
PRESSURE

(PSI)

K
UJ FORCE

(KIP 5)

FORCE

(KI PS)

FORCE
(KIPS)

DATEDATEDAT E

6100 789129.35

750.25800

4/4/69 6000 129.35 776.1

5750 129.35

129.35

129.35

743.7

A1 3/28/69 5800 750.2 5/21/69 6000

724.4 5/22/69 5600

776.1

724.4 10/30/69 5525129.35 129.34 714.6

711.4 5/23/69 5900 763.1 10/30/69 55505500 129.35129.35 129.34 717.8HT

3/25/69 5500 129.35 711.4

750.2 5/21/69 5750129.35 129.35 743.7A2 3/29/69 5800

4/5/69 6000 129.35

129.35

129.35

776.1

A 3/29/69 5750

A 3/30/69 5500

743.7

711.4

3/30/69 6000 129.3$ 776.1

A 3/30/69 $800 129.35 750.2

4/1/69 5650 730.8 10/30/69 5200 129.34 672.6

4/1/69 5800 129.35 750.2

4/1/69 5900 129.35 763.1 10/30/69 5150 129.34 666.1

129.35

129.35

129.35

4/1/69 5600

4/1/69 $550

4/1/69 5850

7243 10/30/69 5150 129.34 666.1

717.9

10/30/69 5475756.7 129.34 708.1

717.9129.354/1/69 5550

7)L44/1/69 5500 10/30/69 5000- 129.35

129.35

129.34 646.7Bl

5900 763.1

4/2/69 5800 10/30/69 5425750.2 129.34 701.6

4/2/69 5650

4/2/69 5550

4/2/69 5800

10/30/69 5050730.8129.35

129.35

129.35

129.34 653.1

717.9

7$0.2

4/2/69 5600 129.35 724.3

129.34 640.2

129.34 685.$

Cl 10/30/69 4950

10/30/69 5300

4/3/69 5500

4/2/69 5500

129.35 711.4

129.3$ 711.4

129.35 763.1 5/22/69 59004/5/69 5900

4/3/69 5600

4/3/69 5650

C2 763.1129.35

10/30/69 5050

10/30/69 5200

129.34 653.1

129.34 672.6

129.35 724.3Cl

730.8129.35

4/4/69 6000 129.35 776.1

4/3/69 5500 129.35 711.4B

4/3/69 5800 750.2129.35

4/4/69 6000

4/3/69 5750

129.35 776.1

129.35 743.7

10/30/69 5300 129.34 685.5724.44/3/69 5600 129.35

4/5/69 6000

4/3/69 5650

776.1129.35

129.35

129.35

B3

730.8 5/23/69 6000

739.9 5/22/69 5800

129.35 776.1A3

F R 4/4/69 5750 750.2129.35

*LOCK OFF FORCES

DATE

5/5/70

5/S/7O

5/5/70

S/S/7O

5/5/70

S/S/7O

s/s/7o

S/S/7O

S/S/7O

S/S/7O

s/s/7o

5/S/7O

S/S/7O

S/S/7O

1 YEAR**

JACK
RESSURE

(PSI)

RAM
AREA
(IN )

FORCE

(KI PS)

5000 129.3 646.5

5550 129.3 717.6

4850 129.3 627.1

5050 129.3 652.9

5150 129.3 665.9

5100 129.3 659 4

5000 129.3 646.5

5000 129.3 646$

5100 129.3 659.4

5200 129.3 672.3

5025 129.3 649.7

5550 129.3 717.6

5050 129.3 652.9

5400 129.3 698.2

DATE

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

5/16/72

3 YEARS** 8 YEARS**

JACK
RESSURE

(PSI)

RAM
AREA
(IN )

RAM
AREA
(IN2)

JACK
RESSURE

(PSI)

FORCE
(KI PS)

FORCE

(K(PS)
DATE P

127.6 625.24900

6m 4950 127.6 631 JI

6m 127.6

129.3 646.5 6/77 4950 127.6 6314

129.3 698.2 6m 4970 127.6 .634.2

5200 129.3 672 4

5200 129.3 672 4

6/77 127.64820 615.0

5000 6468129.3

129.34850 627.1

127.6 612$

129.3

129.3 672.3 6m 127.6 612.55200

129.3 646.5

127.6 587620.6 6/77129.3.4800

6m129.3 724.1 127.6 689.0

127.6 61286/77

4800 127.6129.3 620.6 6/77 4750

'5000 129.3 646.5

5150 127.6 6$7.1

5100 129.3 659 4

127.6 66386m 5200

LIFT OFF FORCES
TABLE 1

SURVEILLANCE TENDON FORCES
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TABLE 2

TENDON FORCE LOSSES

AT 1000 HOURS, 1 YEAR, AND 40 YEARS AFTER INITIAL STRESSING

TENDON FORCE LOSSES (KIPS

LOSS

Base

1000 HR

U er Lower Base

1 YEAR

U er Lower Base

40 YEARS

U er Lower

Elastic Shortening

Shrinkage

Creep

Relaxation

20.1

c0

+0

34.9

0 «0 0.5

0 0 6.4

40.1 29.7 52.0

20.1 20.1 20.1 20.1

0.5

8.0

59.8

20.1

0.4

5.4

44.2

2.8 3.0

18.5 23.1

89.1 102.4

20.1 20.1 20.1

2.3

15.7

75.7

TOTAL 55.0 60.2 49.8 79.0 88.4 70.1 130.5 148.6 113.8

TOTAL LONG TEQf
(Excludes Elastic
Shortening)

34.9 40.1 29.7 58.9 68.3 50. 0 110. 4 128. 5 93.7

TABLE 2





TABLE 3
TEN YEAR LIFT-OFF FORCE ESTIMATE

TENDON
NUMBER

FORCE
LAST LAST PREDICTED

FIGURE TEST TEST FORCE
NASSER (ki s) Year (ki s) REMARKS

53 4-1 625 8 621 All predicted forces are based
on the Base Value predicted
slope through last test data
unless noted otherwise.

133 4-2 630 626

4-3 637 634

17 4-4 632 627

36

95

142

4-7

4-13

4-18

632

615 , 8

612 8

679(627) Based on predicted slope thru
3 year test data (based on 8

year test data).

611

607

4-24 612 655 (607) Based on predicted slope thru
3 year test data (based on
predicted slope thru 8 year
test data).

84

126

160

76

117

110

60

63

150

158

83

100

132

4-30 588

4-31 687

4-33 612

4-35 605

4-42 '63
4-37 657

4-19 647

4-14 647

4-40 658

740

4-25 653

4-12 665

4-11 653

4-16 627

584

683

607

602

658

653

621

630

640

650

636

624

610(575)

6 mo. 614

Based on Initial Stressing
and 10 year losses.

Based on actual slope thru 1
and 3 year test data (based on
predicted slope thru 3 year
test data).

631 Average Lift Off Force in 22
Tendons tested (estimated)

TABLE 3



FIGURES

1. TENDON IOCATION

1-A. TENDON STRESSING SEQUENCE

2. CONTAINMENT CONSTRUCTION HISTORY

3. PREDICTED TENDON LOSSES (BASE VALUES)

3-A. STRESS RELAXATION 12$ MIRE

4. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED TENDON FORCES OVER 40 YEARS
(INCLUDES FIGURE 4-1 THROUGH FIGURE 4-42)
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FIGURE 1-A
TENDON STRESSING SE UENCE
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= Retensioned at 1000 hours.

FIGURE I-A
TENDON STRESSING SEQUENCE
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ATTACHMENT 1

STATEMENT OF CWORK AND MANHOUR

ESTIMATE FOR THE CONTAINlENT INVESTIGATION





Gilbert:/Commonwealth engineers and consultants

GILBERT ASSOCIATES, INC., P. 0. Box 1488, Reading, PA 18603 Tel. 215 775 26GO,'Cable Gilasoc/Telex 836-431

September 5, 1979

Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Atten: Mr. John E. Arthur
Chief Engineer

Dear Mr. Arthur:

Re: Statement of Work and
Manhour Estimate for
the Containment Investigation

The following is a statement of work and manhour estimate
for the items concerning tne containment investigation as
discussed with Mr.'Geotz at our. meetincr of August 31, 1979.

1. GAI will review the design calculations, FSAR and
procurement specifications for Ginna to determine
commitments and requirements for the prestressing
system.

2. Responses will be made to the following questions:
a. Were tests conducted on the concrete to

determine the amount of creep to be expected?
What is current practice?

b. How were the results of creep tests used in
the design? What is current practice?

c. Was there a chemical analysis of the ground-
water at the site?

d. Was rock flow, creep or squeeze considered
in the .analysis for relaxation?

e. Were individual relaxation curves developed
for specific tendon types? What is current
practice?

f. Is there any assurance that broken wires can
be detected by visual observation of the
stressed tendon?

525 tsoCCStCC Avenee. PCCO oe, OA:VOcOWtawn POCO. Greco H.CS. tttseeg, Ox 2ts lr;25OO
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Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.
Atten: ~lr. John E. Arthur

Chief Engineer
Page 2
September 5, 1979

g. Is a minimum stress of 60% f required'y the
design'?

h. .Is the current tendon sampling method repre-
sentative? How does it compare with other
statistical methods'?

i. Is there a tendency for relaxation to produce
unbalanced forces around the perimeter of the
containment?

j. Does there appear to be any relaxation relationship
based on location or tendon type'?

k. What relaxation assumptions were used for the
rock?

Nere temperature gradients across the walls and
their variation around the perimeter taken into
account in the design'? Nould temperature effects
contribute to variations in tendon surveillancelift-offvalues?

3'. The containment construction process, including concrete
pour dates, tendon stressing and inspection sequence will
be summarized and thei theoritical effect on tendon
losses established.

4. The "actual" tendon losses will be calculated from the
ram pressure and ram areas reported in the lift-off tests.
These lossess will be compared to those-committed to in
the Project Technical Specifications, the design calcula-
tions and those which would be expected'ased on current
ViRC approved methods. of predicting losses. Behavior at
the next lift-offtest will be predicted. Possible
recommendations for future actions will be discussed
pending r'esults of the next lift-offtests.
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Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.
Atten: ~Jr. John E. Arthur

Chief Engineer
Page 3
September 5., 1979

5. GAI wi.ll retain Inryco (previously Inlal-Ryerson) to
provide data on current and past stressing and.lift-
off procedures and to act as a consultant at the lift-off
tests. GAI will also provide at least one observer for
these tests.

This work will require approximately 300 manhours over the
next three (3) weeks, including an interum recommendation as
to possible modification of the anticipated lift-offtests by
September 14, 1979. The estimate does not include travel
costs, expenses, consulting costs for Inryco, the observer's
at the lift-offtests or evaluation of those tests.

PtlC/skm
cc: R. E. Smith

J. N. Covey
J. Geotz
K. T. Nomose
F. L. Noreadith
R. E. Pages

Very truly yours,

/ L Lc( I
P. N. Cameron
Senior Project Engineer





ATTACHHENT 2

PERTINENT EXTRACTS FROH DOCUHENTS

CONTENTS

1. CONCRETE TEST DATA

2. ELASTOHERIC'PAD, TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

3. INSTALLATION OF ROCK ANCHORS, TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

4. SIDE WAIL TENDON, TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

5. STRUCTURAL CONCRETE) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

6. EXTRACTS FSAR

7. EXTRACTS GINNA TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Qbart IComaenwealth
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Ihrch 9, 1967

PG-16582

K". H. Lorenz
Chief Structural Engineer
Gilbert Associates, Incorporated
P. 0. Box 1498
Reading, Pennsylvania 19603

Re: Ginna Station
Concrete for Containment Vessel

D ar Hans:

Thank you for your letter of 5hrch 7th .egarding the
shrinkage data. Me are proceeding on the tests as outlined in
my letter to IW. Powell of bestinghouse, and I hope Co send a
progress report by Yarch 10th.

Regarding Che drying shrinkage of Che concrete, I am
attaching the report of the National Sand and Gravel Association
Joint Research Laboratory Publication No. 8 HEffects
Size on Properties of Concrete . Tne authors, Stanton Nallcer andII

Delmar Bloem, are renown concrete experts, and I believe the
report to be very reliable. Please note Page 289 regarding Series
173 length change data Table 4.

Regarding your first reference by A; IC. Neville Chat air
entrainment has been found to have no effect on shrinkage, I
believe that this statement should be qualified Co read little"
ef ect. This is shown in Table 4 and also shown in the shrinkage
curve in the Kueau of Reclamation Handbook. However, I agree
Chat a reduction of air from 6p Co 4$ would have little effect
on shrinkage in our mix for the containment vessel.

PITTICVUROH NLW YORK

NCIY ORLCANS SC*TTLC

CHICAC1O

IIOSCON PHILAOCLPHIA CLCVCLANCI OCTIIOIT OT. LOUIS OUffALO GRfCNCOORO LOUISVILLC MCMPHIS SALT LAKC CITY SAN FRANCIVCI

PORCI.ANO OIHMINGHAM OATON ROHGC'ACAYCTCC MllVCAUKCC INOIANAPOLIS ATLANTA HOUSTON OALLAS JACKSONVILLC TAMI'A MIAMI

SYNACUSC TALLAH*SSCC L'UGCNC NASHVILLC ROANOaC CHATTANOOGA OAYTONA OCILANOO NOCHC'STCR SPOKANC

AUUOGIATCS ATI I OO ANGCLCS TORONTO MONTRI'AL LONOON. CNGIANO



R'. H. Lorenz
Gilbert Assocs., Inc. March 9, 1967

Regarding the reference ASTM STP 169-A, I bel1eve the
statements are basically correct but are only generalizations
and cannot be uantitativelv applied to our mMes. If you
will examine the results in Table 4 I have referenced, there
are only slight d1fferences on shrinkage in any of Che 4, 6, or
8 sacl«mixes. There is also slight differences in mixes of the
various size aggregates. This has prompted Che conclusion of
the authors "For Che range of maximum sizes from 3/4" to 2y",
differences in drying shrinkage were probably so small as Co be
of little practical significance in most concrete".

When you apply these results and conclusions to Che
containment vessel concrete, I can only conclude Chat Che
significant increase in strength afforded by reducing Che size
of aggregate Justifies the new 3/4" aggregate size mix.

I believe you can also consider that all shrinkage stud"es
are on unrestrained concrete (not-reinforced ) and since the
containment vessel is highly reinforced, Che effect of shrinkage
will be minimized. Also, ASTN STP l69-A indicates Chat there
18 less effect of shrinkage in mass concrete due to grain changes
during curing o

I also believe Chat the recommended requirements of low
mix temperature to reduce water reauirements will enable lower
shr1nkage of our mix design. Basically the greatest influence
on shrinkage is water content, and we should keep this at a
minimum by maintaining the low temperature and low slump. Since
Chere is a large amount of reinforcement, Che 3/4" size mix will
be easier Co properly consolidate at a low slump.

Considering all of Che factors and placing strength as Che
primary requirement, I believe Chat Che 3/4" aggregate mix is
the best one for this application.
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R. H. Lorenz
Gilbert Associates, Inc.

~0 3 ee

March 9, 1967

I shall have seven day compressive strengths on our mixes
next week, but it will take an additional 3 weeks before we can
have the preliminary shrinkage values. 1 shall submit them to
you Bnmediately as we progress.

Please let me know if we can be of any other service.

JFA/mb

Enclosures

Very truly yours,
P ZXTSBURGH TESTXNG LABORATORY

~Joseph P. Artuso, Ihnager,
Cement 8c Concrete Department
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ELASTOMERIC PAD

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION



D/C
4-28-66

TECFI!IXCAL SPECXFXCATXOii
FOR

ELI>STOiq"8 I~iLKRBIG PADS

FOR TIP
33ROOIGIOOD PI'QIT UNXT HO. 1

Or TFE
ROCIKSTER GAS A!ID HLECTRXC CORPOR<sTXON

ROCHESTER hL'll YORK

1. 0 GEi«ERI!L

The Svpplier sh"ll furnish a ouan ity of 320 elastomer bearing pads
vith materials and construction as hereinafter specified and of the
folloving dimens>ons:

a. Plan Area - 42 inches by 9 inches.
b. Neoprene - T<ro layers of neoprene shall eacn be 0.84 «nches th«ck.
c. Steel Shims - An outer shim on one face only and. one shim betveen

the tlro neoprene layers shall each be a.minir>!um of 16 gage.

2. 0 HEOPREiK

n
C ~ 1 The elastomer por'c:on of the bearing pad shall be nelr, first

run material, I:novn as "Iieoprene", vith necessary pla. ticizers,
ex'cenders, deoxidizers, etc. reouired 'co ensure a p"odvct thatvillmeec the spec'fica'cion requirements as hereinafte defined.
Pads shall oe cast under heat and pressure and shall be indivi-
dually molded to the size anc. shape specified hereinbefore.
Pads shall be furnished. vith on3@ one lcminat«ion as detai3.ed in
Section 1.0. All molding and cutting shall oe carefu3ly perfon!ed'o obtain pads that are flat, smoo'cn, and free of iris-runs, mold
flash or surface irregularit«es, and in lrhich a3.1 cuts're smooth,
straight and -'ertical and free of'icl;s o" extraneous rubber.

2.2 Variations from specified dimensions shall not exceed the follolr-
illg:

Thicl;ness 1/lo inch
Width + 1/8 inch
Length + 1/8 «nch

2.3 Tne bond bctveen neoprene and meta3. shal" be such that lrhen tested
for separation, fail!»c shall occur in tile neoprene and not betveen
the neoprene ant steel ~

2.4 Tbe neoprene shal3. have a noulinal dllroreter h rdncss o" $ 0.
Physical rec!uirement" for tile neoprene hall bc '!s fol.lovs;

Original. }hysica3. Pro}ler i».,
(3 ) Teal resi st GMQ.!i.> t)~rTil I 5+ l pie C.

) Guilds 1)cr incll of tllicia'.ass > mini'01Nl! 3.80.

'!Test results For these pro':.er>,ies for test,"",':»!«les }>re}«ared .'ro>!! ":ini:hcd
1>'lis:ra*3.1 bc not rlorc tll"!«3.0 rcrcer1t bcl;>v i:!!c "lccifie-':!lv.«.





1 ~0 0Cf)RR."iJ.

ADDFf'ffUf'O
'!'0 Tff"'.

TFCflNICAI~ 8!'I.'.Cli"1CAT3:Oi)
PC~3

FL ES'lO.'<FR Bf"ifL~f'P~ PAD.~

FOR HE
BROOK!'RBD f'L'~f!T Uf'IXT flOe 1

QP HK
POCHCGft'Zt GAS Af!U CJZCTRXC CO!9'OQATIOH

I'LOCHES'i%HI,~ hfdf~ YOKi

(1-25-67)

I tlanpe quantity- fzav "$20" to "32$,"»
C~~Q8 tflief(ne93 of neo!Jr CIic.'ro.'0 '0 8$ 1 "I ties to 'l/16 illches~ o

Delete item c and insert the ZO3'lolling:

tlc Dtsol Ghips - n outor shill. on each face Mi h min'~am thi~moos
of .!.6 page Gnd one 9113.6! bett'Mcn the 4:0 nco]>rene ayers '4%th

thickness as require(t to r..~«nt"in 1"cation as;I;ocifio(i hs:oi'.-
after+ The Iid(LIS shh. stall be of.'onstant t:.sic!(ness for all
.pads ard sh»~ be not less t t~~ 16 gage~"

2 «0 iiEOk'REfi.".

'2~2 D lctc "Thief(ness + 1/16:~net:" and insert in li u thereof tfla
fo&olnng".

»Total l-ad Zhicf~.ss + 1/S inch
Deviation of. IfQ.d(UD sf)All Q'cID CGnter of 0"-Q 1/8 inctl'~

2oA Col< npc nor>+TIlal durojtQter flar(fnsss of 5U to 55 o

ai {2} Chanpe ""0+5" to "'.5+3" »

$ ,0 !d)HES1'1":

Xl3sex't the ollo<Jlnp at the enc'i OZ this section:

"E'rior to the apl~lica,tion of the epzgr-x'Csin the gd SM3. bo
(llcM1$'l 'lith '1 solvent to rel..Gvo c~YQ grease or 0" 1 alibi the
steal sflizs c.'.caned by vo>;er too3. Or lime brush to re@;ovs arg
rust<"
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INSTALLATION OF ROCK ANCHORS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
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TECHieICAL SI'HCL~JCATIOMS
!(. Or

II'ISTPJ.LA1'ION OY ROC'' ~'.NCIIORS

For The
R)HEART 5"KTT G.'.i'l!lA V~JCl.iA<( F9iiB STA'L'XOH —O'GT E>O 1

Ol T.\s
aC~;II'"TIm G<S X:;,O W~. ~CraXC COIE~OV.".0:)

Bochsst>r~ Ho:t 'Xo"!.

loO '0!"

I'hese syccificatiors covor the installat:on cf rock n!chors for the

Containment Vessel for Ihbc;t ~gtt Gw~.c fwuclG™ Pos!ei, Station-

Un3.t (sod 1 of the Puchsstcr Co,s Qnd Kloctr c Cog: Qa."l3~o

2aO R"'i%%'!ICE COD"'S /UED SP:"Cli'TCAT10HS

T'csE>t as smcifioc. hsxvir~~Ztor. all;;o~'c s)m'I~ be in accord"nce arith

"Standard Sp~"ifications for St~ctur=l Concrotc fox IIuildings" PZl

301-66 end th= PCX "Tentative Rancor,,sndcd E~~zctices for Qrouting Bea';-

ten ioned Prestressed Concrctd'.

3,0 KE'Lp.'QA"S FOR GPDUT

3.1 Povtlan8 P."..i ant.

AU. co)rant sI~>ll bg @or<3m!d errant confora&g to "Svscifics":icns

for Port3~nd Cement", ASSI C-150-6/+, Tycho Xl tw!:sn fro;,. one

recent+~ veau"ectured batch. Air-ontrained car nt 411 not be

VXJcd ~

3 02 <Cat82.

I<~~np yiator sh'l3. I:o po'.""b>e ~~ith a chloride con"cnt no rvo:>to~~

tsar> lCQ:!zi.
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~scut as S;~Cifiled hcreirnfter»d ths prpperties required fcr

PrOPOr OlaCerrsi:t,. Ti!e e::OaneiVS addi~'Ve Or".11 bO Cithar Intrea-

)Gast' C as rr"-nufact,urcd bv t,ho SQc~ Chs,roc' Cori~,a'y or

Intrusion-Aid ao llQllufQct;ured by t'ho k'.l'o)~akt Concrot'e Colriyan7

and shall be propert,iored and mi::cd in accordealce lri'h tho n~~nu-

facturor's instructions Tho 0"~ct ouan'ity of os"-nsive add't,ive

to be used shall Le det,ors;l.'~:cd by the preosra~ion of t,zi-"1 ba';chr:s

usin~~'he sBKC Kltrerial.s as c.re tro bs vced in trhO 1:0"eit. Co obtain

the irroperties srr."cii'ed her.".irrn&tm mlden Section $ .0
LABGPK'i'oirr'E.

-8

4e0 l<D~i C- PRCPOATI()HS

The grout, used for insta'l3ing rockc anchors ha&1 bo a neat cadent grou~e

The 'proPortr'Qns ox Q oue MQ lriQtsri''hall be based uilon 1:QQ Glor)

Ccats lr:-de on fresh wed hnroered percuss prior to their u=e in the fic3d,

7he arrioui1t of n~wng -:uter e1;,pic~ted shall b" s:ch as to;.eroduce a

puvpabls grout kmving t,lm con i."agency of a thici'rom< or ht"ivy 1:sin~.

"'tmn ~i.tbed tc sb,ad until setting 0".dies place„ the g.cut should

o:licit „)r cti'ca~~i" no bleeding or slsg~e~~ation <~<d should 8::oznd «ot

less than 6 nor ll~oro tnt 10 L."sreent of i~s ori~wiv3. volu.anise The

~ster-cewanting patoriel r, tio sk 11 be as low as possible consistont

ld;bh p'~@i~.~ req',mcrrants vith a me 'i@urn einte1':e~ont raCio of 0..40

to 0.45 bv lreight.

5 0 JACK,'~%'K'K 'ZG"T".

r>el Conor~1

Tho p„"ooozi,icns <'p Lo lutti<l gor tho c'" l~-.:„11 bo ",'.ostod by a

m~'Qstr'Ln w'lXrair( '"i'v Cnclu O CO'l'Vj~dal lac '4 'rl trhv . Omo ' CQ
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properties of'on™istcncy and expansion. The Testing Laboratory

shall be provided representative samples of the materials to

perform these tests. Reimbursement for the Testing Laboratory's

services will be by the Purchaser.

5.2 Plastic Volume Change

The e~~snsion of a test specimen of grout of the proposed pro-

portion shall be determined by measuring the change in volurra

of a grout column. The expansion of the sample shall be periodically

observed.. D pendinE upon the typ of grout tested, the test may be

discontinued at.eith.r' or 4 hour" when it io evident that

expansion has practically ceased. At th end of this period, the

bleeding water, if any, shall b= poured from the surface of the

grout into a small graduat, d cylinder where its volume is
observed.

The grout expansion measured as percent expansion based on original

grout volume shall be 8 p"rcent - 2 percent. Any bleeding water

collected on the surface of the gzout shall b >r asured and

reported as percent of bleedin oaccd. on original volum of grout.

In no event shall the grout exhibit bleeding in excess of 0.4

percent.

5.3 Com ressive Str neth

The compressive strength of the grout with the proportions to be
'I

used. for the work shall be determined, by the Testing Laboratory.

The test molds u ed. to det rmine compressive strength shall be

provided with end plates and. rods that will insure complete restraint

of thc grout after speci..",~"ns are cast.
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The standard method for testing two inch (2") cubes is found.

in ASTM C-109-64 "Standard Yathod, of Test for Compressive

Strength of Hydraulic Cem=.nt EEortars (using tuo inch (2")

Cube Specimens).

6,0 t4ZXBIG

Care shall be talc™n to remove lumps, oversize material and fore'gn

matter prior to introducing materials into the mixer. The temp rature

of the c n nt ~;hen placed, into the mixer shall not exceed 140'F.

To'roduce a uniform grout mixture with a minimum of mixing time, a

mixer that pxoduces a shearing action in mixing shall be used. This

may be accomplished. by paddies, discs, or drums running at high speed

in a vertical or horizontal position. E5xing time .shall be approximately

1/2 minute per bag of cement, Due to the shearing action, a considerable

amount of heat is generat d and mixing at high sp eO. shall be limited to

about 2 minutes. Standard mortar ancL concrete mixcrs or hand. mix~ ng is

not satisfactory. The grout mixture shall be screened. ~rith an S-mesh

strairer inmdiately after it leaves the p>ixer. Under no circumstances

shall grout be retempead,. The proportions of the grout shall b= such

as to have as lov a ~rater-cemcnting material ratio as is consistent

>rith punrping x>iiuirements. These proportions ax'e subject to approval

by the Engineer.

7.0 PLAC33iG GROVT

'l.l Ganef 1

Xnnr"diat ly b for granting 'ihe water in the bottom of the hole shall

b agita,tcd and. pump d out to rcmove any silt clay and fine roc'".

debris. Pumping shall b terminated trhen the effluent is visibly
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fxee of susp nded material, If the roc]: surface in the. hole ic

not damp~ the hole shall be filled ~rith water to thoroughly wet

the rock'surface. Each hole shall be inspected. to determine if
(

.there is a flow of water into the hole sufficient to disrupt

prop r grouting. Any serious problem shall be called to the

attention of the Engineer to determine if pressure grouting and

re-drilling of the hole is required.. Vater shaZ3. b permitted, to

ris in the hole until a steady level is attained,. The hole shall

then be grout d. as specified hereinafter. 1Io more thsn .two tendono

shall be groutcd under water until it has been ascer'fair d. by

tensioning the initial anchox's that the grout develoos the requixed.

bond capacity. At the Contractors option the holes may be pump d

out completely and, if the influx of water does not e-ceed one

foot p™r hour, and grouted as a dry hole trithout traiting
fox'ensioning

the initial two anchors.

Standby wa ex'lushing equipment shall b= provided 1rith sufficient

capacity to flush out a par"bially gxouted hole if the grouting

,equiproent breahs dorm during grouting. The placing of grout fpr

each stage shaLl. be e continuous operation.: A list of all equiprr nt

and o description of the frequency and. nmans fol ca1ibrating gages

shall bo submitted to the purchaser for approval. Ho grout slue.

be placed during heavy xain or when there is h.avy xain expected

within six hours. The grout b ing placed is subject to insp=ction

and mmpling by the Testing Laboratory to ensure continued

compliance with the requirements of Section 5.0 LA'90BATORY TESTS.

Three mortar cubea shall be cast for first stage grout placed

in each hole. These cub s shall bo broh:n, two at even days and,
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one immediately before th anchor is tensioned,'he final cube

shall not be tested. more than 24 hours before tensioning the

anchor in the hole represented by the cube. Since consistency

tests are not being perform=d, the Testing L.boratory >till

ensure proportions arel as approved by the Engineer.

The rock anchors shall be installed, in a similar sequence to that

sp=cified. for tensioning the tendons under Section B.O TEiSSiOsUitO

SEQUEHCE to avoid an excessive aine inoerval'eisean installation

and tensioning,

>/hen the shipm nt of anchors is rec ived, at the Jobsite, all tendons

shall b examin d, for shipping damages and location of spacer. As

the tendon is lo>rered into the hole, the tendon shall also be examined
vfor any inconsistencies app. rent in the arrangement of the vires,

'fter the anchor is inserted into th hole and prior to placing the

first stage grout, the button head.s shall be examined to insure

mire lengths are as specified.

Prior to inserting each tendon, the depth of the hole shall be deter-

mined and. the grout pipe extension protruding b.low th bottom anchor

head. cut to length so as to end, at the love t ext;remity no higher than

tvo inches {2") above the bottom of the hole. The grout pipe shall

have a 60'evel.
7.2 First Stape Grout

The depth of each hole shall be Get rmined and the volume of

grout computed. to provide the requir d embedment length. The

grout shall be placed, by jravity in a manner to displace any

ground srnter in thc l ole up>->rC lvithout producing any significant

disp'rsion of thc rout. Spucia1. car- shall be exercised to grout
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appzoximately the firs'c t>ro feet at a slow speed to avoid, ex essive

mixing of the grout mth thc eater, Grout shall b= placed. to an

elevation approxiuately one foot above the desired level.

Vithin thirty (30) minutes and, after the grout feeder hose has

been srithdraUn, the pump shall b 3otrered to an elevation of ll'«0"

b lot< the top of the )aching plate and. op rated slowly until it
is evident, that no grout, is being removed. A hydrostatic hcavy,

of water shaU. b naintaincd constantly to within one foot (1')
of the packing plate by adding eater through the hole in the

anchor head,. Rvo bours later the pumps shall b lo rered. to

nine inches (9" ) above thc previously pump d gz'out level

(i'e ~, 10'-3" belo~r the top of the.packing plate) andy l'rhile

purrping, shall be lo~rercd slowly until the grout level is detected.

If grout level is Kore than six inches (6") belo~r. the original
'I

level, adjacent holes shall b. inspected for grout. If grout level

is within tbe spqcificd toleranccs, no furth z action is required

pending tensioning except to maintain 'cb bole full of >rater.

Rriodic checks shall b rmde co ensuz'e thrb the hole remains filled
vith eater, If the grout level is not trithin the sp cified tolcr-
ancos, tbe tendon shall b removed. and tbe hole flushed, The caum

of abnormal grout rise or fall shall be detezwincd ~ fore re-grouting.

7 ~ 3 Second. Stage Grout

After t nsioning the roc1~ anchor and. immediately before inJecting

second stage grout thc bole shall bc cleaned. end filled with eater

as dcscriibed. hercb fore. Thc second stage grout shall be in]ected

as soon as practi'cable aL'Ccr tbe tendon is tensioned. Extreme

care should. be exercised to ensure that adjacent holes aze not
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pranaturaly filled ~rith grout by using excessive.grout pressures.

The grout shall be in)ected by a positive displacement pump of the

"progressing cavity" type. All hoses, valves, and, fittings shall

be eater tight. Prior to grouting> the entire system (i.e. pump,
I

hoses, valves and fittings) shall be pressure tested ~ri h eater

to ensure;rater tightness. Provision shall be made bo properly

vent, tho cavity urban grouu is infected, The grout shall be

pumped, continuously at a slower rate until the, cavity is filled..

The usa of a pressure pot is not permissible. After grout appeaz's

at the vent opening, the. grout hose shall be vithdratrn as grouting

continues (~rasting excess grout) until it'is clear that all en-

trapped air has b cn z'amoved., and the duct is completely filled
arith gzout of good quality. Onc pressure guage shall b= placed

srithin three feet of the puzp discharge and, a second, gauge rrithin

15 feat of tha roc'- anchor bead.

After second stage @routing is compleced the top anchor head shall

b protected <lith a coating of HO-OX-XD "Cii" or approved. eaual and.

crith a meta1 cover.

8e0 ~x'ZTSXO>OZIG SEQUEHCE

Hoch anchors shaQ not b". tension"d 'until thc concrete support;ing the

tendon imrd~rare (b septuta, moi~ble head and shins) has attained a

miniroum ultimta compressive strengi;h of 4KB psi. Mhen a tendon is

locathd sCthin 3'-0" of a con"truction'oint in tha ring girder~ tha

minimum ultimate comnz ssivc "=trangth of th abutting pour shall also

b. 40QO p"i. Ho roc!-. anchors shall not bc tension d until the grout

specimens c-hibit c minimum confined compressive strcn~~h of 4000 psi
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unless nthcrvice approved, by the Enginccr nor shall t¹y be tensior d,

before the grout has cured a minimum of 10 days. The sequence for

tensioning the anchors sha13. be as followers!

a. initially, tension every fourth anchor. There are no

limitations on the s fluence for tensioning these anchors.

b. SeconcLly, tension the anchors located miQ ~iay betsreen the

tensioned, anchors. There are no limitations on the sequence

fo" tensioning these anchors.
I

c, Thirdly~ tension remaining anchors. Amin, there are no

h

limitations on the scqucnco for tensioning these anchors.

Elcvations shall b .obtain d, by the Constructor (Eechtel Corporation)

on a minimum of 22 equaU.y spaced, locations on the ring gir8er immcLiat ly

b fore and after the tensioning operation. This data sha13. be submitted,

to the Engineer.

One ~'eel after the tensioning of aU. anchors is completed, four eoually

spaces'nchors shall be packed, to asc rtain the magnitude of losses,
H

This data shaU.'be submitted. to the Encineer.

Each rock anchor shall b gac1ced. to eighty percent (8Q) of the minimum

guaranteeR uliirute capacity of thc vires. The Jacl.~ng force sled

then bc reduced to seventy percent (VQj~) of ultirmte capacity when

final1y anchored. (shimmer) in place. 'The stress-strain curves for the

production lots used shall be submitterl to the Zn incer along xjith the

final gage reaQing and elongation for each stresoed anchor. lf the loss

of pr str ss force du to failux of irircs or buttonheads exceeds on

hs3.f p rccnt (0.5), the L>!~gin~cr shall

upon stress-strain curves for th" eire

i,fil:rcdiate3.y so Q(lvised~ ZQssQ.

used., the anticipateCi elongation

sh"3.1 b" c'.etcrmincd. considering first, thc cffe tive 1" noh to the
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elevation of the top of- first stage grout and second, the effecti-

length as the complete tendon length. The Engineer shall b advised. if
any slippage is discernable during the tensioning operation. Deviations

from the sp cified, sequence shall not be permitted. vithout the prior

approval of the Engineer. The Engineer shall ba provided. load and.

elongation readings at 1COO. psi pack press~~, at eightg, pere- nt (80~)

of the minimum guaranteed ultimate capacity of the ~d.res and at the

finally anchored, position.
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1.0 SCOPE O.e t!0'.?K

The tlORK to be perform d under this Subcontract shall include the furnish-
ing, fabricating, transporting, instal3.ing and tensioning of and applying
a corrosion protective covering to thc side wall tendons for the Con-
tainment Vessel for the Robert Emmctt Ginna i~nuclear Power Plant - Unit Ho.
1 of the Rochester Gus and Electric Corporation. The work does not 'n-
clude th furnishing and installation of'he rigid tendon conduit, the
rock anchor tendons and. the covers ovcx the top anchor'.

2. 0 DEFII'tITI01JS

All parties referred to in this specification are defin d as folio: s;

a. Owner shall mean the Rochester Gas 8L Electric Corporation.

b. Prime Contractor shall mean tjestinghouse Electric Corporation,
Atomic Power Div''sion.

c. Engineer shall mean G'lbert Associates, Inc., as Agent for the Prim
Contractor.

d. Constructor shall mean the pechtel Corporation.

e. Subcontractor shall mean the successful bidder for the systems
specified herein.

3 0 SITE DATA

3.1 Looaiion

The site for Robert Ram tt Ginna Nuclear Power P3.ant - Unit No. 1 is
located on the south shore of Lake Ontario, near Smot~ Point, in t'tayne
County, approximately 18 miles northeast of Rochester'> New York.

3.2 2"ansnonnaCion

The site will be graded and an access road, provided to the work area.
Ho rail facilitics are availcble at the site. The nearest rail head is
approximately four (4) miles from th site.

3.3 Tower Crane

A tower crane located immediately adjacent to the Containment Vessel will
bc avail'ble for installation of the tendons. The distance from base of
tower t Elevation 235'-S" to the n!a:;imum heist!t of hoot- is 239 feet. The
cr"ne has a maximum capacity of 22 tons with sero reach and 5.5 tons «or
maximum reach. The tower crane will be removed from th job site i n
January of 1<69.

3.4 Access to 1!ork Area

Thc Svbcontrector wi3.1 be provided all rcqui.rcd and reaso!)sb2.e accc"s
to thc work area so cs not to impede his operations ~
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Services nnn llncilii:::cs

The availability of services and facil ties for this Subcontxactor will
be detailed by th" Constxuctor, Bechtel Corporation. Generally services
and facilities are as follows:

Availablc Services

a. Power will bc available at cubi.sting locations at, 480V i.n a capacity
up to 60 anrgs. Power requirements in excess of "his amount will
requi.re special considexation and * decision for each contract.

b. Water will be available at existing locations.

c. No compressed air will be avail ble.

de Ho telephone service will be available except at the coin phone
outside the Eechtel office.

e. Clean up will be the respon ibilityof the Subcont actor and if it
is not properly accomplished, the work will be performed and a back-
charge written to cover the cost.

f. The use of job site cranes will be offered when they are not in use
on the base contract work. This sexvice will be back«harged with
a percentage added for overhead.

Ljork and Laydown Space

Adequate work and laydown space will be provided in areas not adjacent
to the main bui3.dings. Limited work and laydown space will be made
availab3.e, dependiv@ on schedule anid coordination of craxts, in the
buildings and surrounding areas.

OS'fice em On"nne Arses

Ho office space or Craft change facilities will be providcde Portab3.e
toilet facilities will be availnblee

J'ob Coordination

Bechtel w'll coordinat the site work and. direct the subcontractor to
promote harmony and, provide thc overall best work sequence. Tne Bcchtel
inspecting en~ineer m~ request and shall be permitted t;o wntncsa a3l
work p rformed undex this Contract to assure its continued quality. Th
Subcontractor's obligation i.s to provide wor!Uianship within the require-
ments of thc specification" andi to make dcsignateQ test to prove quet.ity.

4.0 BS;ERENCE CODES AiAi SPECXPXCATX0

E:;ccpt as noted hclcinaftex a12. work shall be in accordance wiith
th'ccixnicalSpecifications fox Structural Connote for thc Robert Emmet

Ginna I!uclcar power P3iant - Unit !.'o. 1 ACX F01-'t:6 "Sp cif'cations for
Structural Coucxcte for 'j3uildin~;s", "nd t'lc cu.':rout recomm nded pract cc"
of tl.c P::esstrcssed Concrete Xnsi;i";,utes
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5.0 A,:lCI OIViCQ SYSTi'll

6,0

Thc anch"rage system shall be thc 3%iV post-tensioning system as manu-
factured by Joseph T. 3ycrson & Son, Inc. All Gnchor gc components
sho13. be capable of developing the ultir»ate ten"ilc strength of the
tendon. Test data and calcvlations establishing~the adequacy of the
anchorage h rdwaze includir~~ti>e couvlin; and buchinp~"-iall bc submitted
to the Engineer fo= review before the wor!; is performed. The oottom
anchorage slza3.3. be c"pable of being inseried and drawn through a 6 inch
nominal diameter conduit and the side we11 "endon to rock anchoz'oupling
made uo within th space provided as shown on Che Drawings. All ancl'orage
hardware sha11 be 100;2 visuallyainspected to ensure no existence of sM'-
face flaws, notches and similar stress r'ise'.
l!Kz+RtAL

The wire sha13. be a high strength steel, bright, cold drawn and, stress
relieved, cnnfozming to "Speci ications for Uncoated Stress-Believed
!lira for Presbressos Concrete", ASTi!-A423.-65, Tyne BA Fnr'.cfcrl sna
cbenica'! Sesb aoo"bs s!-*all ba subsntteu !:o 'na Const'uc7o for e" ob'P
fabricator shall cvt coupons from each end ox each rce3., form butionheads
at the ends and Cesi the specimens. These tests snail ensure thai the
wire ruptures before failure of the buttoi'iead nd that the tensile
strength of ih wire meets Che physical requirements of AST1I A421.
Coupons, and ihe coils they represent, not meeting the aforementioned

'require!nents sh"ll be rejected. Records shall oe maintained. "-or each
coupon toot and fo the tendons in which each coil of wire is used.
The aforcmention d records hall be submiit.d to th Constructor prior
to shipment of fabricated components to Ch job site.

Anchorage compon nts shall be fabricated from m"Cerials as specified
on tnc manufacturer's parts drawings. Requirements fo- rrachining,
tolezances and heat Creatirg shall be as specified on the parts drawings.
Fnysical and chemical test reiiorts shall b submitted to Che Constructor
zor each heat of material used for Qrcno';;c co!;zonents. Test 'ports
shall be submitted prior to shiypinp mate::ials Co the field.

All materia3.s shall ce protected from thc weather and e. cess humidity so
as to limit corros:i.on. Excessive corrosion of any one clement m y be
cause fcr rejection of Chc complete shipping lot.

7.0 i!.'0!UPACTURII'JG FRCCEDUBE

Buttonheads shall b cold upset Co a nomiiial diamctcr of 3/8 inch. All
buttonheads shoal be visuQly inspected. A random chock w'th a gauge
for size verification shall be -rode of a minimum of 0'jp of Chc button-
heads. All wires in Chc tendon "hall be cui to the same length by. cutting
all wi'" vnder Chc sam'onditionse A13. rii cs in a Cerdon v»ider >0
feet 3.ong siia3Z be cut to the same 3.en~th within a tolerance of plus or
minus "../32 inch and in a tendon'greatcz than 50 feet sha'3.l Le within a
Colera!~ce of v3.us or minus 3.jo inch. I'rior io i'abrication, px "ccdurcs
sh<Ll be dcvelo".,cd to cnsiirc 'hat tolerance on wizc 1m.,';h Iiave been

Tii'"e procedures shall be sub.:ittcd Co ti:c Constri.ctor fo 'ev:
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and approval. Procedures shall also be developed. to ensure tnat ze-
placement wires are cut to tho same length as the replaced, wires.

A:Ll fabri.cated. tendons shall b" properly identified, merlced and chcclccd
Co verifv conformance with indi.c"tcd quantity, sizes, lengths, fabrica-
tion c!etai3.s, and. standards o surface acceptabi3.ity. Tire Farkilg hall
be in .ne xorm of elect. o-etched markings on the anchor head and. shall
include identification from which coil of mire it was f i:zicated. Com-

pleted tendons sh 11 be coiled or laid. straig'nt and. fastened. on shipping .

raclcs or Qur.nage so constructed that, the tendon is protected from damage

in transit and. during storage at the job site. Tendon heads shall be

p otectecl by a close-xitting pl otic sheath or similar protective shroud.
Tne tendons shall be protected in s)v'pment and storage 'ro.", Che weather
so as to limit corrosion. Exces ive corrosion of any one component uay
be cause for rejection ox the complete shipping lot.

Dimensions of the buttonheads shall be as follows:

a. Diameter shall be equal to or greatez than 0.372 inches and, equal
to or less than 0.>88 inches.

b. The length sh~~ be equa3. to or greater than 0.2"2 inches and,

eque3. to or less than 0.272 inches.

c. A bearing urface shall exist on all sides of Che lower portion
of the head. adjacent to its connection with=the wir . porti.on.

Limitations on splits (cracks) in buttonhcads are as follows:

a. Splits shaU. not be inclined more Chan 45'o the vertical a"i.s
of tne wire.

b. Sum of the widths of all splits shall be less than 0.06 inches wi.th
inclinations 3.ess Chan 20 to the vertical axis of the wire.

c. No more than tmo splits shall occur in buttonheads which have splits
inc3.ined more th!an 20o but less than 45~ to the verbical axi" ox
the wire. Xn no event shall the tmo crac)cs occux in the same »lane.
The sum of the midths of aU. splits shall be less than 0.06 inches.

A31 materials and fabricated components sh ll be subject to inspection
by the Owner, Prime Contractor Constructor anc'ngineer.

The Constructor's inspection hall be permitted to reject any buttonhe"ds
which in his opir.ion, are not satisfactory.

G. 0 T.')'Dpi Il!STA3rIA.TIE

Included with the Drawings are„referenc.e drawings whicn define Che
3.imitations on access!bility Co the .containmenC shel.3.. Tne Cene!ons s)mM~

be i.nstalled Cl!rough a sire inch norainal diam Ccx rigid conduit after Chc
conQuit is er;bedded in til concrete Chroug) thc conduit opening 3ocatcd
aC Hlcva'.on 34'~'-2" nroccdures for insta1.3.ation of t)'c CenQons and
m")cing up of C)>e couplin.„~s s)>xU. be submitted for r view by the Con;;tructox.
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lf the Subcontxactox intends to verify the "dcquocy of wire length
in t)le field, orccedurcs shall bc dcv loped fox the replacement of misl ngth wires in tne xield or in situ, i'" damaged ox mis'length {sic)
wires occu" as a result of installation. prior to installing a~ tendons
the conduit shall be purged with hot dry air to xemove moisture accumula-
tion.

g.O CORROSION PR01'CTXON PRXGR TO SHXPiK3T

~ The wixe shall be protected prior to fabrication to ensure that the
surface when in"p cted dhkring fabrication is free from any "'perfections
other than a liaht ozide f'lm. Thc tendon prior to shipmeni shall b
protected with a coating of HO-OX-XD "4OO" "s manufactkkred by the
D arborn Chemical Co. 11O alternate !rate ial shall be used without the
prior approval of the Engineer. Tests shall b performed by the
Dearborn Chemical Co. to ensure that there is no indication o.'hlorides,
nitrates, sulfides or any other harm .le impurities in the production lot
used, fox this wor!'. Certified. test results on chloride, nitx"te and
sulf'de determination shall be submitted to the Constructor.

10.0 PMYdQENT CORROSION PRVZMl" TXGN

10.1 General

The wall tendons sha1& be encased in a 6 inch pipe s shown on the Dra;!-
ings. The pip shall be pumped full of NO-OX-ID "Cls", Casing PiU.er,
nuclear grade as manufactured. by&e Dearborn Chemical Div'sion of t?.R.
Grace and. Co.

Xt is not the intent of these saecifications to di<.t~+e <s.:.,":ct arne<'.~klrcs
for fillin~ tendon tklbes nox tne e::act ecui",lm n r:-:<»~~ed to c.ccozilxlish
the fxd.i ~.nr. 'me bubcontractor has th<. total res~onsibility to s;pnx!le

reouired QQu>'o.".',Qnt, alQ .,!'ki;ex n als a!ld (!o;,,"4'j i < d 'Q, OQ naux o 'he Qckli,!lg<n!lt
s ec" ix.c ''ons aklV QiP, x..""l or s!l<.tc".cs ~ lM s''0 !lv st<."l detail <-. l

rocc(Lures hol ev.x . sile.U,. ')o sklb!.littcd to ':.)~e '"r ~" "~tars<:or for a

coB'mini s roose grocennra. shn11 inaluce a, methoQ or rQliovia ll,.lcz
bloc'::are in t!, oonLu'".'uch ns might oacur Curing co1c anchor ena n
limiting temperature below which the w~ should not be ins-rtcd. Su"er-
intendence for this op xation shaQ be obta'n d. fxom the Dearboxn
Chemical Division.

10. 2 gauiumen'eauiremants

The following suggested equipm nt and/or materials may b provided by
the subcontractor to execkktc the required. )?ORK.

l. Wobile melting kettle complete with propane burners, thermostatic
cont "ol o!'e!!!oexature and rated. at 500 gallons. K ttle shall be
equipped with two burners each x"ted. at 500,000 Btu pcr hour and
supolicd, with 30 psi propane. E" ch burner shall bc sk'pplicd from
100 pound propane cylinder cc;!Plate ltith prc"sure re:Mutors and.

gas hoscse Thc lect'U e shaU bc a'"LTT 500 gL).ion L'andcm !Kettles (or
eqkkQ) as n!ar!kk'i'.".c!;v»cd by thc )hatt Coil-3'z~ss Bkkrncr Co<!!puny of
Cilicugo> Xllino's.

GZl'GER!.'SSCCX!'.!:ES I'<C.
5
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2e Fillin~ lhvw and, ltotor - Blackmer Pauap Type 1404-50-SK or equal
shall be provided. The pumo shaU. be a 2" model with 1800 rpm to
400 .'pm totally enclosed gear reducer, bronze intern"-.1 bearings,
with Teflon asbestos packj.ng. Thc motor shall be a 5 ha, 1800 rpm,
3 phase, 60 cyclo, 220/440 vo3.t TBFC type. The purse and, motor sct
shaQ be directly mounted on the mobil. kettle so that otal unit
can be easily moved about.

3e Hose - The delivery and. recirculating hose shall be supplied in
sufficient lengths to practica31y keep the number of moves of
equipment to a minimum. The ho"e shall be the equal of Pennsylvania
Flexible ! tallic Tubing Co., teel l!-100 malleablc short coupled,
high prcssure 2 inch diameter metal hose in twenty fcot lergths
complete with couplings, swivel female connected to male section
with cl ose nips]c, It is est j,sated that a m j n~ recur n".~('~ .~A +nr-t
of ho 1 pi >ecuircd buf'''on tv '"<rl 1 rn~rr'e ' 'I 1 t ~ rani v j ~an t I r oq aber
of novas ann loc .t'ious avaiiahje for Chc hch lc anal puce vmih.

Baguirad valvinn inc1unina a c vay valve yo:. reci.'culanion ann quic!c
rear ecnron oi'lov. Perrnnenn 2" shoo-oi'f vn1ves at each supply
point will be supplied. and installed by others.

10.3 S gested Procedure

Tran-fer HO-OX-ID from 55 gallon drums to melting kettle. Lifting
of drums for material transfer can be don with an air or electric vi.ly
operated cnain noist suspended fxom an A-Frame. If climatic condi-
tions dictate, nominal prchcating in che drums may be required and
can be accomplished with e3.ectric tape or stcam tracing.

24 Adjust melting kettle thermostat so that mmimum temp rature of
material does no exc ed 150'!" -5'F.

3e At or neat the control temperature (150 F) melting kettle should oe
filled to no morc than 3" from top. Initial charge should be 8 drunks
of I!A-0'5-ID. Onc additional drum may be auoeu wnen vcn;perature nas
reached 140"F.

Afte" HO-OX-ID in molting kettle has reached, 150'F +5~F. begin re-
circulatirg as follows:

a. Close the permanently inst lied valve at the tendon entrance and
set the three-way vM~re to deliver full pump discharge tlueugh
the recirculating loop.

b. Start delivery'ump with complete return to the melting kettle.

c. Continue full recirculation until molten EIO-OX-ID in..tcettle bas
reached 150'F. At this point, delivery of NO-OX-ID to the tendon
cavity may proceed.

Open thc tendon entrance valve and reset the tluce-way valve to direct
full perp discharge to the tendon cavity.
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Time reru!'.ed for fillin-e ..hou3d bc ann)ozir.: vt )v 5 mi: hatt"s !nci
must inclu(:Q: vl "-

c tr;t m(

„fans

of cc'I.".,:Jug( etc on,r'c
t)'crvxn r, ( ''.n:.fl: ..On .'. v ~ ''cc. inxr v, ~ t i '4 t t)i) ) ''e 've) v,'on t nQ 4he
ValVQ Oncrev"O'" e'-'t: ':>e".. v> ' "i o ~ >I.a". QSse"iGJ.'j

6. Nhen full signal i" giv n reset thc 3-way vive to direct the
pump discharge bacI.- to thc m itin~ kettle by way of the by-pass
loop. Iso additional material shell be addod to the kettle while
performing Steps 5 and 6.

7. Before dteconnccttnd, close tn'e ycrnancntly tnetatlcd valve at thc
tendon entrance.

8. Th"cc barrels of ItO-OX-XD CM should. now be added. to the melting
kettle.

9. Disconnccting and, reassembly to a new tendon can proc ed while
melting kettle is recirculating and newly addeci material is heating.

10. Hhen all is ready, then proces"e may be repeated. as described. in
steps 4c, 5, 6, 7, etc.

10.4 ~!ateri al Properties

The HO-CK-ID CII Casing Filler, Huclear Graae shall have the following
physical properties:

1TEN

Specific Gravity

V ight Pcr Gallon

Pour Point

Flash Point {Co.")

Viscosity at 3.50~P.

Viscosity at 2100P.

Penetration (Cone} at 770P.

Thermal Conductivity

RAHGE

0.88 - 0.90

7 35 - 7-50 lbs

110 - 120'F

4000F., Minimum

130 - 145 SSU

60 - 75 SSU

328 - 307

0. 12 BTU/Hr./Ft.2/'I ./Ft.
Thickness (a»pro:;. )

METHOD

ASTN D-287

ASTN D-97

ASTII D-o2

ASTII D-88

ASTII D-88

ASTII D-937

Specific Eleat (Heat Cap'city) 0.51 BTU/lb./ F. (approx.)

Shrinkage Pactcr from 150~F.
to 75 P 3.a-

10.5 Au~3.ity Control Te"t" for Fill."." I-:ate Ia3

The qualitj contr 1 dct( r;:linJtions 'cou rcd. On aw materials encl the
finishe0. i(0"t.l't'.-YD CiI filler will inc . ude manufacturers raw material
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inspection procedures plus additional tests for chloride, sulfide and
nitxatc content.

The standard tests which hall be performed shall be submitted to the
Constructor.

The additional tests which shall be perform Q are as follows:

Chio ides: Tno initial screening test on both raw materials and finish d.

prod~ctt hall be the Beilstein Test. Xf a positive Deilstein indication
is obtained, a confirming test shall be made on water extracts of the
product> using standard Citxation or colorimetric procedu:.es described
in AS'-512-62T. A limit of 10 ppm chlorioe shall bc set for either
raw materia3. or finished product..

Sulfides: The method shall be a water e: traction foll.owed. by a total
sulfide determination. To the extraction water shall be added zinc
acetate to px'ecipicate sulfides. Sul.fides present shall Chen be measured
in accordance with Paragraph G. ox ASTM D-1255. An alternate colorimetric
procedure may also be used in whicn sulfides are volatilized from an
acidified e::traction solution, to create a colored spot on 3.e"d acetate
paper. Spot intensity is measured. Co dete "trina su3.fide concentration.
The extraction procedu "e sh"11 be according to AST?4 D-..255. A limit ox
10 ppm sulfides shall be set for either "aw materiel or finished product.

Nitrates: The method shall be a water e::traction xollnwed by chlori "orm
e..traction of the water e::tract, fo3.lowed by colorimetric measurements,
based, on ASTll D-oo2-52. Eithe" thc Drucine or phenoldis!!lfonic acid
procedures may be used. A limit of 3.0 mg per 3.i.er shall be set for
either aw material or finished. product.

Space Limitations for E uip";..ent

The maximum width of 1settle and pump set shall be 7 ft. but preferably
less ~

Twenty-xour inch diam ter manholes ax provided along the periphery of
the containment vessel and ma-imum lateral dimension between the manhole
and furthest fillconnection is estimated Co be 100 ft. The Subcontracto"
shall supply suxficient hose to accommodate this distance plus additional
distances considering location of kettle-pump sct relative to the man-
hole and. vortical distances.

The Subcontractor snail describe equipment he intends to provide for
~ the execution of his UOHK and submit Qrawinas showins equipment and
dimensional data in sufficient detail for Che Constructor to judge
their adequacy.

The Subcontractor shn3.3. provide adequate fixe protection in the vicinity
of the 1'ettle and shall obtain "pproval from Che Constructor of the
adequacy cf such protection prior to using Chc kctt3.e.
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10.7 Tcnocrntnrc Control

Dependin> on when actual operacion is scheduled theze may be a reouirement
for electric tape tracing of the pipe and/or hot dry air purging of t".e
tendon tube to minimize cooling o:: filler below 13$ F until conpletelJ
fillede

The Subcontractor shall be responsible for showing how he can assure
that filler temperature of rn4eria3. in tendon tube will not fall below
135'E until end of fillcycle.

ll.0 'PEHSXOe'lX! lG

Gene"nl

Tendons shall not be tensioned. until all concrete for thc corjlplete con-
tainment shell, including the dome, has been placed, and until the conc etc
below the 'cop anchorace has attained. a minimum ultimate compxessive
strength of 5000 pci and, been in place a minimum of 28 days. The tension-
ing of tendons shall be don using a minimum of four jacks spaced evenly
about the circuraference of the vessel. Stressing positions shall be
alternated to prevent concentrations of'aultiple stressed tendons ad-
jacent to multiple unst.essed endons. This shall be «ccomplished
initial~~ by tensioning every 40th t r.don, then every 20th tendon, then
every 10th tendon etc. The complete seaucnce and procedure for tension-
ing all tendons including the additional tendons at the two largo openings
shall be developed by the Subcontractor and. is subJect to appro.al by the
Constructor.

Elevation" will be obtained by the Constructor on a minimum of twelve
coual.ly spaced. locations on the ledge Gt Elevation 343'-2" immediately
before and aft r the tensioning operaiion. This date ball be submitted.
to the Engineer.

One l.eek after the tensioning of all tendons is con!leted, four equally
spaced. tendons anQ shall be jacked to ascertain the magnitude oz" losses.
This data snail be submitted to the Enginccr.

Each tendon shall be jacked to eighty pere nt (8P/G) of the minimum
guaxanteed. ulcimate capacity oz the wires. The jacking force sh'Ql th n
be reduced to oev nty percent {70?~) of ultimate capaciiy when locked off
(shimmcd in place). The s.cress-strain curves for the pzoQuction lots
used shQ1 be submitted. to the Engineer along with the finQ gage xcading
and elongration for, each stressed tendon. Xf thc loss oz prestrcss force
due to failuze of wires or button heads e:<cecds one-half of one percent
(1/P>), the Engincez shall bc irremcdiately so advised.

.2 Force cnd Stxain H!easurcments

Force and strain me"surements shall bc made by mea"urer'ent of elongation
of t:le prcstressing steel after t xking up initial slack and comparing it
»ith t!ze force indicated by t!le jack-dynamorleter or. pressure gauge. The
C"uCc sha,ll indicate the u. ensure in the jack wiihin eius or minus two
percent FOro'aCk >)rCSS'V "e rrau'rC Or Ql'rn'llilOmeter Ccmbinat iOnS Shall

(lXL}3EBT >MSG..GB'ES~ XYiC
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calibraccd a<:ain t lmoun precise "Cauda ds just before ap1>lication ox
prestre"sin forces begins and all calibrations shall bc .':o certif'ed
prior Co usc. Prcssure gauge" and jackass so cali.bratod shall always "c
used togo her. During stressing, records shall be made oi'longations
a" well a pressu"es obtained. Jaclc-dynamo:otcrs or gauge combi.nations
shall be checked again:t elongation of thc tendons alld Cllc cause ol any
discxepency exceeding plus or minus 5 percent of Chat predicted by
calcu3.ations (using av'zage lo d elongation curves) sha".1 be corrected
and if caused by difference in load-elongation from ave ages, shall be
so documented. Calibration o t!.e jacks-dynamometer or pr" sure gauge
combination "helL oe maintained accurate within tne above limits and'f reques ea by Cne Purchasez shall bo recalibrated or newly calibrated
combinations substituted. during and at the cnd of the ten"'oning op ra-
tions.

~ 3 Lo.";6 Cel3. Xnstallat:on and Protection

Load cells sh~. be installed on a a.aximum of four tendons located ot
the movaole head. These strain devic s will be monitoxed curing the
tensioning operation and used during subsequent pressure Cestirg. Ql
load cel3.s will be fuxnished by the Constructor.

Additional Corrosion Protection

Followin~ the tensioning of a31 tendons and after Che wa:: has cooled to
ambient temperatu"e, additional lilier material (HO-OX-X!) CI I Casing
PiMrcr-Iiucloa" Grade) shall bc inserted so a to complete3.y fill ~l
voids and cover the too anchors.

12.0 rA HE SUBVZXLLV!CE SPZCX!i"'I<

A total of forCy {40) tendons shall include an addition"1 unstre sed
1/4 inch diameter wi.re specim n obtained from a r e3. represented in the
tendon. The specimen sh~l oe a min'mum of Ccn (3.0) feet in 'n„-Ch and .

shall be located in 'che instaU.ed tendon between "@proximately Elevation..
240 xt. and 250 ft. I!sans shall oe provided to remove the specimen fr"m
the top ide of thc movable anchor head without ixaving to remove the
tendon. The wire ends shall be finished so as to ensure Chat no ad„'a 'ent
wires are damaged when t!]e specimen is zemoved from the bundle. Details
of the specimen shaQ be prepared arrd submitted to Chc Engineer for review
and approva". A moclc-up shall be prepared Co dcmonstr"tc Chat the sp ci-
men can be zeadily removed..

13.0 DM/XHGS

The fol3.owing drawing" set forth thc loc Cion nd evtent of the UOBK Co

be p rformcd und r th s Subcontract and are hereby c:coressly made a
pazt of "hi.s specification:

GXXBKTiT Al)QCCXU.'ES i XI'.
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D-421-007-IV Reactor Containment Vessel
Mall Horn orcemeno
Sectiornl Plans 8c Details

D 421 031 I Reactei Contair.vent Ues el
Exterior tlall Hcinforcersent
Arrangemcnt of Tendon Conduit f. Reinforce-

ment, Oo oOo

D-421-032-I

D-421-033-I

Reactor Containment Vessel
Exterior nail Reinforcer!er!t
Arrangerunt of Tendon Con uit L Peinforce-

rrr nt 90'
180'eactor

Containm nt. Vessel
Exterior Hall Heinforcemer!t
Arra!!gement of Tendon Conduit 5 Reinforce-

ment 180o - 2704

D-421-034-I

D-421-035-0

Reactor Containm nt Vessel
Exterior baU. Reinforcer. ent
Arran'ement of Tendon Conduit ~r Heinforce-

merlt 270o 360o

React"r Containment Vesse
Exterior LlaU. Reinforcement
Arrange|vent of Tendon Conduit 5 Eouipment

8; Personnel Penetrations

D-5H.-047 Reactor Containment Vessel
Misc lian.ous Steel
Reinforcing Bing for Equia,~ent Access

Opening





STRUCTURAL CONCRETE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
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1.0 SCOPE

These specifications cover all cast-in-place structural concrete for
Brookwood'nit No. 1 of the Rochester Gas and Electric Company, the
station site being located.

2.0 REFERENCE CODES

All concrete and concrete work shall be in, accordance with the "Proposed
Specifications for Structural Concrete for Buildings", ACI 301, copy
of which is attached hereto, the latest edition of the State Building
and Construction Code for the State of New York, and applicable standards
of. the Department of Public Works of the State of New York, all except
as hereinafte'r revised. or 'appen'ded.

3.0 'CONCRETE PROPORTIONS

3.1 DESIGN TYPE
1 k

All concrete str'uctures except as noted hereinafter are designed on
the'basis of a working stress .design. The shell of the containment
vessel is designed on the ba'sis of ultimate strength.

3.2 CONCRETE STRENGTH

Except as noted hereinaft'er all structural concrete. shall have a-

minimum ultimate compressive strength of 3000 psi in 28 days. Concretefillshall have a minimum ultimat'e compressive strength in 28 days-
of 3000 psi or 1500 psi as designated on the Drawings. The structural
concrete for the containment vessel shell including the ring girder,
cylindrical walls and.dome shall have a minimum ultimate compressive
strength of 5000 psi in 28 days. The detailed requirements for high
strength concrete in the conta'inment vessel will be designated on the
Drawings.

The determination of the water-cement ratio to attain the required
strength shall be in accordance with Method 2, Section 308 (b) of
Proposed ACI 301. The Testing Lab'oratory shall submit to the Engineer
for approval the proportions proposed for use and shall also furnish
the required test data as evidence that the proportions selected
will produce concrete of the specified quality.

'4.0. CEmNT

All cement shall be portland cement conforming to "Spec'ification for
Portland Cement", ASTH C150-, 64, Type II, except as'therwise specified
hereinafter or on the Drawings or as. specifically approved in writing by
the Engineer. The cement shall be 'confined to a single brand with an
established reputation for'eing uniform in character and shall be
acc'eptable to the Engineer.

The Contractor shall store the cement in a dry place and in such a manner
as to permit easy access for proper inspection and identification of each

~ . shipment. All cement stor'ed at the mixing plant'or construction site more
~ than six months shall be resampled and tested before use.
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5.0 AGGREGATES

5.1 FINE AGGREGATE I

E

Fine aggregate shall conform to Proposed ACI 301 and to'the*State
of New York, Department of Public Works Specification'atest edition.
Only natural sand'hall be used; Samples of the proposed aggregate
shall be submitted to'he Testing Laboratory for such tests as

the'ngineer

may require. The aggregate shall not be used unless
approved by the .Engineer in writing after the results of the tests
have been ascertained." Tge source of the fine aggregate shall not
be changed without the written approval of the Engineer.

5.2
Coarse .aggregate shall conform,to Proposed ACI 301 and to the State
of 'New York Department'f Public Works Specification latest edition.
Samples of the proposed aggregate shall be submitted to the Testing
Laboratory for such tests as the, Engineer may require. The aggregate
shall not be used unless approved by the Engineer in writing after
the results of the test have been ascertained: The source of the
coarse a'ggregate shall not be changed without the written approval
of the. Engineer.

The'maximum size of aggregate shall not be larger than 1/3 of the,
minimum dimension of the member nor larger than 3/4 of the clear
distance between reinforcing bars. The maximum size of aggregate
wh'ere concrete, is. used for fire proofing of structural steel shall
not be larger than 1/5 the distance between form and steel member.

In addition to the above mentioned limitations the maximum size of
coarse aggregate for'he various portions of a structure shall not
exceed the following:

Haximum Size of Coarse A re ate
Portion of Structure Based on S uare Screen 0 enin s

Reinforced foundation walls,
footings, piers, plinths, plain
footings, caissons and substructur'e
walls

1 1/2 inches

Supporting slabs, beams and
reinforced walls 3/4 inch

Fire proofing of .structural steel

Pavement and slabs on fill
3/8 inch stone or.

pea gravel
inches

6. 0 ADHIXTURES

6.1 AIR ENTRAINING ADHIXTURE

All structural concrete shall be considered subject to potentially
destructive exposure and, shall contain entrained air in amounts
conforming with Table 304 (b) of Proposed ACI 301.'n.air entraining
admixture shall be used conforming to "Specifications for Air-
Entraining Admixtures for Concrete", ASTH C260-63T.
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6.2 WATER REDUCING DENSIFIER

A water reducing densifier shall be added to all structural concrete
with a required ultimate compressive strength equal to or greater
than 3000 psi at 28 days. The admixture shall be "Plastiment", a ~

product of Sika Chemical Company. The quantity to be added, the
controlling temperatures and the method of mixing shall conform to
the manufacturer's r'ecommendations for use of their product.

6.3 CALCIUM CHLORIDE

Admixtures containing calcium chloride shall not=be used.

7.0 MATER-CEMENT RATIO

Maximum water-cement ratio for various strengths of concrete shall
be as follows:

Compressive Strength
( si at 28 da s

Gallons of Water/
Sack of Cement

5000

3000

8. 0 FORMWORK

6

8.1 GENERAL

All poured concrete shall be formed, including the. sides of footing
and other portions of structures below grade, except that rock cuts
shall be used as forms for vertical surfaces as shown on the Drawings
and/or as directed by the Engineer. Earth cuts shall not be used
as forms for vertical surfaces.

8.2 MATERIAL

Forms shall be wood or metal that are of sufficient strength and
rigidity, and have a surface suitable for the required finish.If wood is used to form concrete that will be exposed to view, it
shall be made with 3/4 in. thick Douglas fir B/B "Plyform" as graded
by D.F.P.A. Concrete that will be concealed from view may also
be formed with 3/4 in. thick "Plyform", as above, or else shall be
formed with seasoned wood boards of not less than 1 in. stock thickness.
Boards shall be free from excessive warpage or other defects that
would prevent tight joints of affect the true lines and surfaces of
the concrete.-

All forms lumber shall be new, but it may be reused in various parts
of this construction as long as it remains in good condition.

Metal forms shall be straight and free from distortion that would
be apparent in the poured concrete. The forms shall be accurately
assembled and fitted so that joints will be straight and,continuous
and so that adjoining surfaces will be flush.

Forms shall be thoroughly cleaned after each use, and surfaces in
contact with concrete shall be coated, with form oil.

8.3 F019fWORK DESIGN
I 4 PW

The design and engineering of the formwork shall be the responsibility
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shall be carefully placed to completely fillthe voids below the
base'plates.

15 ~ 2 PREPARATION OF SURFACES

Where exposed concrete surfaces are to be covered. with grout, the
Contractor shall prepare the surface of the concrete so that a
good bond between concrete and .grout can be obtained. The surfaces
shall be scarified, roughened 'and all laitance removed.

16.0 PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

16.1 TENDON hfATERIAL

Tendons shall consist of wire conforming to "Specifications for
Uncoated Stress — Relieved wire for Prestr'essed,Concrete", ASTH
A421-65 and shall be the=BBRV post-tensioning system as manufactured
by Joseph T. -Ryerson 6 Son, Inc. The steel tendons for prestressed
concrete shall be fabricated with the following quality control
procedures being observed:

a. Physical and chemical test reports shall be submitted to the
Engineer for each reel of wire.
b. The tendon fabricator shall cut samples from 'each end of a
reel, form buttonheads at the ends and test the specimens. There
tests shall ensure that the wire ruptures before failure of the
buttonhead and that the wire meets the physical requirements of
ASTM A421.

High strength alloy steel bars shall conform to SPECIAL STRESSTEEL
as manufactured by the Stressteel.Corporation with a guaranteed
minimum ultimate strength of 160,000 psi.

16.2 PROTECTION OF TENDONS I

Rock 'ancho'rs shall be grouted in two stages for their full length
all as shown on the Drawings. The tendons in the cylindrical wall
shall be of unbonded construction. The tendons used 'for unbonded
construction shall be coated with grease and,wrapped. The type
of grease and wrapping shall be.wit'h specifications to be issued
by the Engineer.

16.3 APPLICATION OF PRESTRESSING FORCE

The sequence for applying the prestressing force to all tendons
shall .be, in accordance with a procedure to be detailed by the Engineer.

17.0 VAPOR BARRIER

The Con'tractor shall provide and install a vapor barrier under concrete
slabs poured on grade as shown on the Drawings. The subgrade'shall be
level and well tamped before installing the vapor barrier. Where necessary,
a layer of sand shall be applied to prevent any protrusions from rupturing
the vapor barrier. Permanent Hoistop as manufactured by the'American
Sisalkraft Company shall be- used.'he vapor barrier shall be installed
in accordance with the manufacturer's printed instructions in the widest
with all joints lapped no less than 6 inches.
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18.0 PERIMETER INSULATION

The perimeter insulation to be placed vertically against the foundation
walls and horizontally under slabs on grade shall be Styrofoam SB
expanded polystyrene insulation board as manufactured by the Dow Chemical
Company. The insulation board shall be one inch thick.and shall be
installed in accordance with the manufacturer's printed instructions.

19.1 PRELIMINARY TESTS

The Mestinghouse Atomic Power Division will obtain the services
of a Testing Laboratory which will, prior to the Contractor
commencing concrete work, make preliminary determinations of
controlled mixes, using the materials proposed and consistencies
suitable for the work, in order 'to determine the mix proportions
necessary to produce concrete conforming to the type and strength
requirements called for herein or on the Drawings. Aggregates
shall be tested in accordance with the latest editions of the
following ASTM Specifications: C29, C40, C127, C128 and C136.
Compression tests shall conform to ASTM Specifications C39-64 and
C192-65. The Contractor shall submit to the Testing Laboratory
a sufficient time before concrete work will commence all concrete
ingredients required by the Testing Laboratory for these preliminary
tests.
The proportions for the concrete mixes will be deteimined'y Method
2 of Section 308 of Proposed ACI 301 and as hereinbefore specified.

The Engineer shall have the right to make adjustments in concrete
proportions if necessary to meet the requirements of these
specifications.
In the event the Contractor furnished reliable test records of
concrete made with materials from the same sources and. of the same
quality in connection with current work, then all or a part of the
strength tests specified hereinbefore may be waived by the Engineer,
subject however to any provisions to the contrary of building codes
or ordinances of the governing authority.

19.2 FIELD TESTS

During concrete operations the Testing Laboratory will have an
inspector at the batch plant who will certify the mixed proportions
of each batch delivered to the site and sample and test periodically
all concrete ingredients. Another inspector at the construction
site will inspect reinforcing'and form placemcnts, take slump tests,
make test cylinders, check air content and record weather cohditions.
Except. as noted hereinafter, test cylinders will be molded, cured,
capped and tested in accordance with Proposed ACI 301 except that
one of the three cylinders will be tested at 3 days and the remaining
two at 28 days. For the containment shell a set of four cylinders
will be made for each 50 cubic yards or fraction thereof placed in
any one day.

One cylinder shall be tested at 3 days, another cylinder at 7 days
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and the remaining two cylinders at 28 days. Slump tests will be
made at random with a minimum of one test for- each 10 cubic yards
of concrete placed, also slump tests will be made on the concrete
batch use'd for test cylinders.

In the event that concrete is po'ured during freezing weather or
that a freeze is expected during the curing period, an additional.
cylinder will.be made for each set and be cured under the same
conditions as the part of„. the structure. which it represents.

19.3 TEST EVALUATION

The evaluation of test results will be in accordance with Chapter
17 of Proposed ACI 301. Sufficient tests will be conducted to
provide an evaluation of concrete strength in'ccordance with
this specification.

19.4 DEFICIENT CONCRETE

Whenever it appears that tests of the laboratory cur'ed cylinders
fail to meet the requirements set forth in this specification, the
Engineer and for Testing Laboratory shall have the right, at the
Contractor's expense, to:

a. Order changes to the proportions of the mix to increase the
strength.

b. Require additiogal'ests of specimens cured entirely under
field conditions. l

c. Order changes to improve procedures for protecting and curing the
'oncrete.

d. Require additional tests in accordance with "Hethods of Obtaining
and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed Seams of Concrete", AS%if
C42-64.

If the aforementioned tests fail to'rove that the questionable
'concrete is of the specified quality, the Contractor shall replace
the concrete work as directed, all,at the Contractor's expense.
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ADDEISUH h0. 3

TO
TECHNICAL Sk'ZC "» ICATXO,"IS

FOIt
." raUC:Um. t.OIrCII-rI'.

FOR THE
BIMOK'c'lOOD f'LAHT UNIT NO» 1

OF TIIE
HO~HEMKl GAS AND FJ WTii"C CORPORATION

ROC HKS'LM, IK':1 ZOIC

4.0 CBZHT

S cond linc after the words "Typ= XX" insert, "for rrcdorato ¹<'Q4 of
hydration" ~

8,0 FOB¹JOi?S

8»l G™hVQ8

At the end of this ection add tho follorrbig'.

"Allexposed edges shel L bc ch»vferedo The sioe of the
chafer strip shall be 3/1; Mches unless oth"rwise noted
on the Dr~;rings "

10+0 JOXKTS AHD ~r !oKODED XT~lS

. 10»l CONSTi!UCTXOH ITBIS

At the end of this section add the folloving:

"Construction joint surf=ceo oh"U. be prepmed for tho placcrrent
of concrete thereon by clo~n~ire thoroughly with rrlre brushos,
rater under pres ure,. or other naans to ~nave aU. coatings,
stainer debris or othor foroign

n;.teria'0»4

ANCHOR BOLTS AIR PIPE SLH."lE

At tho end of this section M~ d tho following:

"E>rbedded items sIrall bo checked for line and grado M'ter
concrete is olaced "

11.0 MLXIK" GQ!(CRETE

ll»2 TMI>SXT HLXXKG

At the cnd of this section add the follouing:

"As reauired bv AS'! C9~r-6g allr t>ucI: stall bc equi!g;d
Mith a revolu ion counter "
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ll+6 EATCH RECORD

At tho end of this section add the foU.owing:

"Ps roquired by P.STYLI C9'-65 the batch ticket shal" also
include the tiue loaded, ar;ount of concrete and reading of
revolution counter at first addition of s;ater~"

+oO CURIE'2!D PROTKlTTO>3

Curing rcthods detailed in ACX 301-66 shall bo used e:moat th"t
a nethod other than using a cu~ inp comuound ahull bo used "or
init »1 and final cu"ing of concreto in the containzent sheU.o

19 0 QUALIT'OtiTEtOL

3.9+i PRELX11IWARY TESTS

In the 3econd paragraph change ~'Section 309" to ~'Sccticn 308" ~

19o2 FIELD TMTG

At the end of the third ~+ pvaoh add the folio:r sp".

"'Phis cylindm sb~ be tested at 28 days."

Add the foU.o~rmr additional section:

"20,0 NATT~lR

The chloride ccntent of ai.mg enter shall not mceed 100 Dj7%

and turbidity sha,33. not e~eed 2000 pL~O '
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEM STRUCTURE DESIGN

5.1.2.1 General Description

The reactor containment structure is a reinforced concrete vertical right cylinder
with a flat base and a hemispherical dome. A welded steel liner is attached

to the inside face of the concrete shell to ensure a high degree of leak

tightness. On the inside of the liner every weld seam has a leak test channel

welded over it. The channels can be pressurized to design pressure for liner
leak testing whenever the containment vessel is open. The thickness of the

liner in the cylinder and dome is 3/8 in. and in the base is 1/4 in. The

containment structure is 99 ft. high to the spring line of the dome and has

an inside diameter of 105 ft. The containment vessel provides a free volume

of 997,000 cu. ft. An elevation and details of the containment structure are

shown on Figures 5.1.2-1 through 5.1.2-5.

The cylindrical reinforced concrete walls are 3 ft. 6 in. thick and the concrete

hemispherical dome is 2 ft. 6 in. thick. These shell thicknesses are established

to satisfy the requirements of the s'tructural criteria as well as the shielding
requirements. The concrete base slab is 2 ft. thick with an additional thickness

of concrete fillof 2 ft. over the bottom liner plate. The containment cylinder
is founded on rock (standstone) by means of post-tensioned rock anchors which

ensure that the rock then acts as an integral part of the containment structure.
The hemispherical dome is reinforced concrete designed for all moments, axial
loads and shears resulting from the loading conditions described here. The

cylinder wall is prestressed vertically and reinforced circumferentially with

mild steel deformed bars. The base is a reinforced concrete slab, The rock

anchors are used for all vertical axial loads in the cylinder walls, and thereby

avoid the transfer of an imposed shear to the base slab. The structural
systems for the containment structure are summarized as follows:

5.1.2-1
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2.

3.

Hemispherical Dome - mild steel reinforced concrete

Cylindrical Walls

a. Vertical Direction — prestressed concrete

b. Circumferential Direction — mild steel reinforced concrete

Rock Anchors — prestressed

The design ensures that the structure has an elastic response to all
loads and that it strains within such limits that the integrity of
the liner is not pre)udiced. The liner participates with the shell
as it reacts to these loads and is designed to ensure the vessel's
vapor tightness.

The design of the structural elements are more fully described in
Sections 5.1.2.3 and 5.1.2.4.

No drainage system was provided under the containment structure. The

maximum ground water elevation in the vicinity of the containment

structure is 252 ft. This compares with an elevation at the underside

of the base slab of 231'-8". The contention that tensile stresses
will produce cracks in the outside concrete face is questionable in that
significant constraint is afforded by the irregular surface of the founding

rock material. This rock has significant structural characteristics as

described in Appendix 2B of the FSAR. Nevertheless whether cracks

exist or not it would be imprudent to consider that the concrete is
totally impermeable. For this reason the design of the liner, test
channels, backup bars (structural tees), anchors on test channels (refer to

Figure 5.1.2-31) and the concrete cover were based upon accommodating the full
hydrostatic head of water. It is our judgment that a significant corrosion
potential for embedded steel does not exist due to the close contact
between the alkaline concrete and steel which provides a highly corrosive
resistant environment for the liner.

The basement floor elevation of the Containment Vessel is 235'-8". The

exterior of the cylinder walls will be covered from the edge of the ring
girder to Elevation 253'-0" with a membrane water proofing. No water

proofing was placed between the foundation material (rock) and the base

slab. The liner and liner anchorage at the base of the vessel were designed

5.1.2-2
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to withstand a theoretical pore pressure equal to the full hydrostatic head

of water, 7.7 psi. The site is not subject to significant fluctuations in
the ground water elevations. Consequently if the base liner is subject to
the assumed water pressure, this pressure should remain essentially constant.

The net bouyant force due to the hydrostatic pressure acting on the

containment base is transmitted by the base slab to the cylinder walls.

The side walls of the containment vessel are anchored to the foundation
rock with prestressed rock anchors. The anchors place a pre-load
between the foundation rock and a ring beam at the base of the side

wall. The tendons in the side walls are coupled to the rock anchors

and extend to a location 12 feet 6 inches above the spring line to

provide accessibility to the upper anchorage and to permit tensioning
following the completion of the dome concrete work.

The outer surface of the Containment Vessel can be inspected except to those

limited areas where roofs, floors and walls of adjacent buildings preclude access.

A removable cover is placed over the top anchorage head for protection
and to provide an expansion reservoir for the tendon protection system

(NO-OX-ID CN). Refer to Figure 5.1.2-b for details of this enclosure.

The sequence for the construction of the shell of the containment vessel
was as follows:

a) Excavation was completed to the lines and grades shown on the

construction drawings and the exposed rock examined by a soils
engineer to ensure its competence.

b) The concrete for the portion of the ring girder at the base of
the cylindrical wall was placed. Sleeves and bearing plates for
the rock anchors were embedded in this concrete pour.

c) The holes for rock anchors were drilled through the embedded

sleeves and into the rock. The anchor, which was completely
fabricated in the shop, was inserted and the first stage grout
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placed. Following the required curing period the anchor was

tensioned and the second stage grout inserted under pressure.

d) The concrete for the base mat was placed with embedded bars
for the back-up of liner welds. The outer concrete pour contains
the tension bars (dowel at base of cylindrical walls). The

base slabs for the sumps and pit were installed also with embedded

bars for back-up of liner welds. 'he liner for the walls of
the sumps was then erected and used an inner form for the placement
of concrete.

e) The liner was erected starting on the base and continuing to
the knuckle, the cylindrical wall and the dome. All electrical
and mechanical penetrations (i.e., sleeves for penetrations)
were installed as liner erection progressed. Essentially all
electrical and mechanical penetrations were shop assembled in
the cylindrical wall plates. Provision was made to install the
equipment access hatch and personnel air locks at a later
stage of construction. Temporary openings were provided in the
liner cylindrical wall for construction access requirements.

The closure procedure for temporary openings in the liner is similar to
that for steel tank construction. Initially special reinforcement was

provided around the periphery of the temporary openings. A sufficient
width of plate extends beyond the limits of the concrete placement to
preclude detrimental heat up of the concrete due to the welding of
the closure plate (S). The welding procedures are identical to that
used for all liner weld seams.

The preparation of construction points and placement of concrete in
temporary openings is as described in the Fifth Supplement to the FSAR.

f) The tendon conduit was embedded in the second ring girder pour
with provision made for installing the tendon and completing
the coupling of rock anchor to sidewall tendon. The enclosure
about the coupling was welded to the ancnor plate and a window

removed to permit making-up the coupling. An expansion bellows
was provided where differential motion will occur at the level
of the elastomer pads.

5.1.2-4
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g) The elastomer pads were installed and tendon conduit plus mild

steel reinforcing placed. The mild steel reinforcing was

temporarily supported from the tendon conduit and the stiffeners
on the liner. Concrete placement at temporary openings was delayed

and provision made to stagger reinforcement splices at these

locations as well as elsewhere on the structure. For the

cylindrical wall and dome the liner was used as an inner form.

h) Where grade is adjacent to the structure, a retaining wall was

erected to ensure no earth is placed against the cylindrical
wall.

i) The concrete cylindrical wall was completed and temporary

openings closed after they no longer were required for construction,
The reinforcement rings about the equipment access hatch and

personnel air locks were installed. The reinforcement about

the equipment access hatch was not placed until after major

components were installed.

The cylinder walls were placed with horizontal joints spaced at

approximately 11 ft. centers. Vertical joints were spaced ar

approximately 42.5 Ft. centers (i.e. the cylinder was divided into
approximately eight equal pours). The final six lifts were poured

with the spacing of vertical joints increased to approximatelv 57 Ft.
(i.e. six approximately equal pours). Form ties consisting of 1/2

inch diameter threaded studs spaced at approximately two foot centers

were welded to the liner (both plate and channel anchors) for
attaching the liner to the outer form. The outer form was supported

by cantilever construction from the lower pour. No attemot was

made to stagger vertical or horizontal joints. A minimum delay of
three days was maintained before placing new concrete against
abutting pours.

Initial and final concrete curing are the wet method as soecified in
ACI 301-66.

The dome concrete (i.e. all concrete above the ledge at Elevation
343'-2") was placed as continuous rings w.'th a chord width of

5.1.2-4a
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approximately 4.2 ft. the final pour (center "dollar" section) consisted
of an approximately 8 ft. diameter section. All concrete was placed in
one pour for the full thickness of the concrete shell. A galvanized
expanded metal mesh located 1 inch inboard of the exposed face was

used as an outer form on the greater sloped portion of the dome

(i.e. up to an angle of approximately 55'rom the spring line).
Form ties in the form of 1/2" diameter studs were welded to the

liner plate and attached to the cage of reinforcing bars. Again a

minimum delay of three days was maintained before placing new

concrete against the previous concrete ring.

j) The tendons were installed in the embedded conduits and the

sidewall tendon and the rock <anchor coupled. Then the remaining

concrete pour in the ring girders was completed and the wax

inserted into the conduit.
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k) The concrete dome was completed and the sidewall tendons tensioned.

1) Following the tensioning of the tendons the equipment access hatch

with inset personnel air lock plus the second personnel air lock
were installed. The vessel was then ready for structural and

leakage testing.

The principal dome reinforcement is continuous except for the anchorage at
Elev. 366'-8" which is provided in the form of a mechanical connection to a

continuous circumferential plate. Additional steel to control spalling on the

outer face of the shell is provided in the form of welded wire fabric. At the

dome to cylinder discontinuity additional reinforcement is provided on both faces

with 180'ooks with total anchorage provided to satisfy the requirements of ACI

318-63. Details are shown on Figure 5.1.2-5.

In the anchorage zone of the presstressing steel the major steel provided to

withstand bursting forces consists of continuous spirals. Radial reinforcement

is provided with 180'ooks around the vertical flexural steel for anchorage.

Vertical (meridional) reinforcement used for flexural and temperature resistance
is lap spliced in accordance with ACI 318-63 requirements on the basis of
splice requirements'at points of maximum tensile stress. Details are also

shown on Figure 5.1.2-5.

All principal circumferential reinforcement is continuous except at the small

penetrations where mechanical anchors are provided as shown typically on

Figure 5.1.2-4 and for a limited number of bars at the large openings as

described in the Third Supplement. Vertical (meridional) reinforcement is lap

spliced (except for special large size bars which are Cadweld spliced) in
accordance with ACI 318-63 requirements on the basis of splices at points of
maximum tensile stress. At the base of the wall all vertical (meridional)
reinforcement is provided with 90'ooks for anchorage. Details are shown on

Figure 5.1.2-4.

5.1.2.2 Desi n Leaka e Rate

The containment structure is designed to contain radioactive material which might

be released within the containment following a loss-of-coolant accident by passing

the initial integrated leak rate test criterion of a maximum leak rate of 0.1X

by weight of the free volume of air per day at design pressure.
5.1.2-5
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5.1.2.3 Mechanical Desi n Bases

General

The containment vessel is a steel lined concrete shell designed ensure

that it responds elastically to all loads and strains within such

limits that the integrity of the liner is not prejudiced . The liner
will be anchored so as to ensure composite action with the concrete

shell.

Desi n Loads

The following loads have been considered in tne structural design:

1) Internal Pressure

2)

3)

4)

5)

Test Pressure — 69 psig
Live Loads - Roof loads plus pipe reactions
External Pressure - 2.5 psig
Mind Load

6) Internal Temperature

(a) Accident

(b) Operating - 120'F

7) Seismic Ground Accelerations
8) Dead Loads

9) Prestressing Loads

The thermal loads on the containment vessel and their variation with
time are developed on the basis of the transients shown in Figures

14.3.4-2 and 14.3.4-3, Section 14.3'.4. The seismic loads were evaluated

as outlined in Section 5.1.2.5.

The wind and snow loads used for the design of structures were those

specified in State Building Code for the State of New York. The wind loads

given in this code are as follows:

5.1.2-6
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Hei ht Above Ground (lb)

16-25

26-40

41-60

61-100

101-200

Pressure Load ( sf)
12

18

21

-24

28

The snow load specified in the code for the plant location is 40 psf for a

flat roof. This value was used also in the design of the containment.

Desi n Stress Criteria

The design is based upon limiting load factors which are used as the

ratio by which accident, earthquake, and wind loads are multiplied
for design purposes to ensure that the load deformation behavior of
the structure is one of elastic, low strain response. The loads utilized
to determine the required limiting capacity of any structural element

on the containment vessel are computed's follows:

a ~

b.
C.

C 0.95 D + 1.5 P + 1.0 T

C ~ 0.95 D + 1.25 P + 1.0 T' 1.25 E

C = 0.95 D + 1.0 P + 1.0 T + 1.0

E'ymbols

used in the above equations are defined as follows:

C ~

D:

po

Tl ~

E:

Et ~

Required load capacity of section
Dead Load of structure
Accident pressure load - 60 psig
Thermal loads based upon temperature transient associated with
1.5 times accident pressure
Thermal loads based upon temperature transient associated with
1.25 accident pressure
Thermal loads based upon temperature transient associated with
accident pressure.
Seismic load based on 0.08g ground acceleration
Seismic load based on 0.20g ground acceleration

5.1.2-6a
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If the required resisting capacity on any structural component resulting
from the wind load on any portion of the structure exceeds that resulting
from the design earthquake, the wind load "W" will be used in lieu of "E"

in the second equation. The factor of 1.05 times dead load will be used

should it control in determining the required load capacity. All sturctural
components will be designed to have a capacity, as defined hereafter,
required by the most severe loading combination.

The load factors used in these equations make provision for safety of the

containment structure in the same manner as does the ultimate strength design

procedure in 'ACI 318. Because of the refinement of the analysis and the

restrictions on construction procedures, the load factors in this design

primarily provide for a safety margin on the load assumptions. The load

factors utilized in this criteria are based upon the load factor concept

employed in Part IV-B, "Structural Analysis and Proportioning of Nembers-

Ultimate Strength Design" of ACI 318-63. The load factor of 0.95 applied
to Dead Load represents the accuracy of dead load calculations (i.e., + 5%)

considering the greater severity of reduced dead loads for tension members.

The load factor applied to accident pressure loads is consistent with that
suggested by Waters and Barrett 's the limit of low strain behavior(1,2)

on prestressed concrete pressure vessels for nuclear reactors. This

factor is also consistent with the proposed set of "French Regulations
Concerning Concrete Reactor Pressure Vessels" wherein it is stated that:
"The design pressure shall not exceed 2/5 of the pressure calculated to
bring about destruction of the structure by rupture of the cables ." The load

factor considering a tendon stress of 0.60 f at factored load wouldu
therefore equal 0.6 ~ 2/5 or 1.5. The load factor of 1.25 applied to the

design earthquake load is consistent with that utilized in ACI 318 Part IV-B,

Chapter 15.

The design includes the consideration of both primary and secondary

stresses. When a structure experiences only elastic strains there

is only a minimal relief of restraints causing secondary stresses.
If a structure experiences increased strains beyond the elastic range,

the restraints at any point will cease to be as significant due to

local yielding in these regions and, if increased loads were applied
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until collapse of the structure was imminent, all restraints would
be effectively removed and only membrane forces (primary stresses)
should be experienced unless premature shear failure were to occur.
The design limit for the containment structure has been conservatively
established to ensure elastic, low strain behavior at design loads
thereby requiring design consideration of all secondary stress effects.

The maximum expected values of "T" at any section are based upon the
following conditions:

a. The maximum operating temperature inside the vessel is 120'F
and the minimum ambient temperature outside the vessel is
-10'F.

b. The maximum temperature of the inner surface of the liner (inner
face of insulation where the liner is insulated) will be

that temperature associated with the factored load, 1.5 times
accident pressure. This temperature is approximately 312'F.
The design of the shell where the liner is insulated is based
upon a maximum temperature rise of 10'F in the liner coincident
with maximum pressure.

C ~ The maximum operating temperature at the basement floor elevation is
120'F and five feet below the floor elevation is 50'F. The upper
two feet of the basement slab were designed for a transient thermal
gradient equal to 30'F. Thermal expansion of the basement slab
approximately balances drying shrinkage.

The steady state operating thermal transient considered in the design
for winter conditions (external ambient temperature equals -10'F)
is shown on Figure 5.1.2-34. The steady operating thermal transient
for summer conditions was not developed in detail in that it was

concluded that such a condition would not affect the reinforcement
requirements in that a lesser gradient would exist.
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The transient thermal gradients through the containment shell for
the insulated liner due to the design basis accident (factored
loads) was assumed for purposes of analysis to be the super-position
of a liner increase of 10'F. onto the operating thermal gradient
described above. This is conservative as compared to the expected

results described in Appendix 5B of the FSAR. The maximum concrete
fiber temperature where the liner is uninsulated (dome) is 220'F in
the region immediately in contact with the liner. The calculated
shell elongation due to the pressure load exceeds the concrete fiber
elongations due to the thermal load indicating that no restraint
of concrete thermal growth occurs.

Load Ca acit

Reinforced Concrete

The value of Young's modulus (E ) for uncracked concrete was assumed to be
6

c
4.1 x 10 psi calculated on the basis of the equation in Table 1002(a)

ACl 318-63. E and Poisson's ratio (v ) for cracked concrete were assumed
c c

to be zero. This latter assumption is considered to be substantiated by
(17,18,19)test data ' for reinforcement experiencing stresses in excess of

the 20,000 to 30,000 psi; (Refer to Third Supplement to the FSAR regarding
similar assumptions regarding the analysis of large openings.)

This structure is prestressed vertically only and the liner is insulated in
the prestressed portion. The liner stresses (meridional direction) were

calculated to be 4500 psi compression based upon a prestress force of 0.70 fs.
The concrete strain due to creep and shrinkage was established as being

-6
320 x 10 in. /in. This increases the liner stress to 14,100 psi compression

at the end of plant life.
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Concrete reinforcement is intermediate grade billet steel comforming
to ASTM A15-64 and A408-62T with a guaranteed minimum yield strength
of 40,000 psi.

The design limit for tension members (i.e. the capacity required for
the factored loads) is based upon the yield stress of the reinforcing
steel. No mild steel reinforcement will experience average strains
beyond the yield point at the factored load. The load capacity so
determined is reduced by a capacity reduction factor "P" which provides
for the possibility that small adverse variations in material strengths,
workmanship, dimensions and control, while individually within required
tolerances and the limits of good practice, occasionally may combine
to result in any under-capacity. The coefficient "P" is 0.95 for tension,
0.90 for flexure and 0.85 for diagonal tension, bond and anchorage.
The coefficient ">" of 0.95 for tension members compares with a coefficient
of 0.90 utilized in ACI 318 for ultimate strength design of flexured
members. However, in a tension member, unlike the case of a flexural
member, only the variation of steel strength and not concrete strength
is of concern. Also, the effect of reinforcement misplacement is not as

critical as it is for a flexural member. Therefore, the capacity reduction
factor of 0.95 is considered to be conservative.

The two equations developed previously for the loss-of-coolant accident
and the loss-of-coolant accident combined with the design earthquake
could be written as follows for the mild steel reinforced sections:
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1. C 0.95 Y.P. ..95D + 1.0 T y 1,5p

2. C ~ 0.95 Y.P. ~ .95D + 1.25P + 1 0 T' 1 25E

To compare these equations with a working strength design the following
equations are developed:

2.

(D+ P+ T) Oo95

(.95D + 1.5P + 1.0 T)

(D + P + T + E) 0.95
f za

(.95 D + 1.25P + 1.0 T' 1.25E)

The new symbol in the above equations is defined as follows:

f: Ratio of the working stress to yield stress

Prestressed Concrete

The design for the Containment Vessel provides for prestressing the

concrete in the cylinder walls in the longitudinal (vertical) direction
with a sufficient compressive force to ensure that upon application of the

design load combinations there will be no tensile stresses in the concrete
due to membrane forces. ln addition to the membrane stresses there are

also flexural and shear stresses which result from discontinuity effects.
On the basis of the design criteria the concrete stresses and the stresses
on the mild steel reinforcing upon application of the combined loads will
then be produced by combined flexure and shear and/or compression. The

structural elements are then acting in a manner similar to those tested as

a basis for Chapter 17 - Shear and Diagonal Tension - Ultimate Strength
Design of ACI 318-63 and there is a basis for designing shear reinforcement.

5.1.2-1.0
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The steel tendons for prestressing consist of high tensile, bright,
cold drawn and stress-relieved steel wires conforming to AST~i A 421-59 T.

Type BA, "Specifications for Uncoated Stress-Relieved Mire for Pre-

stressed Concrete" with a minimum ultimate tensi.ie stress of 240,000

psio

The prestressed concrete is assumed to develop no tensile capacity in a

direction normal to a horizontal plane. The design load capacity of

tension elements is based upon a resultant condf t.ion of zero concrer"

stress due to the maximum combination of primary and secondary membrane

forces. Any nominal secondary tetusile stresses due to bending willi be

assumed to cause partial cracking. Hild steel reinforcing will be

provided to control this cracking by limiting crack width, spacing and

depth. The load capacity so determined will be reduced by a capacity

reduCtion factor "4" which will be conservatively established as 0.95

which compares with a coefficient of 0.90 utilized in ACI 338 for ultinate

design of flexural members. In a prestressed tension member only

variations in the field-applied tensioning loads are oF anv concern. Tendon

location and concrete strength variations are not crirical ns rhe; ar~

for flexural members.

Generally if no tension stresses can be developed in the con rare, r r

stressed concrete tension members have a relatively low reserve strength

above the point of zero stress. If cracking is initiated as the very low

tensile stresses are developed in the concrete, all additional. loads

will be carried by the steel alone. Since rhe prestressing steel hn."-

relatively small area of cross-section, the strain at any section incrrases

markedly after cracking begins. For this reason this design is con~ervatively

based upon no complete cracking of any prestressed wall section.

Tensile stresses in the concrete resulting from diagonal tension will be

permitted. The nominal shear stresses as a measure of this diagonal tension
will be less than the maximum value stipulated in Chapter 17 of ACI 318.
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The steel tendons are stressed during the post-tensioning operation to
a maximum of 80 percent of ultimate strength and locked-off for an

initial stress of 70 percent of the ultimate strength. The maximum

effective prestess is determined taking into consideration allowances

for the following losses which are deduced from the transfer prestress:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Elastic shortening of concrete.

Creeping of. concrete.
Shrinkage of concrete.
Relaxation of steel stress.

e) Frictional loss due to intended or unintended curvature
of the tendons.

In no event does the effective prestress exceed 60 percent of the ultimate
strength of the prestressing steel or 80 percent of the nominal yield
point stress of the prestressing steel, whichever is smaller. The

design of all prestressed concrete elements for shear, bond and other
design considerations is in accordance with Chapter 26 — "Prestressed
Concrete" of ACI 318-63.

The prestressing force applied in the field is determined by measuring
tendon elongation and also by checking 5ack pressure on a calibrated
gage or by the use of an accurately calibrated dynamometer. The cause

of any discrepancy which exceeds 5 percent is ascertained and corrected.
Elongation requirements are taken from load-elongation curves for the
steel used.

With the exception of the large openings (refer to the Third Supple-
ment to the PSAR) reinforcing bars are not draped around openings. Conse-

quently the minimum radiu's is the radius of the cylinder. The reinforcement
about small openings is shown typically on Figure 5.1.2.4. The horizontal
reinforcement is concentrated near the hole to accommodate stress concentra-
tions. The tendons are draped only if required for clearances. The magnitude

of prestress under construction and operating conditions is well within
accepted limits based on ACE-318 requirements. The initial average membrane

stress is 640 psi. Even a stress concentration factor of 3 results in
acceptable stresses. The requirements for anchoring reinforcing bars are

discussed in Section 5.1.2.5, Anchorage Stresses.
5 '.2-12,
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Liner

The liner is carbon steel plate conforming to ASZI A442-60T Grade 60 with
a minimum yield point of 32,000 psi. The liner plate thickness is one-

quarter inch for the base and three-eighths inch for the cylinder and

dome. Liner welds in general were made from both sides of the plate
hence backup strips were not used. In the base where the liner was welded

to structural tees, the tees were continuous at all plate intersections.

The load capacity is based upon the yield stress of the liner as reduced

by the capacity reduction factor "9" previously described. Sufficient
anchorage is provided to ensure elastic stability of the liner. Anchorages
are in the form of stagger welded channels on the cylinder and studs
on the dome.

Insulation is provided for the side walls to a point 15'-0" above the

spring line so as to limit the maximum liner temperature due to the
loss-of-coolant accident and thereby avoid excessive compressive stresses
in the steel plate.

All weld seams in the liner plate are covered with a test channel to permit
testing of leak tightness. Except for the equipment access hatcn, as

described hereafter, all penetrations provide a double barrier against
leakage and can be pressurized to permit testing of leak tightness.
The equipment access hatch contains weld seams with no test cnannels.

The liner plate on the base of the vessel is welded to backup bars. These

bars are continuous as shown on Figure 5.1.2-31.

Rock

Tne containment vessel is founded on rock (sandstone) for which the
soils consultant recommended an allowable bearing pressure of 35 tons

per square foot. The maximum bearing pressure occurs under tne ring
girder where the maximum bearing pressure was limited to 30 TSF. Tnis
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bearing pressure occurs under operating conditions and is reduced under
incident conditions. The soils consultant also recommended a limit
on the lateral resistance of the rock of 25,000 psf. The maximum lateral
pressure, occurring at the ring girder under the combination of operating
and incident loads (Load Combination (a)) is 24,000 psf. A detailed
description of subsurface conditions is found in Section 2.8 Geology.
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5.1.2.4 Seismic Desi n Classification

The site seismology is described in Section 2.9. The specific stress
criteria for the containment vessel are presented in Section 5.1.2.3.

The classifications of all comoonents, systems and structures of the

Ginna Nuclear Station for purposes of seismic design are given below:

Definition of Seismic Desi n Classes

All equitxnent and structures are classified as Class I, Class II or

Class III as recommended in:

a) TID-7024, "Nuclear Reactors and Earthquakes," August, 1963, and

b) G. W. Housner, "Design of Nuclear Power Reactors Against Eartnquakes,"

Proceedings of the Second World Conference on Earthquake Engineering,
Vol. I, Jaoan 1960, pages 133, 134 and 137.

Class I

Those structures and components including instruments and controls
whose failure might cause or increase the severity of a loss-of-coolant
accident or result in an uncontrolled release of excessive amounts

of radioactivity. Also, those structures and components vital to safe

shutdown and isolation of the reactor.

Class II

Those structures and components which are important to reactor operation
but not essential to safe shutdown and isolation of the reactor and

whose failure could not result in the release of substantial amounts

of radioactivity.
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Class III

Those structures and components which are not realted to reactor operation
or containment.

All components, systems and structures classified as Class I are designed

in accordance with the following criteria:

Primary steady state stresses, when combined with the seismic

stress resulting from the response to a ground acceleration of
0.08g acting, in the vertical and horizontal planes simultaneously,

are maintained within the allowable working stress limits accepted

as good practice and, where applicable, set forth in the appropriate
design standards, e.g., ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

USAS B31.1 Code for Pressure Piping, ACI 318 Building Code Requirements

for Reinforced Concrete, and AISC Specifications for the Design

and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings.

2. Primary steady state stresses when combined with the seismic

stress resulting from the response to a ground acceleration of
0.20g acting in the vertical and horizontal planes simultaneously,
are limited so that the function of the component, system or

structure shall not be impaired as to prevent a safe and orderly
shutdown of the plant.

All Class II components are designed on the basis of a static analysis for
a ground acceleration of 0.08g acting in the vertical and horizontal
directions simultaneously. For this plant, there are no class II structures.

The structural design of all Class III structures meets the requirements

of the applicable building code which is the "State Building Construction
Code," State of New York, 1961. This code does not reference the Uniform

Building Code.

Table 5.1.2-1 gives the damping factors used in the design of components

and structures.
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The design of Class I structures and components utilizes the "response

spectrum" approach in the analysis of the dynamic loads imparted by the

earthquake. The analysis is based upon the response spectra shown on

Figures 5.1.2-7 and 5.1.2-8.

Seismic accelerations are computed as outlined in the TID-7024 and(21)

Portland Cement Publication. (22)

The following method of analysis is applied to Class I structures and

components, including instrumentation.

1. The natural periods of vibration of the structure or component

is determined.

2 ~ The response acceleration of the component to the seismic motion

is taken from the response spectrum curve at the appropriate
period.

3. Stresses and deflections resulting from the combined influence
of normal loads and the seismic load due to the 0.08 earthquake

g
are calculated and checked against the limits imposed by the

design standard.

4. Stresses and deflections resulting from the combined influence
of normal loads and the seismic loads due to the 0.2 earthquake

g
are calculated and checked to verify that deflections do not
cause loss of function and that stresses do not produce

rupture.

The Class I piping systems are analyzed by a lumped mass approach. The

number of masses lumped between any two supports is based upon the spacing
interval and increases with the length of the spacing interval. Every
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mass is given an acceleration equal to the maximum response from

the response curve with .5% of critical damping, i.e. .8 for .2 ground
g g

acceleration. Each piping system with its supports is modeled as a

three dimensional frame and the loads given by the mass times the

acceleration are applied at each lumped mass along three directions, two

horizontal and one vertical, separately. The moments and torque for each

of the three loading directions are then obtained by stiffness analysis.
The stresses are calculated at critical points in the piping and its
supports for each loading direction. The stresses in the piping are

found by using the USAS B31..1 formula

2 2 2 2 1/2
S ~ x ™v z

Z

where:

S = stress
M, M, M ~ moments about the two horizontal directions and thex''

vertical direction
T ~ torque
Z ~ section modulus

At each point the stresses obtained for the two horizontal loadings

are conservatively combined by the square root of the sum of the squares.

This value is then conservatively combined with the stress obtained

for the vertical loading by direct addition. The analyses show that
the stresses in the piping and its supports are within the limits
specified in Table 1 of Appendix 4A.

The containment vessel is a Class I structure. It was analyzed as a

single lumped mass cantilever beam system to determine its natural
frequency. For the containment structure the damping factor as a per cent
of critical damping is assumed to be 2.0%. The resultant load developed

from the maximum horizontal response is distributed in a triangular

5.1.2-16a
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manner with the base of the triangle at the top of the structure. The

stress criteria for the containment vessel and all reinforced concrete
members in tension are as described in Section 5.1.2.3, based on the

response to a ground motion on 0.08g acting in the vertical and

horizontal planes simultaneously. Design of the containment vessel
is checked to ensure that the combined stresses resulting from

gravity, incident and seismic loadings based on the response to a

ground motion of 0.20g acting in the vertical and horizontal planes
simultaneously are within the stress limits described herebefore in
Section 5.1.2.3.

The natural period of the first harmonic was determined using an analysis
consisting (for horizontal motion) of a cantilever fixed at the base
with the mass lumped at the centroid of the structure. Bending stiffness
was established based on a Young's modulus of 4.1 x 10 psi and shear6

stiffness was established based on a shear modulus of 1.8 x 10 psi.6

No rotation of the foundation material was considered. The natural
period of the first harmonic is calculated to be 0.22 seconds for
horizontal motion and 0.07 seconds for vertical motion.

The resultant base shear was established on the basis of the maximum

response acceleration (0.46g) for the maximum hypothetical design
earthquake considering 2/ of critical damping. The resultant load
was conservatively assumed to be distributed in the form of an inverted
triangle extending the full height of the structure.

The resulting maximum meridional forces are as shown in
Figure 5.1.2-8A.

As a check on the initial seismic design of the containment it was

reanalyzed using normal mode theory with a number of lumped masses.

A check was also made on the containment considering the rock foundation
as an elastic media with rotation and translation of the containment

5.1.2 17
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considered. This flexible foundation modeling of the containment

changed the total shear and overturning moment on the structure by
less than 5 percent as compared to the rigid foundation model. The

base shear for the modal analysis on a rigid foundation resulted
in a equivalent containment response acceleration of .26g as compared
to the .46g used in design. Comparable results were obtained with
respect to overturning moments. As a result of the somewhat more

rigorous modal analysis the containment design can be shown to be

highly conservative. A detailed description of the modal analysis
follows:

5.1.2.17a
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(a) The containment structure is modelled as a cantilever consisting
of lumped masses connected by weightless springs. This model

is shown in Figure 5.1.2-8B.

(b) The normal modes are calculated using computer program SAND.

This program is a modified version of a program developed by

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the dynamic analysis of
lumped mass systems. Shear deformations and rotational inertia
are included in program SAND.

(c) The input required for program SAND consists of the modal

coordinates, member properties and material properties.
These are shown in Figures 5.1.2-8B and 5.1.2-8C. The masses

are calculated by the program using a density of 160 lb/cu. ft.
This is representative of heavily reinforced concrete.

(d) The response in each mode is read off the response curves

determined for the site as given in the FSAR. The deflections,
accelerations and member forces are computed in each mode and

are then summed on a root-mean-square basis. This computation

is executed by program SPECTA.

(e) The natural frequencies and response are summarized in
Figure 5.1.2-8D. The mode shapes are plotted in Figure
5.1.2-8E and the shear forces and bending moments in
Figure 5.1.2-8F.

The effect of ground motion was investigated by considering

the rock as an elastic medium with coefficients similar to

concrete: E ~ 3.0 x 10 psi6

r = 0 2

The fundamental frequency was reduced from 6.95 cps to

6.28 cycles/sec. The alterations to the deflections,
accelerations, shear forces and moments was insignificant,

'being less than five percent.
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5.1.2.5 Detailed Desi n

Stress Anal sis

The analysis of the containment structure for operating plus incident
load is based upon shell theory analogy.

The containment structure is analyzed for seismic load as a cantilevered
beam with all mass assumed concentrated at the center of gravity. Both
shear as well as bending stiffness are considered in determining the
fundamental frequency. The total horizontal inertial load is determined
from the response curves given in Figures 5.1.2-7 and 5.1.2-8 for two

percent damping for the fundamental frequency of the cantilevered beam.

This total horizontal load is distributed over the height of the
containment structure in the form of an inverted triangle to determine
the inertial overturning moment. The vertical seismic component is
assumed unamplified due to the high axial stiffness of the containment.

Stresses induced by the horizontal and vertical components of seismic
motion are combined algebraically. The seismic shear distribution assumed

is that given for a hollow thin-walled cylinder with shear flow
perpendicular to the containment radius and the maximum shear flow equal
to twice the average value.

The results of this analysis for the loading combinations of:

1. Operating plus incident load
2. Operating plus incident plus design earthquake loads, and

3. Operating plus incident plus maximum potential earthquake
are depicted in Figures 5.1.2-9 through 5.1.2-11.

The displacement resulting from the seismic excitation will produce a

base shear which is transferred via the base mat to the side walls of
the structure by the radial reinforcement. During an incident these
bars should be in tension. As the lateral load (i.e., earthquake
shear) is imposed, these bars will react similar to a wheel with prestressed
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spokes with a load applied to the hub and the rim restrained from moving.
In this design these memoers are assumed to have no shear resistance.
The load transfer from the radial bars, which established longitudinal
shear stresses in the wall, will occur by means of varying circunferential
membrane forces in the lower portion of the wall.

The side wall at loads resulting from the factored pressure (1.5P) will
be uncracked in a horizontal plane due to.membrane prestress forces. The only
cracking that occurs will be partial cracking due to secondary flexure.
The depth of these cracks will be limited by the use of mild steel
reinforcement. At the design pressure there will then be sufficient
uncracked section of concrete to limit radial shear stresses to less
than the maximum allowable value stipulated in ACI 318-63. Details
of the radial shear analysis are provided more fully hereafter.

The amount of prestressing force provided in the meridional direction of
the cylinder is determined to ensure no resultant tensile stress due to the

factored load combinations described in Section 5.1.2.3. Consequently radial
cracking is predicted to be only a result of flexure which is similar to the

basis for the derivation of concrete shear capacity and shear reinforcement
requirements stipulated in ACI 318-63 for flexural members. The derivation
of shear reinforcement requirements at the base to cylinder discontinuity is
described in Section 5.1.2.5.

The capacility to resist membrane shears is affected by the concrete cracking.
Refer to the Third and Fifth Supplements to the FSAR for the consideration
of membrane shears in the vicinity of the large openings.

Por the cylindrical portion of the vessel resistance to the vertical shears

resulting from the earthquake loading will be developed in the circumferential
reinforcement by dowel action ~ The resulting principal stress in the(5)

reinforcement will not exceed 0.95 x yield stress as provided in the design
criteria. This design further ensures no failure of the adjacent concrete

in bearing. Details of the longitudinal shear analysis are provided more

fully hereafter.
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En the dome all membrane and shear stresses resulting from the earthquake

loading will be developed in mild steel reinforcing.

The loading on the concrete shell of the containment following an accident
must be transmitted to it through the liner. The liner attempts to expand

under the combined influence of the temperature and pressure. Since the
containment structure may be classed as a thin shell, (the diameter to
thickness ratio is 30), it is considered that it would have been valid
to treat the temperature rise in the liner as an equivalent pressure increase.

Nevertheless the analysis as actually performed considered an equivalent
liner force occurring at the location of the liner. Such equivalent liner
forces were established based upon no thermal strain relief at points where

concrete is uncracked. The liner temperature increase was assumed to be

10'F due to accident conditions where the liner is insulated. Based upon

no relief of thermal strains with uncracked concrete this effect of this
temperature rise was converted to an axial force plus a moment about the
centroid of this section. As a design conservatism, the elastic expansion

of the concrete shell under pressure and temperature loads has not been

used to reduce the temperature induced stresses.

Rock Anchors

The basic criterion for the determination of anchor length is that the

pull of the anchor is resisted only by the suomerged weight of rock and

that the rock offers no tensile strength. This criterion further assumes

that the rock breaks out at an angle of 45'o the bond development

length of the tendon. This criterion also allowed for any additional
loads on the rock imposed from the inside of the containment vessel.
The hold-down capability of the rock in the rock anchor design has taken

!
into consideration the circular geometry of the vessel.
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The design of the rock anchors is based upon the simplified assumption
that the rock breaks out at an angle of 45'o the axis of the tendon witn
the apex of the angle at mid-height of the first stage grout. This
implies that the rock failure mode is one of diagonal tension. This
assumption of a half-angle of 45'or rock is not unique as is evident

by the following references:

The Raisin and Stren thenin of Steenbrar Dam, By S. S. iforris and

N. S. Garrett, Proceedings, I.C.E., Vol. 1., Pt. 1, No. 1, p. 23;

Discussion, Vol. 1, Pt. 1, No. 4, 1956, p. 399.

2. Stress Analysis and S~eoial Problems of Prestressed Dame, 0. C.

Zienkiewica and R. M. Gerstner, Journal of the Power Division, ASCE,

January, 1961.

3. 1300 — Ton Ca acit Prestressed Anchors Stabilize Dam, A. Eberhardt
and J. A. Veltrop, Journal of the Prestressed Concrete Institute, Vol.
10, iso. 4, August, 1965.

Further verification of the conservative nature of this assumption was

demonstrated by the rock anchor tests described in Section 5.6.1.1.

The sockets for the rock anchors are percussion drilled into the rock

through steel pipe sleeves which are welded into the underside of the

bearing plates for the rock anchors and extended through the ring girder.
The sockets in the rock plus the pipe sleeves are filled with a neat cement

grout in two stages after the rock anchors are installed. Protective steel
covers, as shown on Figure 5.1.2-1, are welded to the bearing plates for
the rock anchors to enclose the sidewall tendon to rock anchor couplings ~

The tendon conduit extending above this enclosure is 6 inch diameter
schedule 40 pipe with threaded couplings. This tendon conduit is threaded
into half coupling welded to the top of the protective steel cover. In
order to permit the required conduit movement, stainless steel bellows are
provided. The tendon conduit, including the protective steel cover, 's
bulk filled with the corrosion protection system described in Section
5.1.2.3. This filler material is injected through a connection in the

protective steel cover. The exterior surface of the containment structure
will be waterproofed from the edge of the ring girder to Elevat.:on "53 -0"

to prov de corrosion protection.
5.1.2-20a
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Prior to installing any rock anchors, a test was performed by grouting
4

a rock anchor in a water filled, clear, six inch diameter tube. This

rock anchor contained 90-1/4 inch diameter wires with the grout tube

and bottom hardware all identical to the proposed for the permanent

installation. This test demonstrated that the grout did flow so as

to completely encase the tendon. However, it also indicated that the

use of bleeder holes near the bottom of the group pipe, as well as the

group pipe terminating above the bottom of the hole, tended to produce

an unacceptable dispersion of the grout. This condition was remedied

by deleting the bleeder holes and extending the grout pipe with the addition
of a bevel to the bottom of the hole. No tests could be made on the

completeness of grouting of permanent rock anchors. However, procedures

used for grouting did comply with those found to be satisfactory in
the previously described test.

The side wall tendons are coupled directly to the rock anchors. ')v'hen

lift-offreadings are made on the side wall tendons, this will also provide
a measure of the prestress force at the fixed end (i.e. upper anchor

head for the rock anchors). However, as in any bonded tendon, it is not

possible to measure the prestress in the full rock anchor tendon.

These criteria are identical with those used for dams in the USA and

Europe. 'onfirming information was also obtained from The Cementation(6,7)

Company Limited of Great Britain, a specialty firm wnose activity in recent

years has been devoted, in large measure, to the prestressing of both

existing and new dams, especially in South Africa and Australia.

Large capacity, post-tensioned anchors designed on this basis have previously
been used in a number of dams in Europe, Africa, Australia and this
country to provide stability for the structures. '- One of the early applications
was the anchoring of the Cheurfas Dam in France 1935. Similarly, prestressed
rock anchors have been used for tie backs on retaining walls on a permanent

as well as temporary basis and for suspension bridge anchorages. Recent

major structures for which prestressed rock anchors were used are listed
in Table 5.1.2-2. A list of recent major applications of BBRV ninety—
1/4 inch diameter wire prestressed rock anchor assemblies is given below.

5.1.2-20b
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Wanapum Dam, Washington
ilayfield Dam, Washington

Boundary Dam, California
John Hollis Bankhead Dam,

Alabama
Ice Harbor Dam, Washington
Hangla Dam, West Pakistan

— Rock anchors and trunnion anchors
— Rock anchors for penstock slope

stabilization
— Rock anchors for rock stabilization
— Rock anchors for dam stabilization

— Rock anchors
- Trunnion girder anchorage, main spillway

The design is based upon the use of the BBRV system developed originally
in Switzerland and used extensively for rock anchor applications.

Laboratory tests on core representative of rock in the approximate area
and depth of the rock anchor installation indicate a bulk specific gravity
of the rock of 2.54. Since the rock participating with the rock anchors
is below the ground water table the submerged weight of rock of 96 pcf
(2.54-1.0) x 62.45) is used in determining the hold-down capability.

The bond development length (first stage grout) for the ninety — 1/4
diameter wire tendon is computed as follows:

For 0.60 f 635 kipsu

p
80/60 x 635000
m x 6 x 170 x 12 22.0 ft.

Each rock anchor is initially tensioned to 80% of ultimate strength and

the jacking force is then reduced at lock-off to 70% of ultimate. The bond

stress assumed between rock and grout is 170 psi. This value was determined

to be conservative as demonstrated during the test performed on reduced

scale rock anchors as reported here-in and also as reported by the Swiss

Federal Laboratory for the Testing of Naterial (Reference VSL Prestressed
Rock and Aluvium Anchors, Losiner & Co. SA dated i(arch 1965) and as

documented in Grolversuchemit Spannankern an Talsperran der Asrerreichen
Bunderbahnen und die Anwendung der Vorspannbouweise auf den Talsperrenban,
Von A. Ruttner, Wien, Austrian Engineering Journal 1964. Test data
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obtained for the John Hollis Bankhead Dam, Warrior River, Alabama, also

confirm the conservatism of a bond development length developed on the

basis of the average bond stress of 170 psi between grout and rock.

The diameter of the drilled hole for each rock anchor is 6 inches. The

assumed breakout angle of 45'o the vertical is most conservative as

demonstrated during the reduced scale rock anchor test, and in Reference 8.

Weight of rock in kips per ft. circumference ~ 0.096d 2

Internal Pressure in kips per ft. circumference

0.072 d (2r — d)

The depth d 26.5 ft., was established based on preliminary design. No

surcharge beyond the internal pressure of the containment vessel was

considered to be effective in determining the rock anchors hold-down

capability. Therefore, for varying internal pressures the rock hold-
down capacity uniform around the circumference of the vessel, is as

follows:

Internal Pressure ( si )

60

69

75

90

Rock Hold-down Capacity (kips per ft.
circumference)

67.4

240.4

266.4

283.7

327.0
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For the combination of operating pius incident loads (i,.e. Load

C~mbinntion (a) in Section 3..1.2.3), the upli ft per foot ci rcaIference

is constant at 259.0 kips per ft., less than the assumed rock

anchor capaci.ty of 327.0 kips pc r ft. Therefore, the factor of

safety nn pull-out against the factored load is 1.26. For the

structural proof test, upliff per foot ci,rcumference is constant

at 182.0 kips per ft., less than the rock anchor capacity of 266.4

kips per ft. for a factor of safety of 1.47.

For the combination of operating plus incident plus design earthquake

loads (i.e. Load Combination (b)), the maximum uplift per foot
circumference is 274.1 kips per ft. and the minimum is 150.5 kips

per Et. This considers horizontal and vertical components of ground

motion occurring simultaneously and their effects added algebraically.
Due to the group action of anchors, the overcapacity of the rock against
lateral loads can be represented by the factor of saEety against
overturning. This factor, using the rock hold-down capacity based on

the pressure load of 75 psig, is 2.38.

For the combination of operating plus incident plus maximum potential
earthquake loads (i.e. Load Combination (c)), the maximum uplift per

foot circumference is 289.2 kips per ft. and the minimum is 25.4 kips

per ft. The factor of safetv against overturning again using the same

consideration is 1.96

'onsiderationwas also given for seismic 1oading without internal pressure.

For the O.lg ground motion (vertical and horizontal components considered
to occur simultaneously and the effects added algebraically) there is no

uplift. Minimum downward component is 0.9 kips per ft. The factor of
safety against overturning is 4.62. For the 0.2g ground motion (vertical
an/ hori.zontal components considered to occur simultaneously and the effects
added algebraically) the maximum uplift is 69.2 kps per Et. The factor
of safetv against overturning is 2.31.
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The tendons are anchored into the rock socket with an expanding
grout. The grout contained an additive designed to reduce the
water requirement of the cement, have a slightly expanding action
and retard the initial set. The expansion based upon original grout
volume is 8% + 2%. This expansion is accomplished by the reaction
of aluminum powder with the alkalies of the cements. This reaction
results in liberation of hydrogen gas in the form of small bubbles
which have an expanding effect. Tests have verified that the molecular
form of the hydrogen in the alkaline medium will not adversely affect
the steel.

The top (movable) anchor head for the rock anchor is coupled to the bottom
(fixed) anchor head of the side wall tendon as shown in the fully engaged
position on the attached Figure 5.1.2-12. Dimensions and material will
be as shown thereon. The bushing provides for coupling the smaller diameter
fixed head to the larger movable (i.e., tensioning) head). The coupling
has right-hand threads on each end.

During construction, after the rock anchors were tensioned, the coupling
was set in place on the top head of the rock anchor. 4%en the sidewall
tendon was inserted in the conduit, the coupling was threaded onto the
bottom head of the sidewall tendon to the end of thread. The coupling was

then turned down onto the top head of the rock anchor resulting in all
threads on both anchor heads being fully engaged as shown on the sketch.
The design of the tendon hardware ensures that the hardware remains
elastic up to the ultimate capacity of the wires. Therefore, at the
effective prestress force of 60% of the ultimate strength of the tendon,
average strains in the coupling are designed to be no greater than 60%

of the yield strain of the coupling material. Details of the ancnorage
hardware are shown on Figures 5.1.2-13 through 5.1.2-18.
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I'endons

(;eneral Desig»

Th» design for the (:ontainment Vessel provides for prestressing the

i:oncrete in the cylinder walls in the longitudinal (vertical) direction
with a sufficient compressive force to ensure that. upon application
of ttie design load combinations there will be n<> tensile stresses in the

concrete ilue to membrane forces. Tn addition to the membrane stresses
there are also i'lexural and shear stresses wliicli result from discontinuity
ef tei.'cs. <:ri rhe basis of t.he desigri criteria the concrete stresses and

th> stresses on L)>e ml.ld steel reinfor<:ing upon application of the combine<i

I<> ids vill rli< n he pro<lured by combined flexure and shear and/r>r compression.

The strii< r,«ral elements are then acting in a manner similar to thnse

tested;>~ a t>aires for (:hapter 17 - Shear and Di;igorial Tension - Ultimate

tv< ngch i><i"-i>,n i!f A(.'I '318-63 and there is a basis for designing shear

r<!in for<: i <il'..

T)ie Jesigri alen provides for anchoring the cyl indt'ical val ls o rock

with anchors whi.-h wil 1 1'e post-tensione<i tendons anchored into grouted

sockets in the rock. I'he anchors are designed co resist all m<'.r bran<

stresses in t'e <.yl indr ical wall. A suf fici< ric pliy <ical set>aracinn is

provided between val 1 rind base slab to eirsi>re clie t ransfer of no verti..-l
reaction c, rlie l>ase:..l.i1.

In order t..> pro<luce mini>>it<>i prarti< al base restraint and co most efi'ecci'ely
use 'elle l'i> 1< <ll>„lit>Is ( i, i . ilo momefif'pp 1 i> <1 co the r i Iig g i rder ) tile

design pri>vi<1<!s for. the devrlopmenc of a hinge at the cylinder to base

transition using an elastomer pad. The elastomer pad permits a predictable
rotation of the liinge vitli the only restraint co rotation being a minimai

resistance due to compression on the pad. The elastomer (neoprene) pad

was selected for the hinge because of its predictability of behavior, maincenance-

free properties, and ability to withstand environmental condition far ...are

severe than that associated with chis design. Detailed backgrour,d daca on

the use of neoprene bearing pads is included hereinafter.
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Under the dead load of the vessel and the application of the prestress
force, the elastomer pad will compress vertically approximately 0.08

inches. Upon being sub5ected to the most severe loading combination

the tendon elongates and the pad reverts back to essentially its original
thickness (i.e. prestress force equals or is slightly greater than

membrane forces due to this loading combination). This elongation must

extend over a sufficient length of tendon to ensure no yielding of the

steel. In an effort to minimize the increase in wire stresses under

load, the tendon is unbonded for the entire length from coupling between

rock anchor and anchorage of tendon at the top of the side wall.

A large amount of vertical reinforcement is provided near the outer
surface of the wall at the lower elevations. This steel is provided
to resist bending moments which occur in the wall due to the base

restraint. Mild steel reinforcement provided for flexure is shown in
Figures 5.1.2-4 and 5.1.2-5. Since the wall has a steel liner on the

inside, the minimum mild steel reinforcement required for crack control
has been provided on the outside only, in the amount of 0.19% of the

concrete cross sectional area. The pre-stressing tendon is positioned at
the center of the wall section, thus causing the, participation of the prestress
force to be minimal in resisting bending moments. The design requires all
bending or shear stresses to be resisted by mild steel reinforcement, thus

making the design quite conventional in the region of bending and shear.

Due to the initial tendon force (0.6 f') the maximum average concrete
s

membrane (meridional) stress is 640 psi compression and the liner (merid'onal)
stress is 4500 psi compression. Considering a concrete creep and shrinkage

-6of 320 x 10 in/in., the final average concrete membrane (meridional) stress
is 550 psi compression and the liner (meridional) stress is 14,100 psi
compression. This implies that a linear temperature gradient of 39'F.

through the concrete shell (i.e. a temperature on the liner side 39'F.

below the exterior fiber temperature) would result in a zero stress on the

inner fiber. This situation is not considered credible. During shutdown

the 'refueling and purge system which has no cooling coils, could not reduce

the interior temperature below the external ambient temperature. The fan
coolers could possibly reduce the internal ambient temperature but not to

the extent required to exceed the foregoing gradient. Therefore a reversal
of stresses is not possible and no concern exists regarding crack control
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on the inner face. As noted above, a minimum mild steel reinforcement has

been provided on the outside face in the amount of 0.19% of the concrete cross

sectional area. This amount exceeds the frequently used minimum amount of

steel for crack control of 0.15%. It should be further noted that this
structure has liner insulation (except for a region of the dome) and will
consequently not be subject to rapid temperature changes due to fluctuations in

the interior ambient temperature.

The sole purpose of prestress is to balance vertical tensile membrane forces

in the wall thus allowing confidence in the use of the provisions of ACI-

318 section 1701 and 1702 for shear reinforcement design. Therefore, the

prestressing requirements would be those of a tension member rather than

of a bending member.

All side wall tendons, can be removed or retensioned. Two tendons are

permanently accessible for either operation, while the remainder can be

reached by removing concrete at approximately elevation 228 feet (See

Figure 5.1.2-2) to obtain access to the coupling enclosure. Any tendon can be

uncoupled from the rock anchor for removal by opening a window in the

coupling enclosure.

The two permanently accessible tendons are located on the south side of the

Containment Vessel, and have the coupling enclosure exposed in the Auxiliary
Building Sump (Figure 5.1.2-2). A bolted door on the coupling enclosure

permits removal and inspection of the tendons without removing concrete.

It is correct to assert that a failure of'an unbonded tendon or tendons in

the upper portion of the wall would result in a loss of prestress in the

section of the wall subjected to bending and shear; however extensive failures

of this type would cause a tensile failure in the wall, thus making a secondary

shear failure at the base of little consequence.
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Seismic Considerations

In evaluating the relative safety of a tendon for a prestressed concrete

structure subject to seismic loads consideration was given to the stresses

in the tendon (the ninety 1/4-inch diameter wires) and to the tendon

anchorage.

The design for Ginna is based upon a dynamic analysis using a basic

ground acceleration of 0.2g. The design further does not consider the

ultimate strength and plastic deformation of the structure but considers

only an elastic response with damping selected on the basis of such a

response.

Other considerations which are generally recommended for seismic design

and are incorporated in the design are (1) to provide a symmetrical

structure thereby avoiding the torsional effect produced by structure
rigidity and (2) include sufficient rattle space between the containment

shell and ad)acent structures, including the structures within the Contain-

ment Vessel, to avoid any possible physical interaction as the structures
deflect independently under the seismic load.

By using unbonded tendons high local strains or elongations can be

distributed over the length of the tendons. Another problem is the control
of cracking in the concrete. In Prestressed Concrete Pressure Vessels

for Nuclear Reactors — T. C. Waters and N. T. Barrett state that, an

adequate amount of bonded reinforcement or the bonding of a portion of
the prestressing tendons will ensure that cracking of the concrete is
unifo'rmly distributed and that concentrations of large local tensile
strains at particular points will be avoided. In the Ginna design where

cracking might occur due to flexure produced by discontinuities, bonded

mild steel reinforcement is used to control crack spacing and width.
Where flexural stresses are minimal, bonded mild steel reinforcement

is used to control crack spacing and width. Where flexural stresses are

minimal, bonded mild steel reinforcement is also provided to control
the spacing and width of cracks thereby serving to increase the ultimate
capacity of the structure.
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The rupture of one tendon when unbonded normally might on a multi-span
structure, endanger the portion of structure adjoining the failed part
of the structure by the total loss of prestress force. The design
is for a pressure vessel with the prestress force applied to a tension
element. Although dynamic loads should not produce wire failures, this
design is such that it can accommodate a limited loss of prestress force
without jeopardizing the integrity of the vessel.

The design criteria provide for a capacity redu'ction factor of .95 which
allows for the possibility that small adverse variations in material
strengths, workmanship, dimensions, control and degree of supervision,
while individually within required tolerances and the limits of good

practice, occasionally may combine to result in undercapacity. This
factor is reasonably consistent with the factor of 0.90 for flexural
members so stipulated in ACE, 318-63 taking into consideration the
greater concern for concrete strength variations and for positioning a

tendon in a flexural member. Normal practice as exemplified in ACT

301-66 relative to broken wires is that "The total loss of prestress
due to unreplaced broken tendons Ginna Containment are that no more

than .5% of the total number of wires will break during tensioning.
Records from previous applications of the BBRV System indicate that
only about 0.03 per cent of the wires will break during the tensioning
operation. Even should broken wires equal 0.5 per cent of the total
there remains a sufficient margin in the capacity reduction factor
of 0.95 to ensure that sufficient prestress remains to develop resistance
to design static and dynamic loads. To date there has been no breakage
of wires during tensioning of tendons for the vessel. At the time
of this report this is based upon the experience with rockanchors only.
Considering the above capacity reduction factor, it is possible to have

a symmetrical failure of up to 5 percent of tendons individual wires and

meet the design criteria for the factored loads.

A study was performed to determine the effect of the total loss of three
adjacent 90 wire tendons. This study indicates that the loss of three
adjacent tendons will not jeopardize the capability of the containment

structure to withstand the design accident loading condition.
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To our knowledge there is no record of the failure of production BBRV anchorage

components due to low temperature brittle fracture. There have been no

temperature limitations on tensioning tendons in the past. As stated in
Section 5.1.1.1 of the FSAR we consider that "The containment is not

susceptible to a low temperature brittle fracture". This conclusion is
consistent with information provided in the First Supplement to the PSAR.

For a flexural member there may be merit in localizing a wire failure in
that the loss of prestress force might not extend over a region where maximum

flexural capacity is required. This would be especially true for a failure
at or near an anchorage. However, the design provides for prestressing tension,

not flexural, members and there is no similar advantage in localizing the

failure of a tendon in a tension member:

The behavior of the anchorage hardware is of prime importance when the ele,.ent

is subjected to reversal of loading produced by the dynamic loads from an

earthquake. The anchorage system for this design, the BBRV (buttonhead)

system, was especially chosen because of its positive anchorage and excellent
properties when subjected to cyclic loadings. Drawings of the anchorage

hardware are included in Figures 5.1.2-13 through 5.1.2-18. The BBRV system

used parallel wires with cold formed bottonheads at the ends which bear uoon

a perforated steel anchor head thus providing a positive mechanical means

for transferring the prestress force. The buttonheads on the wire are for...ed

by cold upsetting to a nominal diameter of 3/8 inch on the 1/4 incn diameter

wire. Professor Fritz Leonhardt in Prestressed Concrete Desi n and Construction

reports that "Extensive tests show that this BBRV 'buttonhead'rovides a

reliable anchorage, even under dynamic loading conditions, if an anchor of
softer steel (ST 52 to ST 90), provided with an appropriate bore (opening

for wire) is employed." The anchor heads for the design are fabricated from

C1141 steel which is a softer steel than the wire heads approximately equ'valent

to ST 70 covered under the German Specification DIN 17 100.

Fatigue tests were conducted by the Swiss Federal Testing Station (E~PA)

in 1960 on individual 7mm. wires with upset heads and on tendons consisting
of 18-7 mm. wires each. The anchorage heads for the tendons were for 22-

wire units but the number of wires was limited by the capacity of the testing
apparatus. The tests on individual wires indicate that 7mm. wire
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with upset heads is capable of sustaining two million stress application
cycles with an upper limit of about 1301 kg/sq mm (180 ksi) when the

lower limit is 95 kg/sq. mm(135 ksi). Several tests were conducted

on the 18-wire tendons. The results of the one test with stress limits
most similar to that used for design of prestressed concrete are

summarized as follows:

With a lower limit of 95 kg/sq mm (135 ksi), the tendon withstood over

2,040,000 stress application cycles to an upper limit of 111 kg/sq. mm

(158 ksi) without any of the wires fracturing. Only after the upper limit
was raised to 113 kg/sq. mm (160 ksi) did one of the wires break after an

additional 113,000 stress application cycles. The rate of stress appli-
cations was 350 cycles per minute.

Cutting tolerance for the test tendon was plus or minus 0.5 mm. The ratio
of tolerance to total wire length for the test tendon is 1/2377 which

compares with 1/3210 for the rock anchors and 1/4800 for the side wall
tendons. The ultimate strength of the wire being tested was 160 kg/sq.
mm (225 ksi).

Therefore it can be concluded that dynamic loads, considering especially
pulsating loads resulting from an earthquake, do not jeopardize the button-
head anchorage.

The tendon bearing plates are 18 1/2 inch in diameter with a 5 1/2 incn
center hole. Considering uniform bearing the concrete bearing pressure due to
the initial tendon force (742 p ) is 3040 psi. This compares with an allowablekips

stress (ACI 318-63 Equation 26-1) of 3720 psi. The maximum splitting force (13)

due to the initial tendon force considering no concrete tension is 58.0 ki s

based upon tension extending from 6 inches to 30 inches below the bearing plate.
The required reinforcing is 1.45 square inches per foot compared with the

furnished 5/8 inch diameter spiral at 2 inch pitch with an area of 1.86 square
inches per foot. The calculated spalling force is 22.2 p . for(16) kips/ tendon

which //7 reinforcing bars were provided at 12 3/4 inch centers.

Bond development of the spiral reinforcement is not considered relevent.
The reinforcement for spalling is anchored in excess of ACI 318-63 requirements.
Experience indicates that long term loadings will not degrade the integrity of
the anchorage zone.
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A Seismic Committee was established by the Prestressed Concrete Institute
to develop guidelines for the design of prestressed concrete structures for
seismic loads. This report, PCI provides detailed guidelines for tne(9)

design of prestressed concrete structures for seismic loads. These

guidelines apply to bonded and unbonded tendons. The Ginna design has

been reviewed in light of this report and has been found to comply with

all guidelines.

Stressing Procedure

Stressing of tendons is accomplished by hydraulic jacks and pumping units

which are equipped with dial gages not less than 6 inches in diameter wh'ch

indicates the pressure in the system within plus or minus two per cent.

The stressing procedure is as follows:

a ~ Stress by pumping until the required overstressing force is reached

with backup provided by direct measurement of differential displace-

ment o f tendon 'head and bearing plate made to the neares t 1/32

of an inch.

b. Insert shims, filling the space as completely as possible.

c. Reduce pressure to seat the anchor head on the shims.

d. Take "lift-off"reading and record.

e. Adjust shims as necessary

The pattern and sequence of post tensioning was established by the designer

so as to provide basically for initially tensioning every 40th tendon oi

he total 160 tendons and then in a systemmatic manner to tension the

tendons approximately midway between previously tensioned tendons. This

approach minimizes the loss due to elastic shortening. The anticipated

elongation of the side wall tendons during the stressing operation is

approximately 8 inches.
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The philosophy behind this sequence of post tensioning is;

1. To provide in each stage of stressing an essential symmetric
loading on the Containment Vessel cylindrical wall and neoprene

pad at the base.

2. The prestress load will be applied as far as practical syrrmetrically
with respect to the two large access openings.

3 ~ The curved tendons around the large access openings will be reten-
sioned after 1000 hours in order to counteract the time dependent

losses due to shrinkage, creep and steel relaxation. The retensioning
is required in order to fullfillminimum prestress requirements up to
the "end" of plant life which is 40 years.

A. Instrumentation and Control Racks in Control and Rela Room

All instruments and control racks have been attached to the floor to
withstand earthquake loading as described in the FSAR Section 5.1.2.4.
Supports for components vital to safe shutdown of the reactor are
defined as Class I, and are designed accordingly.

B. Seismic Desi n « Class I Structures

For Class I structures, modal parameters were determined considering
each structure as a lumped mass system. The natural periods of
vib'ration'were determined and the response spectrum curve at each

appropriate period.

The stresses and deflections resulting from the combined influence of
normal loads and seismic load due to the 0.08g earthquake were

calculated and checked against the limits imposed by the design as
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described in Section 5.1.2.3 of the FSAR. In addition, the design
of the Class I containment structure was checked to ensure that
the combined stresses resulting from gravity, incident and seismic
loadings based on the response to a ground motion of 0.20g acting
in the horizontal and two-thirds of this value in the vertical planes
simultaneously are within the stress limits described in Section 5.1.2.3
of the FSAR and that deflections do not cause loss of function.

The highest tendon stresses occur during the jacking operation which,
in effect, pretests the tendon including all hardware prior to the
application of a pressure load. The effective prestress considering
all losses (i.e., 60% of ultimate stress) is 144,000 psi. Upon subjecting
a tendon to the most severe loading combination which is design accident
plus maximum earthquake, the tendon stress increases by 4.6% i.e., 6,600
psio
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'The effective prestress forces are developed in all tendons in accordance

with normal industry practice. All tendons will be initially tensioned

to SO% of ultimate stress and then locked-off at 70% of ultimate stress.
Basically all tendons are straight. A limited number have a minor curvature
where they are draped around small penetrations. The tendons in all
cases are located in a relatively large (6 inch diameter) rigid conduit
which was sized to permit the bottom anchor head to pass through. Any

wobble and friction losses will be less than 24,000 psi which is 10%

of the ultimate stress. The remaining losses consist of elastic shortening,
concrete snrinkage and creep, creep of the elastomer pads and steel relaxation.
Anchorage losses are negligible for the length of tendon being used.

As shown hereafter tendons are protected to ensure no loss of wires due

to corrosion. The most effective means of allaying concern about loss
of prestress force due to corrosion is not by working to lower unit stresses

but to develop a sufficiently conservative method for protecting each

tendon,

The, tendon temperature never significantly exceeds that resulting from

plant operation and high ambient temperatures external to the vessel.
The average daily temperature of the tendon will, therefore, never exceed

approximately 90'F.

The prestressing sequence for the rock anchors is generally as follows:

a) . initially, every fourth anchor is tensioned. Horizontal spacing of
anchors as shown on Figure 5.1.2-2 is 2' 1 9/16".

b) Secondly, every second tendon not included in (a) is tensioned.

c) Finally, all remaining anchors are tensioned.

The tensioning of side wall tendons is done using a minimum of four jacks
spaced generally about the circumference of the structure. Stressing
positions are alternated to prevent concentrations of multiple stressed

tendons adjacent to multiple unstressed tendons. This is 'accomplished
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by tensioning tendons in a sequence wherein the tensioned tendon is
approximately equidistant between previously tensioned tendons. The

four jacks are used so that the resultant of the prestress force remains

approximately symmetrical around the circumference of the structure.

Corrosion Protection

A steel conduit (six inch diameter Schedule 40 pipe) is embedded in
the side wall concrete to permit insertion of the prestressing steel

tendon and in addition provide electrical shielding against stray ground

currents. The conduit is specially designed where it passes through

the elastomer pads so as not to jeopardize the action of the hinge by

using a bellows-type expansion joint.

The 6" 9 threaded pipe is screwed on to a 6" 9 half coupling. This
connection meets the criteria specified in the standard code for Power

Piping, USAS B31.1.0 - 1967, and as such provides a leak-proof joint.
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The wire is protected prior to fabriction to ensure that the surface

is free from any imperfections other than a light oxide film. The tendon

prior to shipment is protected with a coating of NO-OX-ID "490" as manufactured

by the Dearborn Chemical Division of W. R. Grace & Company. The NO-

OX-ID "490" provides a light coating satisfactory for temporary protection.

Following insertion of the tendons in the conduit, the conduit is filled
with NO-OX-ID "CN" so as to provide bulk filling of the void in the

conduit. An expansion reservoir is provided at the top anchorage as

shown on Figure 5.1.2-6. Access to this reservoir is provided as shown

on Figure 5.1.2-19. The tendon conduit is filled by pumping the NO-

OX-ID "C".1" in at the level of the tendon coupling and venting from the

top anchorage.

The water table is approximately 16 feet above the bottom of the tendons.

The tendon and its conduit are approximately 110 feet high. This leaves

a hydraulic head of filler material of 94 feet which is equivalent

to about 36 psi above the highest point of the water table and would

thus ensure no water seepage into the conduit.

This is an under-estimation of the pressure required to displace the filler
material in that it is based upon the material having the viscosity of

water with no friction loss and a specific gravity of 0.9. During the

actual placement of the filler material, a pressure of 42 to 45 psi was

required to pump the material after it was agitated.

The radial tension bars, as shown on Figure 5.1.2-2, are protected against

corrosion as follows:

a) In the cylinder wall the bars are coated with grease. (The grease

insures there is no bond development).

b) In the base slab, the bars are inserted in a pipe sleeve for a length

of 2' 10". The annular space between bar and pipe sleeve is filled
with the corrosion protection system described in Section 5.1.2.3

for the side wall tendons.
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c) The remaining length of the bars in the base slab are in intimate
contact with the concrete.

The button-heads at the rock anchor heads are encased in grout to provide

continuity of environment along the full length of the wire. The moveable

(top) anchor heads for the side wall tendons are protected by covering the

head with the 'AO-OX-ID "Ca~I" made to prevent rain water from entering the

conduit by the expansion reservoir. The top anchor heads can be inspected

for corrosion by unbolting the cover on the expansion reservoir shown on

Figure 5.1.2-6 and removing the wax covering the heads. The wax can also be

sampled by this method.

NO-OX-ID "Ci1" Casing Filler is composed essentially of a selected paraffin-
base refined mineral oil, blended with a microcrystalline petroleum-derived

base (petrolatum) of definite melting point and penetration range. Add'tives

consisting of lanolin, and sodium petroleum sulphonates are incorporated
as water-displacing surface-active agents and corrosion inhibitors. Tne

proportion of oil to microcrystalline wax in the formulation is adjusted

to give a pour or gelling point within the range of 110 to 120'F. The

oil and wax are highly refined long-chain saturated paraffinic petroleum

derivatxves, resistant to oxidation and chemical or physical degradation,
within the temperature ranges to which they will be exposed in this
service. The lanolin is a polar substance which enhances inhibitor
performance and wetting of the metal surface by the microwax blends The

petroleum sulphonate is a surface-active, water displacing corrosion
inhibitor of long tested merit. See Table 5.1.2-3.
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Quality Control Tests

Quality control determinations on required'aw'materials and on the

finished ViO-OX-ID "CH" protective coating include those tests already
being done in the standard raw material inspection procedures, plus
additional controls requested on chloride, sulfide and nitrate content.
The latter tests include the following:

Chlorides

The initial screening test on both raw materials and finished product
is the sensitive Beilstein Test. This is a flame determination using an

oxidized copper carrier. A green or blue-green color appears in the flame
if chlorides (halides) are present. This test detects as little as

1/2 ppm halide. If a positive Beilstein indication is obtained, a confirming
test is made on water extracts of the product, using standard titration
or colorimetric procedures described in ASTH D-512-62T. (VL ote: A

positive Beilstein test may be obtained when halides are not present,
because of interferences from traces of pyridines, thiourea, thiocyanate,
etc. This is the reason for a confirming titration on water extracts,
following a positive Beilstein indication).

Sulfides

The method used is a water extraction followed by a total sulfide
determination. To the extraction water is added zinc acetate to
precipitate sulfides. Sulfides present are then measured in accordance
with Paragraph 8. of AS'-1255. This method detects as little as

O.l ppm sulfide. An alternate colorimetric procedure also is avai'ble
in which sulfides are volatilized from an acidified extraction
solution, to create a colored spot on zinc acetate paper. Spot
intensity is measured to determine sulfide. The extraction procedure
is described in ASHf D-1255.
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Viit rates

The method proposed is a water extraction followed by colorimetric measurement,

based on AS'-992-52. Either the Brucine or phenoldisulfonic acid orocedures
are used. Either will detect as little as 0.01 mg./liter nitrate.

Cathodic Protection

All of the tendons are connected to the liner of the Containment Vessel and

then to the copper grounding system. Also electrically connected to the
grounding system is the mild steel reinforcement below the high ground
water level. Permanent and stable potential reference cells are installed
at significant locations to measure the corrosion potential.

At the time of containment vessel construction, Durichlor anodes were installed
around the perimeter of the vessel. Protective current can be applied from
these anodes and regulated as needed to maintain a protective potential if
cathodic protection is found necessary by measurements from the reference
cells.

In addition, sacrifical steel cable has been installed along side all bare

copper cables. Also four potential bridge pipe test stations were installed
on the rock anchor potentials, the magnitude of the earth potential current
gradient caused by current flow into or out of the rock anchors and to provide
a basis for regulating any applied current from the anodes.

Attention has been given to certain European knowledge on the use of grease
protection for prestressing wires. Included in this investigation were

problems of stress corrosion which have occurred in Europe, mainly in France
due to the use of oil tempered, high tensile wires. This material is
susceptible to hydrogen cracking and failures have occurred due to this
phenomena. A British study of the problem indicates that cold drawn

perlitic wire of the type to be employed in the Ginna vessel is not susceptible
to this type of failure. (10)
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Absence of Backfill Around Containment

The Ginna design provides for no backfill against the containment wall. The

excavation around the major portion of the vessel is graded to insure slope

stability of the in-place material under all conditions, and at a limited
portion of circumference where grade level is maintained adjacent to the

vessel, there exists a retaining wall spaced 2'-6'lear of the vessel wall
designed specifically to resist all earth pressure due to backfill. No provision
is made to prevent ground water from penetrating the void created between

the retaining wall or earth and the vessel wall. Provision is made to cover

the opening between the retaining wall and the vessel wall with a concrete

slab which will ensure that the void is not filled with debris. Nhere the

exterior walls of the Containment Vessel are exposed to ground water, the

!
walls from the edge of the ring girder up to Elevation 235'-0" are waterproofed
with a bitumastic membrane system reinforced with glass fibers. In addition
prior to the 'application of the membrane courses the angle at the intersection
of wall and ring girder is further reinforced with glass fabric.

Hin e Desi n

Tension Bars

A hinge is developed at the base of the cylinder wall by supporting the wall
vertically on a series of elastomer bearing pads and anchoring the wall horizontally
into the base mat with radially positioned, high strength steel bars. The

bars are 1-3/8" in diameter with a minimum ultimate tensile strength of 145,000

psi and a yield strength of 130,000 psi and are spaced approximately 1 foot
1 inch on centers at the centerline of sidewall. The bars are unbonded over
a pre-determined length to provide for an elongation of the bar under load
consistent with that required for the rotation of the wall with the elastomer
pad acting as a hinge. The only rotational restraint on the base of the

wall is that produced by the resistance of the elastomer pads to deformation.
Actual tension bar stresses resulting from the factored loads follow:
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Loading
Combination Bar Force ki s Bar stress ksi % Yield Stren th

130

149

170

87.5

100. 0

114. 3

67

77

88

A computer program is not used for this analysis. The effect of the base

to cylinder discontinuity is based upon equations developed for the analogy

of a semi-infinite beam on an elastic foundation ' in wnich the spring(1, 2)

constant for the circumferential bars and liner is taken as the foundation
modulus. As such, the hoop stiffness is generated independently of the

concrete. The elastic modulus of the uncracked concrete is assumed to be

equal to 4.1 x 10 psi (E ~ ~ '3) f'rom ACI 318-63). The assumption6 1.5

on a single elastic modulus which is considered to be a reasonable uoper

limit is conservative in that it results in the highest discontinuity stresses.

Except for its participation in anchoring the radial tension bars at the
base of the cylinder, the base slab is not an integral part of the containment

shell for this design. The loads on this slab, which is more properly
described as a cap on the rock, are those from the interior structures.

A simple check is made, based on an assumed 45'earing distribution, to
ensure that rock bearing pressures does not exceed the limits listed in
Appendix 2B.

The means for transferring the radial reaction at the base of the cylinder
into the foundation rock is shown on Section 1-1 of Figure 5.3..2-2. The

base reaction is transferred from the radial dowels into the ring girder
and thickened portion of the base slab and thence, as a lateral load, on

the rock outboard of the ring girder. The concrete for the ring is placed

S. Timoshenko Stren th of Haterials — Part II, Third Edition, D. Van
Nostrand Company Inc. 1956.

ii. Hetenyi, Beams on Elastic Foundations, The University of .'fichigan
Press, 1961.
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directly against the rock. Thus the load is transferred to the rock on

the interface from elevation 231'-8" to elevation 224'-8". The maximum

allowed lateral pressure is 25,000 pounds per square foot as stipulated
in Appendix 2B. Where no lateral rock support is available at the auxiliary
building sump, a special beam and struts are required to span this area

as shown in Sections 2-2 and 3-3 of Figure 5.1.2-2.

The details of the expansion joint in the tendon conduit at the hinge
are shown on Figure 5.2.1-32. This is a stainless steel bellows as

conventionally used on process piping for expansion joints.

Liner Knuckle

The liner design at the hinge provides for a base to cylinder transition
in the form of a knuckle with a 10 inch radius. This detail provides
sufficient flexibility as the sidewall moves with respect to the base

during the tensioning of the sidewall tendons and under the application
of the design loads.

The stresses in the liner base to sidewall transition knuckle have been

determined for the following cases. The analysis was based on the method

described in reference 11.

Under the application of the prestress force plus the dead weight
of the vessel, the sidewall moves vertically downward with respect
to the base 0.08". The maximum bending stress in the knuckle due

to this motion is 25 ksi.

2. Under loading combination (a), the sidewall moves vertically upward

0.08" with respect to the base, and radially outward 0.08". The

maximum bending stress in the knuckle following the movement

is 10 ksi and membrane stress is 1.2 ksi. This loading combination

represents the most severe loading on the knuckle.
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The calculated stresses for the tension bars at the base of the cylinder
listed in Section 5.1.2.5 of the FSAR were based upon the assumption tnat
the stiffness of the base is a function only of the tension bars. A

study was made to validate this assumption. It was found that the
liner knuckle offers negligible restraint of radial motions but does

offer very significant r'estraint of lateral (horizontal earthquake) motions.

The dimensions of the liner knuckle are shown on Figure 5.1.2-19A.
The method of solution involved the use of a shell computer program based

on the solution described in Reference 23 wherein stresses were determined
on the basis of a lateral translation of Point A (Refer to Figure 5.1.2-19A).
It was conservatively assumed that the support lines for the knuckle remain

circular. For the lateral motion the calculated spring constant of the
knuckle is 785,000 k/in. Based upon a maximum earthquake shear force at
the base of the cylinder of 12,080 k it is determined that the maximum

shear stress in the knuckle is 16.4 ksi. Bending stresses are small.

Elastomer Bearing Pads

Each bearing pad is a flat pad 1.628 inches thick, made of two layers of
55 durometer hardness neoprene between three steel shims. The outer
shims are 16 gauge and the middle shim is 10 gauge carbon steel.
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The pads are placed between the cylinder walls and the ring beam. Because

of the ability of neoprene to deform, it will provide an effective
medium of load transfer. By conforming to surface irregularities uniform

bearing will be provided. No lubrication or cleaning will be necessary for
the bearing. The pad dimensions will be 9" x 42" and two pads will be placed

between each pair of prestressing tendons.

Each pair of pads will carry a maximum load of 371 tons resulting in a bearing
pressure of 980 psi. This pressure will be reduced to 840 psi after prestress
losses occur. Both pressures are well within allowable values. A pad under

load should not exceed a vertical deflection greater than 15% of the thickness.
The steel shims being used reduce the calculated strain to 5.2 as further
veri.fied by the tests reported in
pads is dependent on the hardness

using low hardness (55 durometer)

to be 13% of initial deflection.

Section 5.6.1.1. The creep of neoprene

of the neoprene which was the reason for
pads. Creep as verified by tests is estimated

On most of the circumference of the Containment Vessel the elastomer pads

are accessible or could be made accessible by removing insulation to view
from one side.

Specifications for the elastomer pads are summarized in Section 5.1.2.6.

Neoprene pads have been in use since 1932 so that current practice is based

on over 30 years of experience and research. These pads were first used

in France in the late 1940's as the load transfer bearings between piers
and beams. In the United States and Canada development has more or less
paralleled the use of pre-cast, prestressed concrete beams because of the

problem of seating such beams. By 1957 concrete bridges had been built with
neoprene bearings in Texas, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Ontario. At
the present time thousands of bridges and buildings throughout the world
have been build using neoprene bearing pads.
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The neoprene pads will have a local effect on seismic shears at the

base. This effect however is comparable to Saint-Venant effects which

are present locally at any discontinuity. The seismic design of
containment for shear and moment loads as a cantilever beam is not

affected by the neoprene pads since the cylindrical shell is tied to

the base by means of the vertical prestressing.

The effect of vertical cracking of the containment shell under pressure

loading will tend to reduce the stiffness of the containment which in
turn for the modal analysis discussed in Section 5.1.2.4 will increase

the period and response of the structure. However this same cracking

will tend also to increase structural damping and thereby reduce the

structural response. Considering the large design margin contained

in the actual seismic design of the containment as compared to that
dictated by the more rigorous modal analysis presented in Section

5.1.2.4, the local perturbations caused by use of neoprene pads are

not sufficient to'ffect design adequacy.

The seismic design of large openings is described in the Third Supplement

to FSAR.
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A typical properties specification for bridge bearing pads (the hardness

Shore A 50 approximately applying to the pads to be used for the Containment

Vessel) is given by the American Association of State Highway Officials
as follows:

Ori inal Physical Pro erties

Hardness Shore A
Tensile minimum psi
Elongation at break minimum %

(ASTH D-412)

50 +5
2500
400

60+ 5

2500
350

70 +5
2500
300

Ozone, 1 ppm in air by volume,
20% strain 100 +2'F 100 hr.

Compression set 22 hr. at 158'F
maximum %

No cracks

25

No cracks

25

No cracks

25

Oven A ed 70 hr. 8 212'F

Hardness pts. change maximum
Tensile % change maximum
Elongation % change maximum

0 to +15
+15
-40

0 to +15
+15
-40

0 to ~15
~15
-40

Low Temperature Stiffness at -40'F

Young,.'fodulus maximum psi
Tear. Die C lbs/ in minimum

10,000
225

10,000
225

10,000

Among the most notable bridges built with neoprene bear'ngs are: The

Pensacola Bay Bridge, Florida; all the bridges of the Van !lyck Expressway

built to serve the New York Morld's Fair; more than 300 bridges on the
Autostrada System in Italy, the two-mile Champlain Bridge across the
St. Lawrence River at ~montreal; the Viaduc, an elevated expressway in
Brussels, Belgium; the 17-mile long bridge-tunnel system crossing the
mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. The Connecticut River Bridge at East

Haddam, Connecticut, was repaired with neoprene bearings replacing
worn out roller bearings under the two fixed spans, one. of them

326'.
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long. Some prominent buildings built with neoprene pads are: The

<iarine Plaza in Milwaukee, 'Wisconsin; the Connecticut ~!ilk Producers

Association Building in Newington, Connecticut; Le Centre International
Rogier in Brussels, Belgium and Spain's new bullring in Jain near

Granada. In the Marine Plaza building the pads were used to effect
load transfer; in the 4lilk Producers building the pads effected load

transfer and allowed for the isolation of expansion and contraction
between 100 ft. prestressed roof T's and concrete columns. Le Centre

International isolated thermal movement in the 26-story apartment tower

and 8-story garage and theather wing by using the pads; forty-eight.
neoprene pads support the roof of the Jain bullring.

In all of the foregoing examples of both bridges and buildings, neoprene

pads were selected firstly because of their long lasting maintenance-

free oualities in the face of the corrosive effects of oil, grease,

dirt, ozone and other substances, all of which have been corroborated

by laboratory tests; secondly, because neoprene is elastic, resilient
and does not lose its shape even under severe pressure and is able to

give and take with thermal movements, rotations and hor''zontal forces
without any moving parts, thus forming an excellent load transfer
material.

A simulated service test was employed to collect data on tie ohys ical
reactions of a rubber component under projected end use conditions
so that the entire assembly could be properly designed and engineered.

The assemblies involved were highway bridges and the rubber components

were elastomeric bearing pads for bridge beams. The project was

undertaken by Charles A. ~iaguire & Associates Engineers, Providence

and Boston, in couperation with the State of Rhode Island Department

of Public Works, Division of Roads and Bridges. .'faguire 'ssociates
is a Consultant engineer firm, well known in the construction field
for the past 25 years for its progressive standards.
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The test apparatus, following commom engineering practive, was a mock-up

of a typical bridge beam-pier interface. It consisted, essentially, of
a 500,000 psi Southwark-Emery tension compression machine, a 40,000 psi
hydraulic jack, and various recording gauges. Test samples of neoprene

-6 inches by 12 inches and of varying thickness - molded or in bonded

layers, and furnished by five firms, were used as bearing pads.

Compressive loads, simulating actual beam weight plus traffic load,
were applied by the Southwark-Emery machine while shear loads, simulating
expansion and contraction effects, were applied by the hydraulic jack.
As a rule two bearing pads were tested simultaneously, a steel or concrete

shear plate being placed between them and this assembly set between

two concrete (beam and pier) compression members. The jack pressed

horizontally against the shear plate to provide the shear loads.

The required comoressive and shear loads on the neoprene bearing pads

were applied directly, alternately, and in combination for varying
periods. Test phases included:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Vertical deflection under comoression

Horizontal and vertical deflection in combined compression and shear

Shape effects
Time and creep relationships
Fatigue
Hardness factor comoarisons

It was found that all neoprene bearing types tested bore close stress-
strain relationships. Within the limits of the test procedures, it
was assumed that neoprene-based bearing products meeting current
specifications have similar physical properties. Based on the results
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of the Maguire & Associates testing adequate design criteria were

established for use of neoprene bearing in bridge construction.
Details were reported in a brochure prepared by Charles A. Maguire

& Associates in March 1958.

An example of the resistance of neoprene to corrosion qnd chemical

change is its use in jacketed cables which show no signs of cracking
or crazing despite continuous exposure to the weather; moreover,

stressed samples of neoprene jacketed cable exposed over 30 years
have retained more than 80% of their original properties. The Bell
Telephone Co. has installed neoprene in about 8,000,000,000 feet of
covered line wire and service drop wire in the last 20 years, all of which

are still tough and flexible; it is also used in machinery mounts,

auto parts, seals, gaskets, conveyor and power belts, all giving dependable

service after 20 to 25 years service.

Concrete

Radial Shear

The maximum value of radial shear is 253 psi and this occurs 3 ft. above

the higheststressed radial tension bar under the combination of operating
incident and maximum credible earthquake loads (Load Combination (c)). The

critical section for shear is taken 3 ft. above the radial tension bar level
to conform with the requirements of A.C.I. 318, Section 1701. The ultimate
shear capacity of the reinforced wall without shear reinforcement as defined
in A.C.I. 318 1701 is 126 psi. Shear reinforcement is required and is provided
according to the requirements of Section 1702 as No. 7 bars at ll" centers.
Thus, under the conditions of 60 psi internal pressure and 0.2g simultaneous
earthquake (load combination c), the shear capacity of the vessel wall is
sufficient to resist the maximum shear stress which occurs at only one position
on the circumference.

5.1.2-42
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Basis:

The reactor coolant system conditions of cold shutdown assure that

no steam willbe formed and hence there would be no pressure buildup

in th'e containment if the reactor coolant system ruptures.

The shutdown margins are selected based on the type of activities that

are being carried out. The (2000 ppm) boron concentration provides

shutdown margin which precludes criticality under any circumstances.

VThen the reactor head is not to be removed, a cold shutdown margin of

1%Ak/k precludes criticality in any occurrence.

Regarding internal pressure limitations, the containment design pressure

of 60 psig would not be exceeded if the internal pressure before a major

loss-of-coolant accident were as much as 6 psig. The containment is~ (1)

designed to withstand an internal vacuum of 2. 5 psig. ( ) The 2. 0 psig

vacuum is specified as an operating limit to avoid any difficulties with

motor cooling.

References:

(1) FSAR - Section 14. 3. 5

(2) FSAR - Section 5. 5

3. 6-2





c. Visual inspection shall be made for excessive leakage

from components of the system. Any significant leakage

shall be measured by collection and weighing or by an

equivalent method.

4. 4. 3. 2 Acce tance Criterion

The maximum allowable leakage from the recirculation heat

removal systems components (which includes valve stems,

flanges and pump seals) shall not exceed two gallons per hour.

4. 4. 3. 3 Correction Action

a. Repairs shall be made as required to maintain leakage

within the acceptance criterion of 4. 4. 3. 2.

b. If repairs are not completed within 24 hours, the reactor

shall be shut down and depressurized until repairs are

effected and the acceptance criterion of 4. 4. 3. 2 is

satisfied.

4. 4. 3. 4 Test Fre uenc

Tests of the recirculation heat removal system shall be con-

ducted at intervals not to exceed 12 months.

4. 4. 4 Tendon Stress Surveillance

4. 4. 4. 1 Ins ection for Broken Wires

a. Fourteen specific tendons, equally spaced around the
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containment shall be inspected periodically for the

presence of broken wires.

b. The inspection intervals, measured from the date of

the initial structural test, shall be as follows:

6 months

1 year

3 years

8 years and 5 years intervals thereafter.

c. The acceptance criteria for the inspection are that no

more than a total of 38 wires (in 14 tendons) are broken

and that not more than 6 broken wires exist in any one

tendon. If more than 38 broken wires are found, all

tendons shall be inspected. If inspection reveals more

than 5/o of the total wires broken, the reactor shall be

shut down and depressurized.

d. Ifmore than 20 wires (in 14 tendons) have been broken

e.

since the last inspection, all tendons shall be inspected.

If inspection reveals more than 5/o of the total wires

broken, the reactor shall be shut down and depressurized.

If as many as 6 broken wires are found in any one tendon,

four immediately adjacent tendons (two on each side of

4 4 7





the tendon containing 6 broken wires) shall be inspected.

The acceptance criterion then shall be no more than 4

broken wires in any of the additional 4 tendons. If this

criterion is not satisfied, all of the tendons shall be

inspected and if more than 5% of the total wires are

broken, the reactor shall be shut down and depressurized.

4. 4. 4. 2 Pre-Stress Confirmation Test

a. Lift-offtests shall be performed on the 14 tendons iden-

tified in 4.4.4. la above, at the intervals specified in

4. 4. 4. lb. If the average stress in the 14 tendons checked

is less than 144, 000 psi (60~('o of ultimate stress), all

tendons shall be checked for stress and retensioned, if

necessary, to a stress of 144, 000 psi.

b. Before reseating a tendon, additional stress (6 Jo) shall

be imposed to verify the ability of the tendon to sustain

the added stress applied during accident conditions.

Basis

The containment is designed for an accident pressure of 60 psig.

While the reactor is operating, the internal environment of the con-

tainment willbe air at approximately atmospheric pressure and *
0maximum temperature of about 120 F. With these initial conditions,

the temperature of the steam-air mixture at the peak accident pressure

of 60 psig is calculated to be 2S6oF.
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Prior to initial operation, the containment was strength tested at 69

psig and then was leak tested. The acceptance criterion for this pre-

operational leakage rate test was established as 0. 1 jo per 24 hours at

60 psig. This leakage rate was believed consistent with the construction
(2)

of the containment, which is equipped with independent leak-testable

penetrations and contains channels over all containment liner welds,

which were independently leak tested during construction.

Safety analyses have been performed on the basis of a leakage rate of

0.20% per 24 hours at 60 psig. With this leakage rate and with minimum

containment engineered safeguards operating (i. e., either 2 filter units

and no spray, or 1 filter unit and 1 spray, or no filter units and 2 sprays)

the public exposure would be well below 10 CFR 100 values in the event
(3)

of the design basis accident.

Performance of the integrated leakage rate test provides 'an over-all

assessment of potential leakage from the containment in case of an

accident that would pressurize the interior of the containment. In

order to provide a realistic appraisal of the integrity of the contain-

ment under accident conditions, the test is to be performed without

preliminary leak detection surveys or leak repairs, and contain-

ment isolation valves are to be closed in the normal manner. 'The

test pressure of 35 psig for the integrated leakage rate test is suf-

ficiently high to provide an accurate measurement of the leakage

rate and it duplicates the preoperational leakage rate test at 35 psig.
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The Specification also allows for possible deterioration of the

leakage rate between tests, by requiring that the total measured

leakage rate be only 75K of the maximum allowable leakage rate.

The duration and methods for the integrated leakage rate test

established by ANSI N45.4-1972 provide a minimum level of accuracy

and allow for daily cyclic variation in temperature and thermal

radiation. The frequency of the integrated leakage rate test is

keyed to the refueling schedule for the reactor, because these

tests can best be performed during refueling shutdowns. Refueling

shutdowns are scheduled at approximately one year intervals.

The specified frequency of integrated leakage rate tests is based

on three major considerations. First is the low probability of

leaks in the liner, because of (a) the use of weld channels to

test the leaktightness of the welds during erection, (b) con-

formance of the complete containment to a O.l/ per day leak rate

at 60 psig during preoperational testing, and (c) absence of any

significant stresses in the liner during reactor operation. Second

is the more frequent testing, at the full accident pressure, of

those portions of the containment envelope that are most likely

to develop leaks during reactor operation (penetrations and

isolation valves) and the low value (0.60 La) of the total "leakage

that is specified as acceptable from penetrations and isolation

valves. Third is the tendon stress surveillance program, which

provides assurance that an important part of the structural

integrity of the containment is maintained.

Amendment No. 17
4.4-10
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The basis for specification of a total leakage of 0.60 La from

penetrations and isolation valves is that only a portion of

the allowable integrated leakage rate should be from those sources

in order to provide assurance that the integrated leakage rate

would remain within the specified limits during the intervals

between integrated leakage rate tests. Because most leakage

during an integrated leak rate test occurs through penetrations

and isolation valves, and because for most penetrations and iso-

lation valves a smaller leakage rate would result from an integrated

leak test than from a local test, adequate assurance of maintaining

the integrated leakage rate within the specified limits is pro-

vided. The limiting leakage rates from the Recirculation Heat

Removal Systems are judgment values based primarily on assuring

that the components could operate without mechanical failure for a

period on the order of 200 days after a design basis accident. The test

4.4-11
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pressure, 350 psig,achieved either by normal system operation or

by hydrostatic testing, gives an adequate margin over the highest

pressure within the system after a design basis accident. Similarly,

the hydrostatic test pressure for the containment sump return lines

and the reactor coolant drain tank piping connections to the residual

heat removal system of 100 psig gives an adequate margin over the
(4)

highest pressure within the lines after a design basis accident.

A recirculation system leakage of 2 gal. /hr will limit offsite exposure

due to leakage to insignificant levels relative to those calculated for

leakage directly from the containment in the design basis accident.

The dose calculated as a result of this leakage is 7. 7 mr for a 2-hr
(5)

exposure at the site boundary.

In case of failure to meet the acceptance criteria for leakage from

the residual heat removal system or the penetrations, it may be

possible to effect repairs within a short time. If so, it is considered

unnecessary and unjustified to shut down the reactor. The times

allowed for repairs are consistent with the times developed in

Specification 3. 3.

The tendon surveillance program is based on assuring that, on the

average, the load-carrying capability of the tendons is maintained at

approximately 95% design.
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This is consistent with the design criteria for the tendons, which allow

for uniform capacity reduction of 0. 95 and which cc ntemplate that a

small fraction of the individual wires 0. 03--0. 5% may break during
(6)

tensioning.

Periodic visual inspection is the method to be used to determine loss

of load-carrying capabiLity because of wire breakage. Since the tendon

is under a stress of approximately 144, 000 psi, should a wire break,

the button head will rise above the toP anchor head where it can be

readily observed. Assuming that 38 broken wires are observed in 14

tendons (90 wires per tendon), which corresponds to a mean breakage

of 3% (97% design load-carrying capability), it can be stated with 95%

confidence that the fraction of broken wires in the totaL containment is

between 2. 1 and 4. 0%. This is based on reliability tables developed
(7)

by North American Aviation, for statistical situations that can be

represented by a Poisson distribution. A condition for fitting a Poisson

distribution is that the possibiLity of wire breakage is constant and

small. The specification relating to as many as 6 broken wires in one

tendon (6. 6%) provides that the assumption of a constant probability of

occurrence is not significantly violated. The design load can be carried
(8)

even if three adjacent tendons fail completely. The specification has

the purpose of alerting against possible deterioration at any time in the

plant operating lifetime.
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The pre-stress confirmation test provides a direct measure of the load-

carrying capability of the tendon.

If the surveillance program indicates by extensive wire breakage or

tendon stress relation that the pre-stressing tendons are not behaving

as expected, the situation will be evaluated immediately. The specified

acceptance criteria are such as to alert attention to the situation weil

before the tendon load-carrying capability would deteriorate to a point

that failure during a design basis accident might be possible. Thus the

cause of the incipient deterioration could be evaluated and corrective

action studied without need to shut down the reactor. The containment

is provided with two readily removable tendons that might be useful

to such a study. In addition, there are 40 tendons, each containing

a removable wire which will be used to monitor for possible corrosion

effects.

References:

(1) FSAR Section 5. l. 2. 3

(2) FSAR Section 5. 1,2

(3) FSAR Section 14. 3. 5

(4) FSAR Table 6. 2-8

(5) FSAR Section 6, 2. 3

(6) FSAR Page 5. 1, 2-28

(7) North-American-Rockwell Report 550-x-32, Autonetics Reliability
Handbook, February 1963.

(8) FSAR Page 5. 1. 2-28
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l403—Proportioning

(a) Cement factors shall not be greatly in excess of those necessary

to attain the required compressive strength, durability, and other speci-

fied properties.

1404—Placing

(a) The maximum slump of the concrete shall be 2 in.

(b) The maximum placing temperature of the concrete when de-

posited shall be 70F, and shall be lower if so required by the project
specifications.

(c) Concrete shall be placed in lifts approximately 18 in. thick. Vibra-
tor heads shall extend into the previously placed layer.

1405 —Curing and protection
The following requirements apply in addition to those of Chapter 12

(Curing and Protection).
(a) The minimum curing period shall be 2 weeks.

(b) When the surrounding air temperature falls below 32F the sur-
face of the concrete shall be protected against freezing but steam or
other curing methods that willadd heat to the concrete shall not be used.

(c) The forms and exposed concrete shall be kept continuously wet
for at least the first 48 hr after placing, and whenever the surrounding
air temperature is above 90 F during the final curing period.

(d) At the conclusion of the specified curing period, means shall be

provided, if necessary, to insure that the temperature of the air im-
'ediatelyadjacent to the concrete shall not fall more than 30 F in 24 hr.

CHAPTER 15—PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

1501 —General

(a) Job-cast, post-.tensioned, linear prestressed, flexural structural
members shall conform to the special provisions of this chapter in addi-
tion to all applicable provisions of other chapters in these specifications.

1502—Materials

(a) Admixtures in concrete
1. Approved admixtures not containing chlorides, fluorides, or

nitrates, may be used.

(b) Grout
1. Grout shall consist of a mixture of cement and water unless

the gross inside area of the duct exceeds five times the tendon area,
in which case fine sand may be added.
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2. Fly ash conforming to tentative "Specifications for Fly Ash
for Use as an Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete" (ASTM
C 350), and pozzolanic material meeting "Specifications for Raw or
Calcined Natural Pozzolans for Use as Admixtures in Portland
Cement Concrete" (ASTM C 402) may be used. Fly ash or pozzolans
shall not exceed 30 lb per sack of cement.

3. When permitted or required by the project specifications,
aluminum powder of the proper fineness and quantity or other
approved materials may be added to obtain a maximum of 10

percent expansion of the grout when measured unconfined.
4. Proprietary admixtures not containing chlorides, fluorides, or

nitrates may be used but not until approved tests or performance
records indicate that they will have no harmful effects on the
tendons, accessories,'or grout.

5. The fine aggregate shall conform to "Specifications for Aggre-
gates for Masonry Grout" (ASTM C404), Size 2, except that all
material shall pass the No. 16 sieve.

6. Proportions of materials shaD be based on results of tests made
on the grout before grouting is begun. The water content shall be

the minimum necessary for proper placement and shall not exceed
5.5 gal. per sack of cement (0.487 absolute ratio by weight). The
minimum 7-day compressive strength of 2 in. cubes molded, cured,
and tested in accordance with "Test for Compressive Strength of
Cement Mortars" (ASTM C 109) shall be 2500 psi.

(c) Tendons
1. Tendons shall be of the type required by the project specifica-

tions and shall conform to the appropriate specifications as indi-
cated:

a. Wire—one of the following:
(1) "Specifications for Uncoated Stress-Relieved Wire for Pre-

stresed Concrete" (ASTM A 421)
(2) "Specifications for Uncoated Seven-Wire Stress-Relieved

Strand for Prestressed Concrete" (ASTM A 416)

b. Bars —High-strength alloy steel bars shall be proof stressed to
the minimum yield stress. After proof stressing, the bars shall
meet the following minimum requirements:
(1) Class I bars

Ultimate strength . 145,000 psi
Yield stress (0.2 percent offset) .......„.......,.....,.......,130,000 psi
Elongation at rupture in 20 diameters ......................,. 4 percent
Reduction of area at rupture .15 percent

(2) Class II bars
Ultimate strength... 160,000 psi
Yield stress (0.2 percent offset) ...,............................140,000 psi
Elongation at rupture in 20 diameters,..........,........ 4 percent
Reduction of area at rupture ...................................,20 percent
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2. The stress-strain curve of the tendons shall be submitted, pre-
ferably from the production lot from which the project material
was taken. A typical curve may be submitted when this results in
a more accurate curve provided that the basis for establishing the
curve is approved. For materials not produced under an ASTM
standard, the guaranteed breaking strength, yield strength, elonga-
tion, composition, and other pertinent data shall be submitted.
Certified mill test reports shall be submitted when requested.

3. The amount of slip normally expected in seating anchorage de-
vices, the friction wobble coefficient, and friction curvature coeffi-
cient expected for the tendons and duct-forming material shall be
submitted. If requested, acceptable test data substantiating the ex-
pected coefficients and anchorage slip shall be submitted.

4. Oil-tempered wires shall not be used.
5. Tendons shall be clean and free of excessive rust, scale, and

pitting. A light oxide coating is permissible. Unbonded steel shall
be permanently protected from corrosion.

6. Tendons shall not be subjected to excessive temperatures,
welding sparks, or ground currents. To insure that this requirement
is met, burning and welding operations shall not be conducted in the
vicinity of tendons without prior approval. Superfiuous extension
of tendons beyond anchorages may be removed by rapid oxy-
acetylene burning, unless such procedures are contrary to the
recommendations of the manufacturer of the steel.

(d) Ducts
1. Duct-forming material shall be strong enough to retain its

shape and resist damage during construction. It shall prevent the
entrance of cement paste and water from the concrete. Material left
in place shall not cause electrolytic action nor deteriorate. When
grouting is required, duct-forming material shall be strong enough
to transfer tendon stresses.

2. When grouting is required, the inside diameter of the duct
shall be at least 4 in. larger than the bar or strand tendons, or in
the case of parallel lay wire cable tendons, the inside area of the
duct shall be at least 60 percent larger than the area of the tendon.

3. When grouting is required, the duct shall have grout holes at
each end and at all high points except where tendon curvature is
small and the tendon is relatively level such as in continuous slabs.
Drain holes shall be provided at all low points.

(e) Anchorages and splices
1. Anchorages and splices shall be capable of developing the

ultimate strength of the tendons without excessive deformation.
When requested, satisfactory test data confirming the adequacy of
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the proposed device shall be submitted by the contractor. Anchor
plates shall be of sufficient size to keep bearing pressures within
the stress allowed by "Building Code Requirements'for Reinforced
Concrete" (ACI 318) for the specified concrete strength at stressing.
Splices shall be placed in approved areas and shall be enclosed in
housings long enough to permit the necessary movements. Splices
shall not be used at points of curvature.

2. Friction type anchorages shall not be used in ungrouted con-
struction unless permitted or approved.

1503 —Formwork

(a) Formwork shall not restrain elastic shortening, deflections, or
cambers resulting from application of the prestressing force.

,.(b) Form supports shall not be removed until sufficient prestressing
has been applied to support the dead load, formwork, and anticipated
construction loads.,

(c) When tendons are supported on the forms by draping, the forms
shall be sufficiently rigid to prevent displacement of the tendons beyond
the tolerances of Section 1504.

1504—Placement and protection of tendons and accessories

(a) Tendons and ducts, or duct-forming devices for use in bonded
construction shall be free of excessive rust, grease, oil, paint, and other
foreign matter. A light coat of rust is permissible, provided loose rust
has been removed and the surface of the steel is not pitted.

(b) Materials for use in unbonded construction shall be clean and
undamaged and shall be permanently protected as specified in the
project specifications.

(c) End anchorages which will be permanently protected with con-
crete shall be kept free of loose rust, grease, oil, paint, and other foreign
matter.

(d) Ducts, tendons, and anchorages shall be firmly supported to pre-
vent displacement during subsequent operations. They shall be placed
with a tolerance of ~'/s in. in concrete dimensions of 8 in. or less, ~'/4
in. in concrete dimensions over 8 in. but not over 2 ft, and I/a in. in
concrete dimensions over 2 ft. These tolerances apply separately to both
vertical and horizontal dimensions and might be different for both
directions.

(e) Grout fittings and ducts for bonded construction shall be ade-
quately protected from collapse and other damage. Prior to placing con-
crete, the ducts and*grout fittings shall be examined for holes. All such
holes shall be repaired.
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(f) The bearing surface between anchorages and concrete shall be
perpendicular to and concentric with the tendons and the line of action
of the prestressing force.

1505 —Application of'restressing force

(a) The steel shall be stressed in the sequence, at the concrete
strength, and at the construction stage indicated by the project specifica-
tions.

(b) The prestressing force shall be determined (I) by measuring
tendon elongation and also (2) either by checking jack pressure on a

recently calibrated gage or by use of a recently calibrated dynamometer.
Any discrepancy which exceeds 5 percent shall be corrected. Elongation
requirements shall be based on load-elongation curves for the steel
used. The contractor shall keep a record of gage pressures and dy-
namometer readings, and measured elongations for each tendon and
such records shall be submitted.

(c) The total loss of prestress due to unreplaced broken tendons shall
not exceed 2 percent of the total prestress.

1506—C routing
(a) A dependable high-pressure water supply shall be provided before

grouting is begun. Ducts shall be cleaned of dirt and other foreign
substances by thoroughly flushing with water immediately prior to
grouting. Unless tendons are adequately protected from corrosion, grout-
ing operations shall be completed not more than 28 days after concrete
is placed around the ducts or after tendons are placed inside the ducts,
whichever is later.

(b) Grout shall be mixed in a high-speed mechanical mixer and
passed through a strainer into pumping equipment which has provision
for recirculation. Pumping of grout shall begin as soon as possible after
mixing and may be continued as long as the grout retains the proper.
consistency. Grout which has set shall not be retempered but shall be
discarded.

(c) Grout shall be injected into all voids between prestressing ten-
dons and duct and anchorage fittings. Flow shall continue until grout
of the consistency equivalent to that injected, flows without the presence
of air bubbles from all vent openings. Vent openings shall be closed
progressively in the direction of flow. After all vent openings are closed,
the grouting pressure shall be raised to at least 50 psi and the injection
hole plugged.

(d) In the event of a blockage or an interruption of grouting, all grout
shall be removed from the duct by flushing with water.
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(e) Trapped water in ungrouted ducts shall be protected from freez-

ing. The concrete around grouted tendons shall be maintained at a

temperature of 45 F or higher for at least 3 days after grouting.

1507—Shop drawings

(a) Shop drawings for prestressed concrete shall meet the following
special provisions in addition to applicable provisions of Section 103:

1. Shop drawings shall indicate the location of tendons through-
out their length.

2. Size, details, location, materials, and stress grade (where ap-

plicable), and installation of all tendons and accessories shall be

indicated. Jack clearances, procedures, stressing sequence, initial
tensioning forces, gage pressures, and tendon elongation shall be

noted.
3. Information required in Sections 1502(c) 2 and 3 shall be sub-

mitted with the shop drawings.

CHAPTER 16—TEST! NC

1601 —General

(a) Routine testing of materials, of proposed mix designs, and of re-
sulting concrete for compliance with technical requirements of the
specifications shall be the duty of the testing agency designated in the
project specifications and will'be performed without expense to the
contractor. The contractor shall be at liberty to engage at his expense a

separate testing agency for his own information and guidance.

(b) Testing of field cured test cylinders or testing required because
of changes in materials or proportions of the mix requested by the con-
tractor, as well as any extra testing of concrete or materials occasioned

by their failure to meet specification requirements, shall be at the con-
tractor's expense.

1602—Testing services

(a) The designated testing agency shall:
1. Test the contractor's proposed materials for compliance with

the specifications.
2. Review and check test the contractor's proposed mix design.
3. Secure production samples of materials at plants or stockpiles

during the course of the work and test for compliance with the
specifications.

4. Conduct strength tests of the concrete in accordance with the
followingprocedures:

a. Secure composite samples in accordance with "Method of
Sampling Fresh Concrete" (ASTM C 172). Each strength test
shall be obtained from a different batch of concrete on a
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2600—N

a
Ag

Ag',

A„j

A„
A;
A,

otation
A,f„./0.85 f„%
bearing area of anchor plate of post-tensioning steel
maximum area of the portion of the anchorage surface that is
geometrically similar to and concentric with the area of the
anchor plate of the post-tensioning steel
area of prestressed tendons
area of reinforcement to develop compressive strength of
overhanging flanges in flanged members
area of tendon required to develop the web
area of unprestressed reinforcement
area of web reinforcement placed perpendicular to the axis
of the member
width of compression face of flexural member
minimum width of web of a flanged member
distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid of the
prestressing force
compressive strength of concrete (see Section 301)
compressive strength of concrete at time of initial prestress
permissible compressive concrete stress on bearing area under
anchor plate of post-tensioning steel
stress due to dead load, at the extreme fiber of a section at
which tension stresses are caused by applied loads
compressive stress in the concrete, after all prestress losses
have occurred, at the centroid of the cross section resisting
the applied loads, or at the junction of the web and flange
when the centroid lies in the flange.,(In a composite member
f„willbe the resultant compressive stress at the centroid of
the composite section, or at the junction of the web and flange
when the centroid lies within the flange, due to both prestress
and to the bending moments resisted by the precast member
acting alone.)
compressive stress in concrete due to prestress only, after all
losses, at the extreme fiber of a section at which tension
stresses are caused by applied loads
ultimate strength of prestressing steel
effective steel prestress after losses
calculated stress in prestressing steel at ultimate load
nominal yield strength of prestressing steel
strength of unprestressed reinforcement (see Section 301)
ratio of splitting tensile strength to the square root of com-
pressive strength (see Section 505)
total depth of member
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E = ll'foment of inertia of section resisting externally applied loads*
K = wobble friction coefficient per foot of prestressing steel
L = length of prestressing steel element from jacking end to any

point x
M = bending moment due to externally applied loads*
N„= net flexural cracking moment

= ultimate resisting moment
p = A.i'bd; ratio of prestressing steel
p' A„'ibd; ratio of unprestressed steel

= pf-if:
s = longitudinal spacing of web reinforcement
T„= steel force at jacking end
T = steel force at any point x
t = average thickness of the compression flange of a flanged mem-

ber
V = shear due to externally applied

loads',

= shear carried by concrete
V,I —shear at diagonal cracking due to all loads, when such crack-

ing is the result of combined shear and moment
V,„. = shear force at diagonal cracking due to all loads, when such

cracking is the result of excessive principal tension stresses
in the web

Vg —shear due to dead load
V, = vertical component of the effective prestress force at the

section considered
V. = shear due to specified ultimate load
y = distance from the centroidal axis of the section resisting the

applied loads to the extreme fiber in tension
a = total angular change of prestressing steel profile in radians

from jacking end to any point x
g = base of Naperian logarithms
it = curvature friction coefficient

= capacity reduction factor (see Section 1504)

2601 —Definitions
(a) The following terms are defined for use in this chapter:

~ Anchorage —The means by which the prestress force is permanently
delivered to the concrete.

Bonded tendons —Tendons which are bonded to the concrete either
directly or through grouting. Unbonded tendons are free to move rela-
tive to the surrounding concrete.

Effective.prestress —The stress remaining in the tendons after all
losses have occurred, excluding the effects of dead load and superim-
posed loads.

'The term "externally applied loads" shall be taken to mean the external ttltlmate loads
acttng on the member, excepting those applied to the member by the prestresslng tendons.
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Friction:
Curvature friction —Friction resulting from bends or curves in

the specified cable profile.
Wobble friction —Friction caused by the unintended deviation

of the prestressing steel from its specified profile.
Jacking force —The temporary force exerted by the device which in-

troduces the tension into the tendons.
Nominal yield strength —The yield strength specified by appropriate

ASTM specification or as indicated by Section 405(f).
Post-tensioning —A method of prestressing in which the tendons are

tensioned after the concrete has hardened.
Pretensioning —A method of prestressing in which the tendons are

tensioned before the concrete is placed.
Tendon —A tensioned steel element used to impart prestress to the

concrete.
Transfer —The operation of transferring the tendon force to the con-

crete.

2602—Scope

(a) Provisions in this chapter apply to flexural members prestressed
with high-strength steel. Pavements, pipes, and circular tanks are not
included.

(b) For prestressed concrete designs or constructions in conflict with,
or not encompassed by the provisions of this chapter, see Section 104.

(c) All provisions of this code not specifically excluded and not in
conflict with the provisions of this chapter are to be considered appli-
cable to prestressed concrete.

(d) The following provisions shall not apply to prestressed concrete:
Sections 906, 911, 913, Chapters 13 and 14, Section 1508, Chapter 18,
Section 2001(a), Chapter 21, and Section 2504(b).

2603 —General considerations
(a) Stresses and ultimate strength shall be investigated at service

conditions and at all load stages that may be critical during the life of
the structure from the time prestress is first applied.

(b) Stress concentrations due to the prestressing or other causes shall
be taken into account in the design.

(c) The effects on the adjoining structure of elastic and plastic de-
formations, deflections, changes in length, and rotations caused by the
prestressing shall be provided for. When the effect is additive to tem-
perature and shrinkage effects, they shall be considered simultaneously.

(d) The possibility of buckling of a member between points of con-
tact between concrete and prestressing steel and of buckling of thin
webs and flanges shall be considered.
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2604—Basic assumptions

(a) The following assumptions shall be made for purposes of design:
1. Strains vary linearly with depth through the entire load

range.
2. At cracked sections, the ability of the concrete to resist tension

is neglected.
3. In calculations of section properties prior to bonding of ten-

dons, areas of the open duets shall be deducted. The transformed
area of bonded tendons may be included in pretensioned members
and in post-tensioned members after grouting.

4. Modulus of elasticity of concrete shall be assumed as prescribed
in Section 1102.

5. The modulus of elasticity of prestressing steel shall be deter-
mined by tests or supplied by the manufacturer.

2605 —Allowable stresses in concrete

(a) Temporary stresses immediately after transfer, before losses due
to creep and shrinkage, shall not exceed the following:

1. Compression...... ',
~ ~ ~ ~ 060

fr<'.

Tension stresses in members without auxiliary reinforce-
ment (unprestressed or prestressed) in the tension zone,....3Y

f,<'here

the calculated tension stress exceeds this value, reinforce-
ment shall be provided to resist the total tension force in the con-
crete computed on the assumption of an uncracked section.

(b) Stresses at design loads, after allowance for all prestress losses,
shall not exceed the following:

1. Compression ...,, ..... „.......
0.45f,'.

Tension in the precompressed tension zone:
Members, not exposed to freezing temperatures nor to a

corrosive environment, which contain bonded prestressed
or unprestressed reinforcement located so as to control
cracking .6Vf:

All other members 0

These values may be exceeded when not detrimental to proper
structural behavior as provided in Section 104.

(c) The bearing stress on the concrete created by the anchorage in
post-tensioned concrete with adequate reinforcement in the end regions
shall not exceed:

f„=0.6f„'i!A>'SAa

but not greater than
fr<'606—Allowable stresses in steel

(a) Temporary stresses
1. Due to temporary jacking force .

...,...... (26-1)

0.80 f,'
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but not greater than the maximum value recommended
by the manufacturer of the steel or of the anchorages.

2. Pretensioning tendons immediately after transfer,
or posttensioning tendons immediately after anchoring....0.'?0

f,'b)

Effective prcstress 0.60
f,'r

0.80 f,„
whichever is smaller

2607—Loss of prcstrcss

(a) To determine the effective prestress, allowance for the following
sources of loss of prestress shall be considered.

1. Slip at anchorage
2. Elastic shortening of concrete
3. Creep of concrete,
4. Shrinkage of concrete
5. Relaxation of steel stress
6. Frictional loss due to intended or unintended curvature in the

tendons

(b) Friction losses in post-tensioned steel shall be based on experi-
mentally determined wobble and curvature coefficients,* and shall be
verified during stressing operations. The values of coefficients assumed
for design, and the acceptable ranges of jacking forces and.steel elonga-
tions shall be shown on the plans. These friction losses shall be calcu-
lated:

<((C( +(e a) (26-2)

When (KL + ita) is not greater than 0.3, Eq. (26-3) may be used.

To = Ts (1 + KL+ pa) ..........,.... (26-3)

(c) When prestress in a member may be reduced through its con-
nection with adjoining elements, such reduction shall be allowed for
in the design.

'Values of K (per lineal Coot) and 0 vary appreciably with duct material and method of
construction. For metal sheathing the following table may be used as a guide.

Type of
steel

Usual range of
observed values

Suggested
design values

Wire
cables

High
strength
bars

Galvanized
strand

0.0005-0.0030

0.0001-0 0000

0.0005 0.0020

0.15-0S5

0.08 OA

0.1$ OSO

0.0015

0.0015

025

0.20
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2608 —Ultimate flexural strength

(a) The required ultimate load on a member, determined in accord-
ance with Part IV-B shall not exceed the ultimate flexural strength
computed by:

1. Rectangular sections, or flanged sections in which the neutral
axis lies within the flange:*

M,=p A, f,.d (1 —0.59q) = p A, f„d —— .. (26-4)

2. Flanged sections in which the neutral axis falls outside the
flange: I

where

and

0 59 Asr fM.=4 A rfsed 1 Is gs J

+ 0.85 f„'b —b')t (d —0.5t)

A„=A,—A I

.. (26-5)

A,I—0.85 f„'b—b') t/f.„
3. Where information for the determination of f„„ is not avail-

able, and provided that f„ is not less than 0.5 f,', the following
approximate values shall be used:

Bonded members

Unbonded members
f-= f.'1 —o 5 pf'/f'). .. (26-6)

f,„= f„+15,000 psi ...,..., . (26-I)

4. Nonprestressed reinforcement, in combination with pre-
stressed steel, may be considered to contribute to the tension force
in a member at ultimate moment an amount equal to its area times
its yield point, provided

+ —, does not exceed 0.3
Pf- p'f.
f: f:

2609—limitations on steel percentage
(a) Except as provided in (b), the ratio of prestressing steel used

for calculations of M„shall be such that

pf„„/f„'s not more than 0.30

For flanged sections, p shall be taken as the steel ratio of only that
portion of the total tension steel area which is required to develop the
compressive strength oi the web alone.

'U .sr h th fl s thl k I th. lestl-II:
IUsually where the rlange thickness Is Iess than 1.4 dttfsslfs'.
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ARTICLE CC-2000

MATERIAL

CC-2100 GENERAL REQUIREtVIENTS
FOR MATERIAL

CC-2110 SCOPE

CC-2111 Terms

(a) The term maferial as used in this Subsection
applies to those items produced to the requirements
of:

(l) an SA'r SFA'pecification of Section II;or
(2) any other material specification permitted by

this Subsection.
(b) The term Maferial Maaufacftrrer is defined as a

Manufacturer who produces the materials to the
requirements of the material specification and any
additional or special tests designated by this Article
except as provided in CC-2I22. This includes, for
example, concrete. admixtures, cements. and welding
materials. Additionally, the Material ivIanufacturer
shall be responsible For packaging and shipping the
materials in the manner prescribed in the Con-
struction Specification.

(c) The terms presstrre-refainbtg and load-bearing
materials apply to items such as concrete, reinforcing
material, prestressing material, liners, attachments,
and other embedments.

'Material produced under an ASTM designation may be accepted
as complying with the corresponding ASME specification
provided the ASME specification is designated as being identical
with the ASTM specification for the grade, class, or type, and
provided that the material is confirmed as complying with the
ASTM specification by a Certified Material Test Report (CMTR)
or Certificate of Compliance, in accordance with the requirements
of CC-2130.
sWelding or brazing material produced to an AWS designation
may bc accepted in lieu of the corresponding ASME specification
provided that the htter specification is indicated to bc identical
with the AWS specification, and provided that the material is
confirmed as complying with the AWS specification by a Certified
Material Test Report (CMTR) in accordance with the rc.
quirements of CC-2130.

CC-2112 Special Rules

Material for parts and appurtenances designated to
meet the requirements for Class iVIC and which are

not backed by concrete for load-carrying purposes
shall meet the requirements of NE-2000. Subsection
CA shall be used in lieu of the requirements of
Subsection NA. Material for attachments to parts
meeting the requirements of Division I shall meet the
requirements of this Article.

CC-2120 PRESSURE-RETAIYIYG AibD
LOAD-BEARING ivIATERIALS

CC-2121 Permitted itrIaterial Specifications

(a) Concrete material shall conform to the re-

quirements of CC-2200. Steel material for pressure-
retaining and load-bearing purposes shall conform to
the requirements of one of the specifications included
in this Article or in Table I-l.2 and Table l-2.2 of
Appendix I, and to all the special requirements of this
Article which apply to the product form in which the
material is used.

(b) Material other than those described in (a)
above shall not be used until the requirements of
Appendix IVhave been met.

(c) The requirements of this Article do not apply to
items not associated with the pressure-retaining or
load-bearing function of a component, such as forms,
tie wires, chairs, supports. form ties, grease and grout
fittings, and retaining caps, or to seals, packing, and
gaskets.

CC-2122 Special Requirements

The special requirements stipulated in this Article
shall apply in lieu of the requirements of the material
specifications wherever these special requirements
conflict with the material specification requirements.
Where the special requirements include an ex-
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amination. test. or treatment which is also required hy
the material specification, the examination. test. or
treatment need be performed only once. All required
examinations. tests, and treatments shall be per-
formed as specified for each product in this Article
and may be performed by either thc Material
Manufacturer, Fabricator, or Constructor as pro-
vided in CC-4121.

CC-2123 Size Ranges

CC-2123.1 Concrctc Material. Concrete material
shall be furnished in the sizes required by the
Construction Specification.

CC-2123.2 Metallic i~1irtcrial. lvletallic material
outside the limits of size or thickness given in any
specification allowed by this Division may be used if
the material is in compliance with the other re-
quirements of the specification and no size limitation
is given in the rules for construction. In those
specifications in which chemical composition and
mechanical properties are indicated to vary with size
or thickness. any material outside the specification
range shall be required to conform to the composition
and mechanical properties shown for the nearest
specified range.

CC-2130 CERTIFICATION OF 6'IATERIAL

CC-2131 Introduction

The Material lvlanufacturer shall provide a Cer-
tified Material Test Report (CMTR) or a Certificate
of Compliance for all material in accordance with the
followingsubparagraphs.

CC-2131.1 Certified i>Iatcrial Test Reports. Cer-
tified Material Test Reports (CMTR) shall be
provided for concrete material. reinforcing system
material. prestressing system material. liner material.
other load-bearing and pressure-retaining material.
and welding and brazing material. and shall include
the following:

(a) certified reports of the actual results of all
required chemical analyses, physical tests. mechanical
tests. examinations (including radiographic film).
repairs, and heat treatments (including times and
temperatures) performed on the material

(h) a statement listing any chemical analyses. tests,
examinations. and heat treatment required by the
material specification. which were not performed

(c) a statement giving the manner in which the
material is identified. including specific marking

CC-2131.2 Certificate of Coinplia»cc. A ilfaterial
iVlanufacturer's Certificate of Compliance with the
material specification. grade. class. and heat treat-
ment condition. as applicahle. may he provided in lieu
of a Certified Material Test Report for metallic
material:r/r in. nominal PiPe size and less (PiPe. tube.
flanges. and fittings). and bolting I in. nominal
diameter and less. The Certificate of C'ompliance shall
contain a description of the markin of thc material.

CC-2132 Ccrtificatioir by Fahricatiir or
Constrrrctor

The Fabricator or Constructor shall provide a

Certified iblaterial Test Report for all operations
perform«d hy him or his suhcontra«tors. The Fa-
bricator or Constructor shall certify that the contents
of his report are correct and accurate and that all
operations performed by him or his subcontractors
are in compliance with the requirements of the
material specification and this Suhs«ction. Al-
ternatively. the Fabricator or Constructor shall
provide a Certified ibfaterial Test Report for those
operations he performed and a Certified ivlaterial
Test Report from each of hi» subcontractors for
operations they perfornred. ibiaterial identification.
including any marking code, shall be described in the
Certified Material Test Rcport.

CC-2140 DETERIORATION OF i~IATERIAL
AND 'COATliVGS DURING
SERVICE

iVlateriai provided to meet the service conditions
specified in the Design Specification shall be
evaluated for their adequacy to withstand the service
conditions. including deterioratin 'actors which may
destroy the minimum capabilities needed to satisfy
the requirements of this Subsection.

CC-2150 I IEAT TREATiblEiNT TO
EiVIIAiVCE illECI IANICAL
PROPERTIES OF i>IETALLIC
iYIATE RIAL

CC-2151 iVotch-Toughncss a»d I lardncss
Propcrtics

Carbon and low-alloy steels may bc heat treated by
quenching and tempering to enhance notch-tough-
ness or hardness properties. For carbon steels.
postweld heat treatment of the material at a temp-
erature of not less than l l00 F may be considered to
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be the tempering phase of the heat treatment when
postweld heat treatment is a requirement of CC4500.

CC-2152 Stress Relaxation Properties

Wire, strand, or bars for prestressing systems may
be heat treated, as in stress-relieving, under load to
enhance stress-relaxation properties. Quenching and
tempering treatments to produce specific mechanical
properties are not permitted.

CC-2160 DIMENSIONALSTANDARDS

Dimensions of standard metallic items shall comply
with the standards and specifications listed in Table
CC-2160-1 unless otherwise specified in the Con-
struction Specification or designated in the Design
Drawings,

CC-2200 CONCRETE AND CONCRETE
MATERIAL

CC-2210 INTRODUCTION

(a) This Subarticle establishes the requirements for
concrete materials in their individual and mixed
conditions for use in conventional concrete (for
example, using stationary or transit mixer), concrete
with preplaced aggregate, and grout.

(b) The requirements of this Subarticle are meant
as material acceptance requirements for concrete and
its constituents. Those tests and additional re-

quirements which are performed on concrete and
concrete material during storage, construction, and
curing are described in CC-5200.

CC-2211 General Requirements

(a) Consideration shall be given to minimizing the
temperature rise in concrete due to heat of hydration,
and to proper strength development with respect to
formwork removal, construction stresses, and'ap-
plication of prestress.

(b) The concrete and its materials shall be suf-
ficiently investigated to ensure acceptable creep and
other properties under the environmental conditions
and the long term requirements described in the
Construction Specification.

CC-2220 MATERIALFOR CONCRETE

CC-2221 Cement

CC-2221.1 Material Requirements. Cement shall
conform to the requirements of ASTM C l50,
"Specification for Portland Cement," Type II, Type
IV, or Type V having moderate heat of hydration. In
areas where the structure may come into contact with
soils having more than 0.20% water-soluble sulphate,
or ground water with a sulphate concentration
exceeding l000 ppm, Type V only shall be used for
concrete in contact with the ground unless other
suitable means are used to prevent sulphate attack
and concrete deterioration.

TABLE CC-2160-1
DIMENSIONAL

STANDARDS'tandard

Designation

Pipe and Tubes
Wrought Steel and Wrought-Iron Pipe
Stainless Steel Pipe

Rttings, Valves Flanges, and Gaskets
Steel Pipe Flanges and Flanged Fittings
Wrought Steel Buttwelding Fittings
Wrought Steel Buttwelding Short Radius Elbows and Returns
Steel Buttwelding Fittings I26 in. and larger)
Standard Finishes for Contact Faces of Pipe Flanges and Connecting.End

Flanges of Valves and Fittings
Spot Facing For Bronze, Iron; and Steel Flanges
Standard Marking System for Valves, Fittings, Flanges and Unions
Stainless Steel Buttwelding Fittings

ANSI 836.10-1959
ANSI 836.19-1965

ANSI 816.5-1968
ANSI 816.9-1964
ANSI 816.28-1964
MSS SPCB-1969

MSS SP-6-1963
MSS SP-9-1964
MSS SP-25-1964"
MSS SP~-1959

NOTE:

I1) Standards incorporated in this Division by reference. The names of the sponsoring organizations are shown in the Reference
Materials portion of this Division.
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CC-2222 Aggregates

CC-2222.1 Material Requirements. Aggregates shall
conform to the requirements of ASTM C 33.
"Specification for Concrete Aggregates," with the

followingadditional requirements:

(a) Gradations 357 or 467 shall not be furnished as

one graded aggregate but shall be obtained by
combining at least two separate gradation sizes.

(b) Coarse and fine aggregate for normal weight
concrete. placed by the preplaced aggregate method,
shall meet the gradation requirements presented in
ACI 304, "Recommended Practice for Measuring,
Mixing,Transporting, and Placing Concrete."

(c) Heavy aggregates required for concrete weigh-
ing more than 160 lb per cu ft shall conform to ASTM
C 637, "Specification for Aggregates for Radiation
Shielding Concrete.."

(d) Fine aggregate for general purpose grout shall
meet the requirements of ASTM C 33 except that the
gradation may be adjusted to comply with the size of
the opening and the method of placement.

(e) The potential reactivity of the aggregate shall be
established by the methods described in the Appendix
to ASTM C33.

0) The water-soluble chloride content of the
aggregate shall be established by the methods de-
scribed in ASTM D 1411, "Water-Soluble Chlorides
Present as Admixes in Graded Aggregate Road
Mixes."

(g) A petrographic examination in accordance with
ASTM C 295 shall be performed.

CC-2222.2 Aggregate Shapes and Sizes

(a) Aggregate shapes shall be rounded or cubical
and shall contain less than 15%, by weight. flat and
elongated particles as determined by CRD-C 119.
"Method of Test for Flat and Elongated Particles in
Coarse Aggregate."

NOTE: A flat particle is defined as one having a ratioof width to
thickness greater than three; an «longated particle is defined as
one having a ratio of length to width greater than three.

(b) The maximum size of coarse aggregate shall not
be larger than one-fifth of the narrowest dimension of
the finished wall or slab. nor larger than three-fourths
of the minimum clear spacing between reinforcing
steel and embedments.

CC-2223 Mixing Water

CC-2223.1 General Requirements. Water for mixing
shall be clean with a total solids content of not more
than 2000 ppm as measured by American Public
Health Association's "Standard Method for De-

termination of Total Solids." The mixing water,
including that contained as free water in aggregates,
shall contain not more than 250 ppm of chlorides as

Cl as determined by ASTM D 512. "Chloride Ion in
Industrial Water and Industrial Waste Water."
Chloride ions contained in the aggregates shall be

used in calculating the total chloride ion content of
the mixing water. The chloride ion contributed by the

aggregates shall be determined in accordance with
CC-2222.1(f).

CC-2223.2 Additional Requirements. A comparison
of the proposed mixing water properties shall be made
with distilled water by performing the following tests:

(a) Soundness. in accordance with ASTM C 151,

"Autoclave Expansion of Portland Cement" —The
results obtained for the proposed mixing water shall
not be more than +0.10 above those obtained for
distilled water.

(b) Time of Setting, in accordance with ASTM C
191, "Time of Setting Hydraulic Cement by Vicat
Needle"—The results obtained for the proposed
mixing water shall be within ~10 min for initial
setting time and ~ I hr for final setting time of those
obtained for distilled water.

(c) Compressive Strength, in accordance with
ASTM C 109, "Compressive Strength of Hydraulic
Cement Mortars (Using 2 in. Cube Specimens)"—The results obtained for the proposed mixing
water shall not be lower by more than 10% of those
obtained for distilled water.

CC-2224 Admixtures
\

CC-2224.1 General Requirements for the Use of W75
Admlxtures. When admixtures are to be used, the
Construction Specification shall specify the type,
quantity, and additional limitations. Admixtures
containing more than 1% chloride ions shall not be

used for prestressed containments.

CC-2224.2 Detailed Requirements

CC-2224.2.1 Air Entraining Admlxtures. Air
entraining admixtures shall conform to the re-
quirements of ASTM C 260. "Air Entraining Ad-
mixtures for Concrete."

CC-2224.2.2 Fly Ash and Pozzolanic Material.
Fly ash and pozzolanic material shall conform to the
requirements of ASTM C 618. "Fly Ash and Raw or
Calcined Natural Pozzolans for Use in Portland
Cement Concrete."

CC-2224.23 Chemical Admixtures. Chemical
admixtures shall conform to the requirements of
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ASTM C 494, "Chemical Admixtures for Concrete."
except that grout fluidifier for use with preplaced
aggregate concrete shall be in accordance with CRD-
C 566. "Specification for Grout Fluidifier."

CC-2230 CONCRETE MIX DESIGiV

TASLE CC-2231.2-1
CONCRETE PROPERTIES

Property

Slump
Compressive strength
Flexural strength
Splitting tensile strength
Static modulus of elasticity
Poisson's ratio
Coefficient of thermal conductivity
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Creep of concrete in compression
Shrinkage coefficient (length chango of
cement-mortar and concrete)

Density (specific gravity)
Aggregates for radiation-shielding concrete

Specification

ASTM C 143
ASTM C 39
ASTM C.78
ASTM C 496
ASTM C 469
ASTM C 469
CRD-C 44
CAD-C 39
ASTM C 512

ASTM C 157
ASTM C 642
ASTM C 637

CC-2231 Concrete Properties

CC-2231.1 General Requirements. The properties of
concrete which influence the design of the con-
tainment shall be established in the Construction
Specification. Concrete types will normally be es-

tablished on the basis of strength and workability
limits.

CC-2231,2 Specified Properties
(a) The concrete properties given in Table CC-

2231.2-1 shall be defined in the Construction Specifi-
cation and shall be measured prior to construction in
accordance with the respective specification.

(b) The Construction Specification shall specify the

age and temperature at which the properties listed in
Table CC-2231.2-1 shall be obtained and any en-
vironmental or design conditions which apply. If a

particular property listed in Table CC-2231.2-1 is not
required, the Construction Specification shall so state.
Likewise, if properties other than those listed in Table
CC-2231.2-1 are required, they shall be defined in the
Construction Specification.

CC-22313 Additional Property Requirements

CC-22313,1 Mechanical Properties. Where the
Construction Specification includes maximum al-
lowable creep and shrinkage limits (rate and total),
tests shall be performed at least for the limiting
combination of stress-strength ratios. ages of loading
and temperature levels, and cycles stated in the

Construction Specification. The creep test procedure
shall be based on ASTM C 5I2, "Method of Test for
Creep of Concrete in Compression," with mod-
ifications for.specimen curing and sealing, and for
testing temperatures as described in the Construction
Specification.

CC-2231.3.2 Physical Properties, Where the
Construction Specification defines an allowable range
of secant moduli of elasticity; Poisson's ratios, and
loading rates, concrete specimens shall be tested at
those loading rates and the experimental values
determined. The testing procedures and acceptance
standards shall be based on ASTiilC 469, "Method of
Test for Static Young's Modulus of Elasticity and
Poisson's Ratio in Compression of Cylindrical Con-
crete Specimens," with suitable modifications.

CC-223133 Thermal Properties. When required
by the Construction Specification, the effect of
thermal cycles on expansion and other concrete
properties shall be determined by the test standards
described therein.

CC-2232 Selection of Concrete Mix
Proportions

CC-2232.1 Introduction. Proportions of material for
concrete shall be established or. the basis of lab-
oratory trial batches to provide the following:

(a) conformance with the concrete strength re-
quirements

(b) adequate workabilityand proper consistency to
permit the concrete to be worked readily into the
forms and around reinforcement under the conditions
of placement to be employed, without excessive
segregation or bleeding

(c) resistance to freezing and thawing and other
aggressive actions, where required

CC-2232.2 Strength Tests
(a) The proportions, including water-cement ratio, W75

shall be established on 'the basis of laboratory
trial batches in accordance with ACI 211.1,
"Recommended Practice for Selecting Proportions
for Normal and Heavyweight Concrete." The pro-
portions shall be selected to produce an average
strength at the designated test ageexceeding f,'y at
least 1200 psi when both air content and slump are the
maximum permitted by the specifications.

(b) Using the methods of ACI 214. "Rec-
ommended Practice for Evaluation of Compres-
sion Test Results of Field Concrete." the amount by
which the average strength must exceed f; may be
reduced to an appropriate level below 1200 psi after
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W75

W75
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sufficient test data becomes available from thejob to
indicate that, at the lower. average strength, the

probable frequency of test more than 500 psi below f;
will not exceed I in 100 and that the probable
frequency of an average of three consecutive tests

belowf,'willnot exceed I in 100.

(c) The strength tests shall be made in accordance
with ASTM C39, "Method of Test for Compressive
Strength of Molded Concrete Cylinders," on speci-

mens prepared in accordance with ASTM C 192,

"Method of Making and Curing Test Specimens in
the Laboratory." A curve shall be established showing
the relationship between water-cement ratio and
compressive strength. The curve shall be based on at
least three points representing batches which produce
strengths above and below that required. Each point
shall represent the average of at least three specimens
tested at 28 days or other age as specified in the
Construction Specification.

(d) The maximum permissible water-cement ratio
for the concrete to be used in the structure shall be

that shown by the curve to produce the average
strength given in (a) or (b) above, unless a lower
water-cement ratio is required by the durability
requirements.

CC-22323 Durability
CC-22323.1 Concrete Subject to Freezing Temp-

eratures, Concrete that, after curing, willbe subject to
freezing temperatures while wet shall contain en-

trained air within the limits of Table CC-2232.3-l and
the water-cement ratio shall not exceed~0.53 by
weight.

CC-22323.2 Watertight Concrete. Concrete that
is intended to be watertight shall have a maximum
water-cement ratio of 0.48 for exposure to fresh water
and OA4 for exposure to sea water.

CC-223233 Sulphatc-Resisting Concrete. Con-
crete that will be exposed to injurious concentrations
of sulphate-containing solutions shall conform to
maximum water-cement ratio of 0.44 and be made
with sulphate-resisting cement as given CC-2221.1.

CC-2232.4 Prcplaced Aggregate Concrete. Pre-

placed aggregate concrete materials and proportions
shall conform to the requirements of ACI 304,
"Recommended Practice for Measuring, Mixing,
Transporting, and Placing Concrete."

CC-2232.5 Heavy Weight Aggregate Concrete
(a) The proportions of heavy weight aggregate

concrete shall be made in accordance with ACI 21 I. I,
"Recommended Practice for Selecting Proportions
for Normal and Heavyweight Concrete."

TABLE CC-2232.3-1
CONCRETE AIR CONTENT FOR VARIOUS SIZES

OF COARSE AGGREGATES

Nominal maximum size of
coarse aggregate, in.

3/8
1/2
3/4

1

1-1/2
2
3

Total air content
(vol) %

6 to 10
5 to 9
4 to 8

3.5 to 6.5
3 to 6

2.5 to 5.5
1.5 to 4.5

(b) The requirements for compressive strength,
durability, and specific properties given in CC-2231.2
shall be as required by the Construction Specification.
The aggregates shall conform to ASTM C 637,

"Aggregates for Radiation Shielding Concrete."

CC-2240 GROUT

CC-2241 Material-for Cement Grout for
General Grouting Purposes

CC-2241.1 Cement. Cement for grout shall conform W75

toASTM C150, Types I, II, III,IV,orV.

CC-2241.2 Aggregates. Aggregates shall meet the
requirements of ASTM C 33 except that the gradation
may be adjusted in the Construction Specification to

comply with the size of the opening and the method of
placement.

CC-22413 Water. Mixing water shall conform to
the requirements of CC-2223.

CC-2241.4 Admlxturcs. Admixtures shall conform
to the requirements of CC-2224.

CC-2241.5 Other Material, Other material, such as

aluminum powder of the proper fineness and quality,
may be added to the grout mix provided adequate
tests are made to demonstrate the suitability of the
mix for the purpose intended.

CC-2242 Design of Cement Grout for General
Grouting Purposes

CC-2242.1 General Requirements

(a) Requirements described herein do not apply to
grout which is used with grou ted pres tressing systems.

(b) The proportions of materials for general pur-
pose grout shall be based upon trial mixes using the
same type and brand of cement. fine aggregate. and
admixtures as willbe used for construction. Insofar as

is practical, the same type of mixer shall be used in

preparing trial mixes as willbe used for construction.
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CC-2000 MATERIAL CC-2242.2 —CC-2310

CC-2242.2 Contprcsslvc Slrcngtlt. The cotnpressivc
strength of the grout shall bc established by 2 in.
cubes. modeled, cured. and tested in accordance with
ASTM C l09. "Standard Test for Compressive
Strength of Centent tvlort;trs." except that. if ex-

pansive grout is used. the tests shall be performed in
accordance with CRD-C 589.

CC-22423 Fly Ash and Pozzolans. KVhen flyash or
pozzolans are used as admixtures. the quantity shall
be such that the requircrnents for strength. work-
ability. and durability are met.

CC-2242 4 ttVatcr. The water content shall be the
minimum quantity necessary for the proper place-
ment by the grouting method employed, dry pack or
fluid grout.

'C-2243 Cctncnt Grout for Groutcd Tcndoti
Systctns

CC-2243,1 General Rcqulrcntcnts. Grout for grout-
ed tendon systems shall generally consist of a mixture
of cement. water. and an expanding additive. unless
the gross inside area of the tendon tube exceeds five
times the tendon area. in which case fine aggregate
fillers may be used provided the design of the mix is

such that it can penetrate all spaces and obtain the
expected expansion and sedimentation characteristics
(bleeding) for both horizontal and vertical tendons. as

required.

CC-2243.2 Physical Properties of tlic Grout

(a) The water-cement ratio should be as low as

possible consistent with adequate workability. The
fluidityof the grout shall be measured in accordance
with CRD-C 79.

(b) The efflux time at the pump discharge shall not
be less than I I sec at zero quiescent time and shall not
increase less than 3 sec nor more than 8 sec at 20 min
of quiescent time.

NOTE: Quiescent time is defined as th» amount of time that a

sample of grout remains undisturbed (quiescent) in the flow cone
and is expressed in minutes. Efflux time is the amount of time that
a sample of grout requires to run out of the flow cone after the
plug is pulled, expressed in seconds. and should be rneasurcd by a
stopwatch.

(c) The bleeding of the grout at 65 F should not
exceed 2% of the volume 3 hr after mixing or a

maximum of 4%. In addition. the separated water
must be absorbed after 24 hr. Bleeding should be
measured in a metal or glass cylinder with an internal
diameter of approximately 4 in. and with a height of
grout of approximately 4 in. During the test. the
container should be covered to prevent evaporation.

(rl) The desi n of the tnix shall be such as to result
in a minintum compressive strength of the grout of
2500 psi after 28 days when tested in accordance with
ASTM C l09.

CC-22433 Chctnlcal Rcquirct»cuts. Thc chloride
and nitrate content of the grout constituents shall be

controlled so that the following limits for freshly
mixed grout are not exceeded:

(rr) chlorides as C I —300 ppm maximum
(b) nitrates as NO.t —l00 ppm maximum

CC-2250 blARKING AiND IDENTIFICATION
OF CONCRETE MATERIAL

CC-2251 Ccnicnt

Conveyances of bulk cement shall be sealed and
tagged before leaving the place of manufacture.
showing lot number. controlling specification. date of
manufacture. and type. If bag centent is used. each

shipment shall be tagged with the same identification
as for bulk cement. All tags and markings shall be
t'naintained with the material at site storage.

CC-2252 Aggregate

Aggregate shall be identified to show size. source.
and controlling specification. The identification shall
remain with the aggregate during production. transit.
and concrete plant storage.

CC-2253 Adinixturcs

All containers of admixtures shall he clearly
marked, showing storage requirements and «on-
trollingspecification.

CC-2300 MATERIAL FOR
REINFORCItNG SYSTEt>IS

CC-2310 INTRODUCfION

(a) The material to be used for reinforcing systems
for containments shall conform to ASTM A 6I5
Grades 40 and 60 and the special requirements
described in CC-2330.

(b) The material to be used for bar to bar splice
sleeves in reinforcing bars shall conform to ASTM A
513 or A 519.

(c) The material to be used for reinforcing bar
splice sleeves attached to liner plates or structural
steel shapes shall be carbon steel conforming to
ASTM A 513 or A 5 I9 Grades l008 through I030.

16 I
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CC-2320 MATERIAL IDEiVTIFICATIOiV

Reinforcing systems material shall be tagged or
marked to ensure traceability to the Certified ivla-
terial Test Report during production and while in
transit and storage.

CC-2330 SPECIAL MATERIALTESTING

CC-2331 Tensile Tests

CC-2331.1 Number of Tests Required. One full-
diameter tensile test bar from each bar size shall be
tested for each 50 tons or fraction thereof of
reinforcing bars produced from each heat of steel. The
tensile test procedures shall be in accordance with SA-
370.

CC-2331.2 Acccptancc Standards. The acceptance
standards shall be in conformance with the tensile
requirements of Table 2 of ASTM A 6I5. If a test
specimen fails to meet the tensile requirements of
ASTM A 615. two additional specimens from the
same heat and of the same bar size shall be tested. If
either of the two additional specimens fails to meet
the tensile requirements. the material represented by
the tests shall not be accepted.

CC-2332 Bend Tests

CC-2332.1 Number of Tests Required and Test
Proccdurcs

(a) Bend tests on bar sizes No. 3 through No. Il
shall be performed in accordance with ASTivIA 6 l5.

(b) Ifit is intended that bars of sizes No. 14 and No.
l8 will be bent during construction, bend testing of
bars from such heats of material shall be conducted at
the rate of one test bar for each bar size from each
heat. The bend tests shall be conducted at a
temperature of at least 60 F. Full-section test bars
shall be bent in the unmachined condition over a ten-
bar-diameter pin through 90 deg.

CC-2332.2 Acceptance'Standards
(a) The acceptance standards for bar sizes No. 3

through No. 11 shall be in conformance with the
requirements of Section 8. I of ASTM A 615.

(b) For bar sizes No. I4 and No. I8. the acceptance
standards shall be an absence of cracks on the outside
of the bend portion. blaterial from heats meeting this
criterion may be bent during construction.

CC-2333 Chemical Analysis

(a) A ladle analysis of each heat of reinforcing bar
shall be made and reported to the purchaser.

(b) The ladle analysis of reinforcing bar heats
intended for arc-welding shall be as follows:

carbon: 0.30% maximum
manganese: 1.50% maximum
sulphur: 0.05% maximum
phosphorus: 0.05% maximum

An analysis for the following residual elements shall
also be performed and reported: copper, nickel,
chromium. molybdenum, and vanadium. The carbon
equivalent of such bars shall comply with the 0.55
maximum as computed in CC-4334.6.

(c) Check analysis tolerances for carbon, man-
ganese, phosphorus. and sulphur shall be in ac-
cordance with ASTM A 29.

CC-2400 ivlATERIALFOR
PRESTRESSlrVG SYSTEi>IS

CC-2410 IiVTR0DUCTI0iV

This Subarticle establishes the requirements for the
material to be used for bonded and unbonded
containment prestressing systems.

CC-2420 PRESTRESSINiG STEEL

CC-2421 Permitted Material

Prestressing wire, strand. and bar materials are
limited to those listed in Appendix I. Table 1-1.2. The
materials shall conform to their respective material
specifications and to the additional requirements
described in the followingsubparagraphs.

CC-2422 Test Spcclincn Sizes

All mechanical tests on prestressing wire, strand,
and bar shall be performed on full-diameter test
pieces.

CC-2423 Tensile Tests

M. terial produced to an ASTM specification shall
be sampled and tested as required by that speci-
fication. Material not produced to an ASTiVI speci-
fication shall bc sampled and tested at the rate of one
test for every 20 tons or fraction thereof produced
from each heat of steel. The tensile strength. yield
strength, elongation. and other pertinent data shall be
reported on the Certified Material Test Report.
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CC-2424 Stress Relaxation Properties

The stress relaxation properties of the wire. strand.
or bar. in accordance with ASTM E 328, "Standard
Recommended Practice for Stress Relaxation Tests
for Materials and Structures," shall be provided by
the iVIaterial Manufacturer. Reports relating thereto
shall be based upon tests performed on material
previously manufactured to the same ASTiVlor other
applicable specification. and produced in the same

plant utilizing the same procedures that will be

employed to produce the wire. strand. or bar for the
production tendons.

CC-2424.1 Data To Be Furnished. The following
data shall be furnished:

(a) detailed test method
(h) initial stress

(c) final stress

(d) test time
(e) temperature limits
(i) mathematical tools used to interpret test results

(g) percentage stress relaxation properties for
design life

CC-2424.2 Number of Tests. A minimum of three
relaxation tests of I,000 hr duration shall be per-
formed and reported to document adequately that the
relaxation losses are in compliance with the Con-
struction Specification.

CC-2430 AiNCHORAGE COiVlPONEiVI'S
(Including Bearing Plates)

CC-2431 Permit tcd iVlatcrial

Specific materials for anchorage components in-
cluding bearing plates for prestressing systems are not
given in this Code. The tendon Manufacturer is

allowed to use any material he feels is compatible with
his tendon system. taking into account the loading
conditions that the tendons will undergo during
testing and in service. It is a requirement, however,
that the tendon Manufacturer performs the tests

prescribed in CC-2460 and accordingly documents his
anchorage component materials. The following sub-

paragraphs describe the basic material tests the
tendon iVIanufacturer must perform on the material
he selects and uses for production tendon anchorage
components.

CC-2432 Bearing Plates

Materials for bearing plates shall conform to their
respective material specifications. The dimensions,

finish. alignment, and tolerances of the bearing plates
shall be within the limits set forth in the Construction
Specification.

CC-2433 Anchorhcad Asscmblics and Wedge
Blocks

,. CC-2433.1 General. iVIaterials for anchorhead
assemblies and wedge blocks shall conform to their
respective material specifications and the hardness
test requirements of CC-2433.2. The dimensions.
finish. alignment. and tolerances of the anchorhead,
assemblies and wedge blocks shall be within the limits
set forth in the Construction Specification.

CC-2433.2 Hardness Tests

CC-2433.2.1 Scope and Extent of Testing. Rock-
well or Brinell hardness tests shall be conducted on
l0% of the parts from each lot. If the material is heat
treated, the measurements need be made only after
heat treatment. The l0% sample shall be taken at
random.

CC-2433.2.2 Test Procedures. Each test shall
consist of taking three measurements on the outer
surface of the parts. The test procedures shall conform
to ASTM E IS for Rockwell hardness testing and to
ASTM E IO for Brinell hardness testing.

CC-2433.23 Acceptance Standards. The results
of all measurements shall be within the limits set forth
in the construction procedures.

CC-2433.2.4 Rctcsts. If the hardness requirement
is not met by any single part, then all parts from the
lot shall be tested and only those parts meeting the
requirement shall be used.

CC-2434 Wcdgcs and Anchor Nuts

CC-2434.1'eneral. Materials for wedges and
anchor nuts shall conform to their respective material
specifications and the hardness test requirements of
CC-2434.2. The dimensions, finish, alignment, and
tolerances of the wedges and anchor nuts shall be
within the limits set forth in the Construction
Specification.

CC-2434.2 Hardness Tests

CC-2434.2.1 Scope and Extent of Testing. Core
hardness. surface hardness, and, in the case of wedges.
case depth tests shall be conducted on 5%of each heat
treatment lot after heat treatment. The 5% sample
shall be taken at random.
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CC-2434.2.2 Test Prticcdurcs. Thc test pro-
ceilurcs shall be the same is stated in CC-2433.2.2.

CC-2434.2.3 Acceptance Standards. The results
of all measurements shall he within the limits set
down in the construction procedures. Lots not
meeting thc requirements shall be rejected.

CC-2440 iVOiVLOAD-CARRYIiVGAiVD
ACCESSORY illATERIALS

CC-2441 Tendon Dticts. 1'runipcts. aiid
Transitiiin Cones

Tendon ducts. trumpets. and transition cones shall
have the followingproperties:

(a) iblatcrial shall be ferrous and shall not cause
harmful electrolytic action.

(h) Ducts shall be strong enough to retain their
shape and resist irreparable damage during contain-
ment construction.

(c) Joints in the ducts shall prevent intrusion of
cement paste from the concrete.

(t/) When used for single ivirc. strand. or bar
tendons. the inside diameter of ducts shall heat least
i/q in. larger than the nominal diameter of the tendon.

(e) When used for multiple wire, strand. or bar
tendons, the inside cross-sectional area of ducts sltall
be at least twice the nominal net area of the enclosed
tendon.

(I) Ducts shall have openingsat both ends for filler
injection.

(g) Ducts shall be capable of withstanding an
internal pressure greater than the initial pumping
pressure when adequately backed by concrete.

CC-2442 Corrosion Prcvcntion Material

CC-2442.1 Introduction. This subparagraph de-
scribes the requirements for material to be used for
the temporary and permanent corrosion prevention of
prestressing systems.

CC-2442.2 Temporary Coatings

CC-2442.2.1 Bonded Systcnis. Temporary cor-
rosion prevention for bonded tendons shall be
provided by environmental control. I fany temporary
corrosion preventive coating is used, it shall alloiv the
portland ccrrient grout to bond uniformly to all parts
of the tendon steel.'The temporary coating shall be
specified in the Construction Specification.

CC-2442.2.2 Unl)on(lcd Systcnis. A telilpofilrv
corrosion prevention coating shall be applied to all
unbonded tendons during or after fabrication. The

l64

coating material shall be compatible with the per-
manent corrosion preventing coating described in
CC-2442.3.2. The temporary coating shall be specified
in thc Construction Specification. It shall be made to
be easily removable in the field with the use of
nonchlorinated petroleum solvents for the installation
of field-attached anchorages.

CC-24423 Pcrniancnt Coatings

CC-2442.3.1 Bonded Systems. The permanent
corrosion prevention material for bonded tendons
shall be portland cement grout in accordance with
CC-2243.

CC-24423.2 Unl)undcd Sysilcliis
(a) Ptrniissihle Types of Coatings. Thc perma-

nent corrosion prevention coating applied to tendons
shall be a petrolatum or microcrystalline wax base
material containing additives to enhance the corro-
sion inhibiting and wetting properties as well as to
form a chemical bond with the tendon steel.

(h) Properties of tlie Coatint;. The coating <WIan-

ufacturcr shail provide test data verifying that the
following properties are met for thc service life and
temperature for evaluation;ind acceptance by the
Designer:

(l) freedom from cra«king and brittleness
(2) continuous self-healing film over the coated

surfaces
(.I) chemical and physical stability
(4) nonreactivity with the surrounding and

adja«ent materials such as concrete, tendons. and
ducts

(5) lilolstilfedisplacing «Ii;if;ictcfistlcs
(c) Clternical Analysis of the Coating. Each

batch of coating material shall be analyzed for the
presence of water-soluble chlorides, nitrates. and
sulphides. The analysis shall conform to the limits
shown in Table CC-2442-I. The method for obtain-
ing the water extraction shall be approved by the
Designer.

CC-2450 I'ERFOR<~IAiVCE RI'.QUIREi>IEiV'I'S

CC-2451 Anchorages and Coul)llllgs

An«horagcs and couplings shall hc designed to
assure that the inode of failure of thc tendon systent
will be a rupture of the pre.stressing< steel. Each
individual element of an anchora< e or coupling shall
be capable of developing at least I l(P< of thc specified
minimum ultiniale tensile strength of thc cor-
responding prestressing steel clement of elements
being anchored or coupled. This requirement shall
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TABLE CC-2442-1
ANALYSIS LIMITS OF PERMANENT

COATING MATERIAL

CC-2460 PERFORMANCE TESTS

CC-2461 General Requirements W75

Compound

Water-soluble
chlorides, Cl"

Water-soluble
nitrates, NO,

10 ASTM D 512 (Limitof
accuracy, 0.5 ppm)

10 ASTM D 992 (Limitof
accuracy, 0.5 ppm)

Max. Quantltyi
ppm Analysis Method

A series of performance tests shall be conducted to
qualify the tendon system for use in the concrete
containment prestressing system. The required tests

are designed to demonstrate that the combination of
materials for the tendon system is adequate and to
assess the overall strength and integrity of the tendon
system.

Water-soluble
suiphidas, S- 10 APHA-Test Methods

Sulphides in Water
(Limitof accuracy,
1.0 ppm)

apply to the most adverse combination of tole'rances
set forth in the Construction Specification.

CC-2462 Material To Be Used for Performance
Tests

The material to be used for the performance test
tendons shall be that which the tendon Manuhcturer
proposes using for production tendons. All of the
actual materials used and the necessary dimensions
shall be documented on a form the same as or similar
to that shown in Fig. CC-2462-l.

CC-2452 Tendon Assemblies

CC-2452.1 Bonded Tendons

CC-2452.1.1 Anchorages. A full-capacity st'raigh t
tendon, complete with anchorages, shall develop an
ultimate strength equal to at least 95%% of the
minimum specified ultimate tensile strength of the
prestressing steel in the unbonded condition without
exceeding the anticipated set of the anchorage
elements. In a bonded condition, the anchorage shall
perform in compliance with CC-2442.2.1. An ad-
equate bond length shall be provided for in the design
of the containment.

CC-2452,1.2 Coupllngs, Tendons with couplings
shall conform with the requirements of CC-2452.2.2.

CC-24522 Vnbonded Tendons

CC-2452.2.1 Anchorages. A full-capacity straight
tendon, complete with anchorages, shall develop an
ultimate strength equal to at least l00%%uo of the
minimum specified ultimate tensile strength of the
prestressing steel without exceeding the anticipated
set of the anchorage elements. The total elongation
under ultimate load of the tendon shall not be less

than 2%%uo measured in a minimum gauge length of
l00 in.

CC-2452.2.2 Coupllngs. Tendons with couplings
shall conform with the requirements of CC-2452.2.).
Couplings shall be enclosed in housings long enough
to permit the necessary movements during tensioning.
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CC-2463 Type and Number of Performance
Tests

CC-2463.1 Static Tensile Test. One static tensile
test shall be conducted to destructron so that the
followinginformation may be obtained:

(a) yield strength (or proof stress)
(b) ultimate tensile strength
(c) elongation (over 100 in. minimum gauge length)
(d) number of failed wires or strands

The results shall comply with the requirements of
CC-2462.

CC-2463.2 High Cycle Dynamic Tensile Test. One
high cycle dynamic tensile test shall be conducted so
that the tendon shall withstand. without failure.
500.000 cycles ofstress variation from 60% to 66% of
the minimum specified ultimate tensile strength of
the tendon. One loading cycle is defined as an in-
crease from the lower load to the higher, load and re-
turn.

CC-24633 Low Cycle Dynamic Tensile Test. One
low cycle dynamic tensile test shall be conducted so
that the tendon shall withstand, without failure. 50
cycles of stress variation from 40%%uo to 80%%uo of the
minimum specified ultimate tensile strength of the
tendon. One cycle is defined as an increase from the
lower load to the higher load and return.

NOTE: li is considered sadsfactory io use the same test specimen
for performing the tesis prescribed in both CC-2463.2 and CC-
24633.
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Specification No.

Prestressing System Type

Date

Single or Multiple Element

If Multiple, No. of Elements

Nominal Size

Thickness

wire, strand, or bar

Prestressing Element Material

Bearing Plate Material

Wedge Material

Buttonhead Shape and Size (Attach

Swaged Fitting Material Hardness
showing shape and s ze

. Hardness
showing shape and size

Auach diagram

Screwed Fitting Material
Auach d agram

Hardness
Attach diagram showing shape an size

diagram)

Diameter

FIG. CC-2462-1 MANUFACTURER'S RECORD OF TENDON PERFORMANCE QUALIFICATIONTESTS

CC-2464 Size of Performance Test Specimens

CC-2464.1 Length. The test specimens shall be long
enough so that measurements may be taken on a

100 in. minimum gauge length.

CC-2464,2 Number of Prestressing
Elements'C-2464.2.1

Single Elcmcnt Tendons. A single
element specimen shall be used for both static and
dynamic tensile tests.

CC-2464.2.2 Multiple Element Tendons

(a) Static Tensile Tests. All static tensile tests

shall be performed on specimens having the fullan-

chorage capacity of the proposed tendons.

(b) Dynamic Tensile Tests. All dynamic tensile
tests shall be performed on specimens having at least
IOFo of the full-size prestressing steel area of the
proposed production tendons.

CC-2465 Test Results

The measurements and results obtained from the
tests shall be documented on a form the same as or
similar to that shown in Fig. CC-2465- I.

CC-2466 Essential Variables

CC-2466.1 General Rcquircmcnts. The per-
formance tests must be completely reconducted when

any of the applicable changes listed below are made to
the tendon system material. Changes other than those

listed below may be made in the tendon system
material without the necessity for repeating the

performance tests.

sThe term prrsrrrssing rlrmrni is defined as an individual wire,
strand, or bar, whether in a multiple or single wire, strand, or bar
system.

CC-2466.2 Essential Variables in Prcstrcssing El-
ements. Essential variables in prestressing element
materials shall be as stipulated in (a) through (e)
below:

(a) a change in the prestressing element material
from one ASTM or ASME specification to another

(b) a change in the tensile grade of the prestressing
element material within the same ASTM or ASME,
specification

(c) a change in the heat treatment condition of the

prestressing element material
(d) a change in the prestressing element diameter
(e) in multiple element systems. an increase

of'ore

than l0% in the number of elements in the
tendon

CC-24663 Essential Variables in Anchorage Items.
Essential variables in anchorage items shall be as

stipulated in (a) through (f) below:

(a) for but tonhead anchorage systems. a change in
the shape or dimensions of the buttonhead

(b) for wedge anchorage systems. a change in the

shape, size. or dimensions of the wedge

(c) for threaded nut anchorage systems, a change in

the nut or thread size

(d) for swaged systems. a change in the shape or
size of the swaged fitting

(e) a change in the anchor block material from one

type to anotherI a change in the bearing plate material from one
P-Number to another P-Number from Section IX or
any other material

CC-2470 MARKING AND IDENTIFICATIOiN
OF PRESTRESSING MATERIAL

Prestressing system material shall be marked or

tagged in such a manner as to ensure traceability to

166
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SALARY OF STRESSING OPERATIONS (1000 HOUR RETENSIONING)
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SRBfARY OF STRESSING OPERATION

ORIGINAL TENSIONING 1,000. HOVR RETENSION

llole 8

/ Tendon
Vurlc

Ill h2

122 A2

119 EN

114,EN

112 hl

121 Al

120 DH

113 Dll

115 FIRI

118 rIRI

116 FR

117 FR

32 h3

39 h3

34 llITI

37 lIITI

Gaue8
Transfer

1

5,800

5,700

5,700

5,500

5,650

5,800

5,600

5,600

5,650

5,550

5,700

5,720

5,650

5,800

5,650

5,500

Gauge 8
Overstress

2

6,4i00

6,400

6,500

6,300

6,4i00

6,400

6,300

6,250

61300

6,300

6,400

6,500

6,250

6;250

6,500

6,400

Elongation
Over a

1,000 PSI
3

7-3/8" ~

7-9/16"

'-5/16"

6-7/8"

7-1/8"

7-1/8"

7ll

7 II

6-3/4i"

6-13/16"

6-5/8"

6-7/16"

7-5/8"

7-5/8"

7
ll

7-1/8"

Cau c 8
Lift-off
From Shims

4

5,150

5,300

5,600

5,250

5,350

5,200

5,200

5,100

5,300

5,300

5,100

5,400

5,200

5, 200

5, 200

5,000

% Difference
Column 1 & 4

5

ll.206%

7.017%

l. 754%.

4.545/

5.309%

10.344%

7.142/

8.928/

6.194%

4.504/

10.526%

5. 594i/

7.964%

10.344%

7.964%

9.09%

Gauge Q

Overs't ress
6

6, 200

6,400

6,400

6,350

6,250

6,500

6,400

6,300

5,500

6,500

6,500

6,500

6,400

6,300

6,500

6,500

Elongation
Over a

1,000 PSI,.
7

7-7/16"

7-7/16"

6-5/16"

6-7/8"

7-11/16"

7-5/16"

6-15/16"

7-1/4"

6-5/16"

6-5/16"

6-9/16"

5-15116"

7-15/16"

8-1/8"

7-1/Ii"

7-11/16u

Gauge 8
Transfer

8

5,750

6,000

5,700

5,850

5,800

6, 000.

5,900

5,700

5,850

5,900

5,850

5,800

6,000

6,000

5,700

5,900
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Same OF STRESSING OPERATION

ORIGINAL TENSIONING 1,000 ))OUR RETENSION

1)ole 8

Z Tendon
Hark

~35 G5

38 GS

35 )IT

36 ))T

126 C2

56 C2

73 D

Gauge g
Transfer

1

6,000

5,800

5,750

5,500

5,600

Gauge 9
Overstress

2

6,450

6,400

6,500

6,4i00

6,560

Elongation
Over a

1,000 PSX
3

7-1/16."

7-7/16"

6-13/16"

6-7/8"

7-1/8"

Gauge 9
Lift-off
From Sliims

4

5,400

5,200

5,200

.4,950

5,300

4,850

5,400

Z Difference
Column 1 & 4

5

10Z

10.34i4Z

9.565Z

10Z

13.392Z

Gauge 9
Overstress

6

6,500

6,450

6,500

6,500

6,500

6,500

6,500

Elongation
Over a

1,000 PSX
7

7-13/16"

7-13/16"

7 il

6-15/16"

6-3/16"

7-1/16"

6-7/8"

Gauge C

Transfer
8

5,950

5,900

5,800

5,900

5,900

6,000

5,600
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Gilbert/COmmOnWealth engineers and consultants~

~

GILBERT ASSOCIATES, INC., P. 0. Box 1488, Reading, PA 18603/Tel. 215 775.2600/Cable Gilasoc/Te!ex 836 431

September 20, 1979

Rochester Gas &. Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Attention: Hr. A. G. Goetz

Subject: Interim Report and Recommendations
For Tendon Lift Off Test

Dear Hr. Goetz:

Based on our evaluation of the lift off tests for the prestressing tendons
at Ginna, we have the following suggestions for the lift off tests scheduled
for October 8:

(1) Lift off the l4 tendons tested at the last test using both the procedure
used for that test and any revised procedure which may be recommended by
GAI and Inryco prior to the test.

(2) In addition, perform lift off tests for tendons 60, 63, 150, and 159 to
achieve an improved test sample relative to location, original stressing
sequence, and access to rock anchor stressing washers.

(3) If possible, record the movement of the rock anchor stressing washer, if
any, for 150 and 159 during liftoff. Such observation should be at the
observation ports at elevation 227'-8". Prior to performing the liftoff
tests on these two tendons, record the existing location of the rock anchor
stressing washers relative to the bearing plates and the shims. Record the
number and size of shims. Record the gap, if any, between the washers and
shims i

(4) Lift off tests on tendons 51, 83, 100, and 132 would also improve the test
sample distribution but are not absolutely necessary.

(5) Detension 84 and 150 (after liftoff test) completely to check for broken
wires. Tendon 150 wi.ll indicate effect of detensioning on rock anchors,
84 checks tendon with lowest force based on previous lift off tests.
Record the detensioning displacement at the top ends of each tendon. In
addition, for tendon 150, record the displacement of the rock anchor
stressing washer, if any.

On the basis of the data we have received, it is our opinion that the average
force level in the containment tendons may presently be below the level required
by the Technical Specification and that all tendons should be retensioned at the
first available opportunity. Although a few of the values appear to be low due
to recording and procedural errors, it does not appear that there will be

25 tcnecttcr Avenee. needed. pA I h'.orecncown Reed. Green Itete, Reed«to. pA 215 775.2eoo

209 Sett Vletinngan AveneC. Jaeeten. Ml 517 7ea 3OOO I 60 Pee Street, NeW Yere. IIY 212 422 3177





Gilbert/Commonwealth ~-,~~ a ~ a-~~i
CAB>«sMC-'~Is, rc. p 0 h i-'8 per..g:a ~K% 'e 2'! a&xi 4m~ Q~~ '~ «%4>

Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
Attention: Hr. A. G. Goetz
September 20, 1979
Page 2

sufficient improvement in the overall average to delay retensioning for an
extended period of time. The retensioning would require approximately 1 3/4"
to 2" additional shims for each tendon.

The rate that the tension losses are occurring appears to currently indicate
a performance that is normal. However, there appears to have been an initial
loss for which we have no exact explanation. This loss appears to have oc-
curred after the original tensioning, and before the 1000 hour retensioning.
It has, however, in all cases been followed by what we believe to be normal
loss behavior.

To verify that the structure will respond as predicted after the retensioning,
we'would suggest that 6 months and 1 year after retensioning, 14 tendons be
tested for lift off. If these tests indicate a return to a normal tension loss
pattern a normal liftoff test sequence could be utilized thereafter.

As we have previously stated, the cause of the initial losses is not clear. We

will include in our report of this phase of the work a summary of our current
evaluations, the backup data to support our conclusions, and an estimate of the
time and costs necessary to investigate the several potential sources of the
initial prestress loss. This report will be available by October 1, 1979.

Very truly yours,

P. H. Cameron
Senior Project Hanager

PHC:bmk
cc: Je

R.
J.
K.
F.
R.
F.

E. Arthur
E. Smith
N. Covey
T. Homose
L. Horeadith
E. Pages
X. Rebill
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Pr ln t 12/5/1-12
«:ALOG r"iteD: CG'tPENDtZ 70"79/AUG (C«pr. Engineer ing Index Inc.) ( Iterr 1 of 12) User5710 20scp79

3744

10 t'0.- EI790751274 951274
UPLIFT CAPACITY OF itOCK ANCHOR GAOUPS-
Ismael, N. F.; Aadhakrishna, H. S.; Klym, T. tt.
Ont Hydro, Toronto
ICEE Power Eng Soc, Winter Aleet, Prepr, New York, NY, Feb

4"9 t979 Publ for the IEEE Power Eng Soc, by IEEE, New York,
NY, 1979 Pap F„79 272-6, 7 p

The up'ift capacity of roch anchor groups was examined byfull-scale field tests in different roch forrrations. The
results are analyzed and the different modes of failure are
discussed in view of 1!re tost results with emphasis on the
rock pull-up failure mechanism. Important design parameterS
ar e sumxrar'ized for the convenient use of the engineer in the
design of transmission tower FoundatIons anchored in bedrock.
12 r cfs.

DESCA I PTOAS 1 (» ELECTRIC LINES, » Towers), ( FOUNDATIOttS,
Arlchnrnges),

IDENTI<IERS: l OCK ANCHORS, ANCHORAGE UPLIFT CAPACITY
CAAD ALEAT: 706, 408, 405

10 tt0.- EI790533584 933584
RFCENT APPLICATIOrtS Of PRESTRESSED ROCK S SOIL AriCHORS.
Dre», George E.
VSL Corp, Lns Gatos, CaliF
Proc Annu Eng Geol Soils Eng Symp 16th. Boise, Idaho, Apr

5-7 1978. Publ by Idaho Transp Dep,- Div of tiighw, Boise, 1978
p 23-35 CODEW: EGSSOT

The developing reqrrirement to design economical foundation
and retaining structures to allow the utilization of sites
heretofore considcrert unacceptable, has forcctt engineers and
owr'.er to look for new and morc efficient design and
con truction methods. In addition, a need to strengthen and
refurbish existing facilities has forced the soiis engineer to
dev top pccial techniques to allow the repair program to be
COnduoteJ ~ VrithOut diSablrng the StruCture'S furnCtiOn. ThiS
paper presents, with illustrations, recent applications of
pre tres.ed rock and soll anchors to new founCation and
retaining structures, as well as to existing structuros.

DESCA I PTOttS: ( ~ FOUttDAT IONS, »Anchorages), ROCK, SOILS,
AETAiwittG NALLS,

I DLrtiI I t I LIRS 1 RES TAESSED ANCt!ORS ~ ROCK At1CttORS ~ SOI L ANCtiORS
CARD ALERT: 405, 483

of Transportation to save a failing concrete retaining wall.
Design parameters oF thc three level rock tieback system aro
exaxrined along with installation techniques and special
corrosion protection'sed to make the system permanent.
Grouting techniques and grout 'mixes are examined.
ReCOrnmendatinnS are made againSt the uSe Of admiXtureS in the
grout. Load testing and load cell monitoring of the anchors
show some initial movements but achieve stability in a short
period of time. 3 refs.

DESCAIPTOAS: (»RETAINING MALLS, »Design), (FOUNDATIONS.
Anchoragos), GAOUTING,

IDENTIFIERS: AOCK AttCHOAS
CAAD ALERT-'05

10 NO.- E1790I05182 905182
DET EAtrllHATION OF ROCK SQUEEZE POTENTIAL FOR UNDERGROUND

PONER PROJECTS.
Lee, C ~ F ~; K 1 ym, T. trt.
Ont ttydro, Toronto
Eng Geol v 12 n 2 Jul 1978 p 181-192 CODEN: EGGOAO
Post-excavation inward movements in the order of 7 cm have

been recorded in tho turbine. pits of some oF the hydroelectric
power plants in the Niagara area, often resulting in an
excessivo build-up oF loads on the supporting structures and
hence considerable difficulties in maintaining operation. It
is suggested that the time rate of Sleft double quoteS swell
Sright double quoteS measured on fresh cores be used as an
index in assessing the liability of underground structures to
this adverse effect of roch squeeze. The experimental aspects
of determining such an index are discussed in this paper,
along with their application to the design of underground
structures in Sloft double quoteS squeezing Sright double
quotcS rock. 10 refs.

DESCRIPTOAS: »AOCK MECHANICS. (TUNNELS AND TUNNELING,
Stresses), HYDROELECTRIC POlr!ER PLANTS,

IDENTIFIERS: ROCK SQUEEZE POTENTIAL
CARD ALEAT 502 ~

483 ~ 61 1 ~ 401

10 t!0.- E1790428166 928166
ROCK ANCttOit SYSTEM FOA SECURING fAlLING MAl.L
ttichot son, 1'eter J.
Nicholson Anchorage Co, Oridgeville, Pa
ASCE Transp Eng J v 105 n 2 Mar 1979 p 199-209 CODEttt

TPEJAN
A description of the design, installation, and testing of

132 permanent rock anchors used by the Pennrsylvania Department





DIALOG File8: COtIPENDEX 70-79/AUG (Copr. Engineering Index Inc.) (Item 5 of 12) User5718 20seP79 3745

ID IIO.— E1790105175 905175
AFGIONAL DISTAIBUTION OF IN SITU HORIZONTAL STRESSES IN

ROCKS OF SOUTIIEAW ONTARIO.
Lo, K. Y.
Univ of West Ont, London
Caii Gootech J v 15 n 3 Aug 1978 p 371 "381 CODEII: CGJOAti
Some structures built in different rock formations in

souttlcrn ontario have been subjected to various degrees of
distress. These case histories include heaves of quarry
bot ivn«S, b««CI« I <ng vf Conc< etc i i<<i<<0 uf Canal f loors, crack ing
of concrete lining of tunnels at the springline, and long term
movomcnt of the walls of unsupported excavations. Infer<'.nce
from these caso histories, together with direct measurenicnts
of in situ stresses, indicate that high horizontal stresses
exist in the Silurian and ordovician rocks. Thi»<:agnitudo of
the niaximum stress in the horizontal plane varies from G-14
IIPa depending on the depth and rock typo. Excavations in rock
relieve the in situ stresses. The stress relief serves as aninitiating mechanism for time-dopendent deformation to occur
leading to the process loosely termed as 'rock squeo e'. It
appears, therefore, that due consideration must be given to
this prevalent phenomenon for the design of underground
structures in rock in this region. Rcfs.

OESCAIPTORS: (<ROCK. Stresses), GEOLOGY,
IDEWTIFIERS: AOCK SOUL'EZE
CARO ALERT< 483 ~ .421, '181

ID ttO.— E1780960916 8G0916
RETAINING WALLS: TAKING IT FAOf«l THE TOP.
Hunt, Aoy E.; da Costa Nunes, Antonio J.
Tecnosolo, Aio do Janeiro, Dr az
C i v Fng ( ttew York) v 48 n 5 tlay 1978 p 73-75 CODEN:

CIEGAG
Fully anchored curtain wal ls have been used increasingly to

retain slopes in Bi'r<zi I where topographic, cl iniat ic, and
geologic conditions are extremely favorable to landsliding and
mass wa ting. The wil I consists of a thin slab of roinfor ced
concrete tied-back into tho hillside with earth or rock
anchors. Anchored curtain <nails provide high retention
cap'i<.ity and can be anchored at as many points a" desirable.
The <<le thod tias been used succo -sful ly to const<'uct wa I I s over
25-<; hi<„h. In Dr azil, these. walls are constructed from the
top downward, so the slope can be cut and continuously
retained. For foundation excavations, shoring and bracing are
not required and the excavation remains fr eo of obstructlons.

OESCRIPTOAS: ~RETAIttING WALLS, (FOUNDATIONS, Anchorages),
SOIL t«IECHANICS,

IDENTIFIERS: SLOPE STABILIZATION
CAAD ALEAT: 405, 40G, 403. 931

Scott, James J.
Univ of Llo-Aolla
Proc Sy<iP Rock t1ech 18th; Keystone, Colo, Jun 22-24 1977.

Publ by Colo Sch of tiines Press, Golden, 1977 v I p 3A2.
1-3A2. 7 CODEtt: PSAt«IA6

Friction Rock Stabilizers, trade name Split Sets, have been
under research and development by the author and the
Ingersoll-Aand Company for the past 4 $one-halfS years. This
patented rock anchor system has been extensively tested in
both hard rock and soft roch and has been reported upon by the
authr In othe~ publications. This paper deals with results
obtained from field testing under soft rock conditions in
uranium <nines of the western United States. 6 refs.

DESCRIPTOAS: (~UAANIUt«l t«IINES AND t«IINING, ~Roof Control),
ROCK t«IECHANICS,

IDENT IF IEAS: FAICTIOII AOCK STABILIZERS. SPLIT- SETS
CARD ALEAT: 504, 502, 483

ID NO.- E1780750572 850572
APPL I CAT IONS OF PRESTRESS ING TECHNIQUES TO HYOAOELECTR I C

PROJECTS.
Drew, George E.
VSL Corp, Los Gatos, Calif
Proc Symp Aock IAech 18th: Keystone, Colo, Jun 22-24 1977.

Publ by Colo Sch of t'lines Press, Golden, 1977 v I p 3A3.
1-3A3. 7 CODEtf I PSAt«IA6

Engineers and scientists involved In the field of rock
mechanics have a special appreciation for prestrcssing
techniques, since it is through these techniques that the
properties of the rock can be used to develop economical
solutions to problems which are difficult. and extremelycostly'o solve by other methods. This paper discusses a
number of prestrcssing techniques recently applied to
hydroelectric facilities. The following major techniques are
covered: (I) Aepair and stabilization of existing dams: (2)
Power house and dam abutment roch anchoring techniques; and
(3) Long-term monitoring of rock anchors.

DESCAIPTORS: (~HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANTS, ~Concrete
Construction), AOCK MECHANICS, (DAMS, COWCAETE, Stability)

CARO ALERT: 403, 611, 405, 441

ID NO. — E 1 780754510 054510
FAICTIOtr ROCK STADI'ZEAS IW UAANIU<1 t.'.IWIIIG.





DIALOG File0: COt4PEttDEX 70-79/AUG (Copr. Engineering Index lnc.) (Item 9 of 12) User5710 20sep79 3746

IO NO.- CI700646078 846070
USE OF AOCK ANCHORS AT TAABELA.
A»on
Int Water Power Dam Constr v 30 n 2 Feb 1978 p 44-47

CODEt4: I WPCDt1
The repair work to t oe f loor of st i 1 1 ing basin number three

at Tarbela, Paki -tan involved the use of almost 600
prestre sed rock anchovs, fabricated and assembled on site.
The way in which the work was organized, and the ways in which
the anchors were installed are described.

DESCAIPTORS: ( DISTILLING BASINS, ihlaintenance), (CONCRETE
COttSTAUCIIOW, Anchorages),

IDEt4T IF IEAS: ROCK ArtCHORS
CARD ALEAT: 405, 441

Iu rvG.- 61766641682 841662
TIME-OEPFWDENT RESPONSE OF A DEEP RIGID ANCHOR IN A

VISCOELASTIC MEDIUM.
Selvadurai, A. P. S.
Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ont
Int J Aock tAech thin Sci Geomech Abstr v 15 n 1 Feb 1970 p

1 1-19 .CODEtt: IRMGOG
Tire current ly avai lable techniques for the analysis and

design of both ground and rock anchors largely concentrate
upon the estimation of the ultimate bearing capacity oF
shallow and deep anchor s, taking into account ttrei r individual
or group action. Aelatively little consideration has been
given to the examination of time"depcnde»t eFfects in the
anchor problem. Such time-dependent effects are of
fundamental iniportance to the determination of the anchor
efficiency under long term conditions and in calculation oF
Creep deFOrmatiOnS Of anChOrageS under SuStained lOadS. Ihi
paper is primarily concerned with the anaiytical treatment of
a deep-anchor region embedded in a soil or rock medium
exhibiting creep properties. The analysis is vestricted to
the cia s of soil and rock materials whose behavior Can be
adequately described by a linear viscoelasticity theory. The
linear theory of viscoelasticity. like its elastic
counterpar t, provides only an approximate theoretical ba'sis
for the analysis of creep phenomena in soil and rock media.
The loss of load in an anchor is influenced by the geometric
shape of the anchor .r egion and the Sheav relaxation behavior
of the viscoelastic material. 43 vefs.

DESCAIPTOAS: (<FOUNDATIONS, iAnctiorages), (AOCK, Elasticity)
ttOCK tAECHANICS, SOI L MECliAtilCS, (1'l'liEMATICAL TECHt41QUES,

Boundary Value Problems), (GEOPHYSICS, Rock Properties),
IDEt4T IF IERS: ROCK ANCltOAS, TltilE DEPENDENCE
CARD ALERT: 405, 400, 421, 403, 505

Adams, J ~ I .; Aadt>akr i shna, H. S.
Ont Hydro Aes Q v 29 n 1 First Quarter 1977 p 7-20 CODEN:

OHRQAW
Research and development by Ontario liydro as regards theuplift capacity oF footings and anchors is reviewed. The work

centered lar gley on augeved concrete footings, and on groutedsoil anctiors, helix anchorS and rock anchors. Approximatetheories developed from full-scale tests to evaluate the
ultimate uplift capacit of the foundation units are described.
The uplift capacity oF footings and anchors in clay was shown
to be much lower under sustained loading than under short"term
loading, depending on depth. Grouped anchors in clay showed
only a slight decrease in efficier>cy whereas for rock anchors
at fairly shallow depth the loss in efficiency was high. The
modes of failure of single and grouped .anchors grouted in soft
and medium-strength rocks are discussed. 10 refs.

DESCRIPTORS: (~FOUNDATIOt4S, <Soil Structure Interaction), (
OAtAS, Upi i f t Pressure), CLAY, TOftERS,

IDEI'Tll '"AS: FOOT ItiGS, A"CttORS. TRAWStiISSION TOWERS
CARD Al.ERT: 405, 441, 414, 408

ID tt0.- E1700310027
010027'OCK

AWCllOAAGE TECiiNOLOGY~

Zajic, JoseF
Natl Build Geol Corp, Prague, Czech
Batim Int Build Res Pract v 5 n 5 Sep"Oct 1977 p 306-313

CODEN: OINTDO
The main types of anchor, installation techniques and

anit-corrosion precautions are described. 12 refs. In
English and French.

OESCRIPTORS: (iFOUNDATIONS, «Anchorages),
PROTECTION,

IDENTIFIERS: ROCK ANCHORAGES
CARD ALERT: 405, 539

ID NO — E1780425478 025470
UPLIFT CAPACITY OF FOOTINGS AND AWCltOAS FOR TRANStlISS ION

TOWEAS.
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AUXILIARY DESCAIPTOR CODES: 140000

3748

GA432000468 0509568
Corrosion protection and

characteristics of r ock anchors
'FlttES, Hl SLATER. Wl SAGE, R
CAttMET Rep (Ottawa)
1978
77/5G 28P
CACPOI
~ ~ era ~ ~ >C ~ ra re w r ~ ~
@ran ~ ~ IJVllV ~ 4l'IV4 ~ 4I ~

DESCAIP'TOflS: IfiPROVChlENT OF ROCK COtlDIT IONS;
MlW I t4 G GCOt1E CHAN I CS
DESCRIPTOR CODES: 3G5300; 346400; 346800

displacement

OPENCAST* htINING

GA4200003G3 0504455
Determination of rock squeeze potential for underground

power project s
LEE, CF; KLYf.l, TW
CONF. DATES: 25 AUGUST TO 27 AUGUST 1976 NO: 76-0503
Eng Geol (Amsterdam)
1978
12/2 P181-192
EGEOAI
LAtfGUAGE: COtlFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
OESCR IPTOAS: ROCK ENGINEER It4G PAOGLEfilS; UNDEAGROUND

ST AUCTURl'.S
DFSCAIPTOA CODES: 3G5200; 360500

GA360004G71 0445865
Surface rock creep on sandstone slopes ln the Northern

Territory of Australia
WILLIAfAS~ MAJ
Aust Geogr (Sydney)
1974
12/5 P419-424
AGEOSQ
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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ADDEND%1 I
TENDON RETEST

1.0 INTRODUCTION

On the basis of a recommendation contained in Attachment 5 of the

report, a retest was performed on the 14 tendons last surveyed at
eight years after initial tensioning, plus 8 added tendons. The

purpose, of the retest was to:

1) Evaluate the accuracy of the 8 year data and confirm
predicted results.

2) Check the current condition of the tendon wires.

3) Check the condition of the rock anchors and confirm their
response to changes in tendon force.

2.0 EVALUATIONS

2.1 LIFT-OFF TEST EVALUATION

The results of the retests are shown in Table I-1. A

representative of Inryco, who had performed the lift-offtest for
the initial tensioning and six month surveillance, determined the
sonic lift-offpoint (column 1). Since this method is no longer
considered accurate, due to its reliance on individual
perceptions, a pair of 1/32 inch shims were also used to determine
the lift-offforce (column 2). Appendix I-A of this addendum

contains the procedure used. The results obtained using the shim

removal method are considered the more accurate of the two methods

used. The values obtained from this test have been added to
Figures 4-1 through 4-42 of the report.
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The tendons were also overstressed to approximately 6'/ above the

force required to produce lift-off, and the tendon elongations
recorded. The results are presented in Table I-2. The

elongations ranged from 3/16 inch to 11/26 inch, and the

corresponding tendon force increases ranged from 8.9 to 51 kips.
The average tendon force increase was 33.7 kips, and the average

elongation was 8/16 inch. The predicted elongation for a straight
tendon under the 33.7 kip force is 6/16 inch. Therefore, the

tendon elongations appea'r to be reasonable, and no abnormal tendon

behavior is indicated. Differences in elongations (for
approximately the same tendon force increase) are attributed to

(1) inaccuracy in determining the point of lift-off, which could

be. significant for the relatively small tendon force increment,

and (2) variations in the friction at each tendon.

The retest indicated higher values than the 8 year tests and

general agreement with the slopes of the predicted curves. Where

several previous tests are available, Figures 4-4, 4-7, 4-24, the
retest value appears to be in line with other earlier tests. Of

the 22 tendons, only tendons 51 and 63, Figures 4-12 and 4-14,

show greater slopes than predicted. The results would indicate
that many of the 8 year test values were in error.

The average force in the tested tendons .was found to be 634 kips.
The predicted average force was 631 kips. The average force based

on the technical specification requirement that the tendon stress
be at least 144,000 psi is 636 kips. The technical specification
also allows for 5g broken wires. 'If no wires are broken and the
allowance were applied to the stress, the minimum required force
per tendon would be 604 kips ~
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2.2 CONDITION OF TENDON WIRES

In order to evaluate the condition of the wires, the following was

done:

1) The top end of all surveyed tendons was examined for signs of
broken tendon wires or corrosion.

2) Surveillance wires from three tendons, 51, 76, and 150, were

extracted and examined for their full length for corrosion or
other signs of deterioration.

3) One tendon, No. 150, was completely detensioned and both ends

examined.

No signs of either corrosion or damaged wires were found in any

case. Experience with vertical tendons on other applications
indicates that vertical tendon wires seldom, if ever, break. Even

in horizontal applications, where breaks sometime occur, the break

normally happens during tensioning or other major changes in
force.

2.3 ROCK ANCHOR EVALUATION

The condition and the response of the rock anchor connection to
changes in tendon force were observed at tendon 150. This tendon

is provided with an access panel to the connection between the
anchor and the wall tendon. The access panel was removed as was

the tendon grease. The connection was observed to be clean and

bright, with no signs of corrosion or water in the chamber.

During detensioning and retensioning, no observable movements

occurred. On the basis of these observations, it is concluded,

that the rock anchors are not adversely affecting the performance

of the tendons.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Technical Specification states that, "The specified acceptance

criteria are such as to alert attention to the situation well
before the tendon load-carrying capabilities would deteriorate to

a point that failure during a design basis accident might be

possible. Thus the cause of the incipient deterioration could be

evaluated and corrective action studied without need to shut down

the reactor." It provides two acceptance criteria, that less than

5% of the total wires be broken and that the stress level in the

tendons be above 144,000 psi.

Experience with vertical tendons indicates that tendon wires

seldom, if ever, break. It also indicates that when tendon wires
break it is usually during tensioning. Visual examination of the

tendons coupled with past experience would lead to a high degree

of certainty that no broken wires exist, although a 5'/ allowance

for broken tendons is made in the design.

An evaluation of the data from this test and all previous
surveillances indicates that although the actual losses exceed

those predicted using current techniques (NRC Draft RG 1.35.1),
the current rate of loss is in reasonable agreement. The current
deficiency in tendon stress of .3/ is predicted to increase to .6%

in the next year.

Based on:

1) Good agreement between predicted and actual rate of loss,

2) Lack of any evidence of wire breakage or corrosion,

3) The 5% allowance for broken wires in the design, and

4) The very minor extent of the variation from the technical
specification, currently and in the near future,
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it is concluded that the situation does not represent any danger

to the public at this time and will not in the near future. It is
1

recommended that either the tendons be retensioned or that further
analysis be performed to evaluate the structures'esponse at
lower prestress levels.
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TABLE I-1 10 YEAR RETEST LIFT-OFF FORCES

Co luan ~ 1 (2 4 (5 (8 lO

95 4-13

83

76

63

4-30

4-11

4-35

4-14

Tendon Figure
Nuaber Nuabcr

Acoustical
Net leads

Shin
Not)~a

LiEc-0EE
Forco
(kfps)
Based on
Shin
Noclaod

4950

4750

4775

4600

4675

5000 638

4775 609

4810 614

4650 593

4700 600

Rsa Prcssure at
l.fft Off sf

611

584

624

602

630

675

618

641

620

650

Pr cd fc tcd L ift-
Off Force kf s

Table 3 Bsso Value
of ic t~12 yrs.
Roporc froaa Pigs.4

Actual aalnus
Paodlctcd Llfc-
Off Force
ki s

Col. 3 Col, 5

-37

-27

-27

-50

2 Difference
fn Actual
aalnus Predicted
Loss
Col, 6 Co I . 5

-5. 48

-l.46

H. 21

-4 '5
-7.69

Lock-Off Force
ainus Elascic
Shortening
Loss (hips)-
ac c"1.4 yrs.
fron Figs.4

763

706

730

707

738

Actual Long-
Tlno Tendon
Force Loss
kf s

Col�

. -Cw

125

97

116

114

138

I Long-Tlaae
Loss

16. 4

13.7

15e9

16.1

18.7

60 4-19 4700 600 621 621 -21 -3 '8 708 108 15. 3

53 4-1

4-3

17 4-4

36(R) 4-7

4900

5050

5050

4850

4950 632

5100 651

5200c 664

4875 622

621

634

679

627

681

670

636

-49

-19

0

-14

-7.20

-2.84

-2 ~ 20

769

758

763

725

137

107

103

17 ~ 8

14.1

13. 0

14,2

4-24 5000 5020 641 655 &55 2.14 743 102 13.7

160

159

150

4-33

4-10

4-40

51

142

4-12

4-18

133 4-2

132

117(R)b

110

4-25

4-37

126(k)b 4-31

4975

5175

5180

4600

4800

5000

4810

5200

5125

5000 638

5200 664

5200 664

4625 590

4810 614

5000 638

5450 '96
4850 619

5400 689

5150 657

607

650

640

636

607

626

683

614

658

653

638

674

685

610

628

643

635

685

-10

21

-20

-16

-28

-1. 48

-3.07

-3.28

2 ~ 23

-0. 80

e

-2.52

-4.09

726

763

773

698

715

731

763

723

750

772

88

99

109

101

93

67

104

61

115

12m 1

13. 0

14+i

15.5

13. 4

12. 7

8.8

8.1

14.9

100

hve.

4-1 & 4750 4800 612

634

610

631

652 -40

22

-6.13

-3. 40

741 129 17.4

14. 2

NOTES TO TABLE l-lt
a. Refer to Appendix l-A for these cuo nctluads of doternlning the lift-ofE.
b. (R) denotes condone uhfch vore rctunsionud at 1000 hru. afcer initial stressing.
c. Lift-offpressure ls suspect duo to bona 1/32u shins.
d. Raa area - 127.6 in2.
o. Predicted tendon forces are noc spplicablu Eor a rotunsioncd cendon.



TABLE I-2 10 YEAR RETEST — TENDON ELONGATIONS

Tendon
Number

95

84

83

76

63

60

53

45

36(R)

160

159

150

51

142

133

126(R)

132

117 (R)

110

100

Ave.

Ran e

Column

Figure
Number

4-13

4-30

4-11

4-35

4-14

4-19

4-1

4-3

4-7

4-4

4-24

4-33

4-10

4-40

4-12

4-18

4-2

4-31

4-25

4-42

4-37

4-16

Ram Pressure
at Lift Off

si

5000

4775

4810

4650

4700

4700

4950

5100

5200

4875

5020

5000

5200

5200

4625

4810

5000

5450

4850

5400

5150

4800

Ram Pressure
at 6% Overstress

si

5250

5050

5060

4880

5100

4980

5190

5350

5350

5150

5300

5275

5485

5490

4875

5190

5325

5725

5100

5520

5220

5200

Increase in
Tendon Force
(ki s

31.9

35.1

31. 9

29.4

51.0

35.7

30. 6

31. 9

19. 4

35.1

35.7

35.1

36.4

37.0

31.9

48.5

41. 5

35.1

31.9

15.3

8.9

51. 0

33.7

8.9 to 51

Measured
Tendon
Elongation
inches)

9/16

ll/16

8/16

8/16

11/16

9/16

7/16

7/16

3/16

5/16

8/16

11/16'/16

9/16

8/16

10/16

10/16

8/16

3/16

4/16

5/16

10/16

8/16

3/16 to 11/16

Teridon Force = [Col. (2)- Col. (1)]>(Ram Area); Ram Area ~ 127.6 in
The tendons were intentionally stressed approximately 6% above the force
to produce lift off.

required

TABLE I-2



APPENDIX I-A
PERIODIC TEST PROCEDURE

CONTAINMENT TENDON STRESSING

1.0 PURPOSE

To provide the steps necessary for performing the Containment

Vessel (C.V.) Tendon Lift-OffTest.

2.0

2.1 Twenty-two (22) specific tendons around the containment shall be

inspected.

NOTE: Results and Test Department will designate the specific
tendons to be tested.

2.2 Inspection will include a visual inspection for broken wires and

signs of corrosion.

2.3 The lift-offforce for each of the tendons, at the top of the

tendon, shall be determined.

2.4 Two tendons shall be detensioned completely.

2.5 The connection to the rock anchor for one tendon shall be

inspected for corrosion and other deleterious conditions. Prior
to completely detensioning this tendon, its initial position
relative to a fixed datum shall be determined. During
detensioning this position shall be monitored and its final
position indicated.

2 ' After lift-off, a force to achieve an additional 6% stress shall
be applied to verify the ability of the tendon to sustain the
added stress applied during accident conditions.
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3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 Technical Specifications'ection 4.4.4

3.2 FSAR - Volume 2, Sections 5.1.2.5 and 5.1.2.9 and 5.6.2.2

3.3 Inland-Ryerson Tendon Stressing Report

4.0 INITIALCONDITIONS

4.1 Plant may be in any phase of operation.

4.2 Pressure gauge has been calibrated.

4.3 Hydraulic pump and ram are functional and ready for
operation.

4.4 All tendons to be stressed have been inspected for
broken wires.

5.0 PRECAUTIONS

5.1 Observe all RGB safety rules and regulations.

5.2 Do not exceed 6560 psi gauge pressure for jack and tendons.

5.3 Whenever hydraulic pump is operating, the reservoir vent
valve must be open.

5.4 Do not extend ram more than 8 inches.

6.0 INSTRUCTIONS

6.1 Transport assembled hydraulic jack and pump to position
on top of containment wall.
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6.1.1 Place jack assembly on tendon base plate.

6.1.2 Center jack chair carefully on the base plate.

6.1.3 Carefully thread stressing adaptor onto tendon anchor

head.

NOTE: l,eave a minimum of one thread and maximum of
three threads on tendon anchor exposed below

the lower edge of the stressing adaptor.

6.1.4 Tighten and center compression ring and jack rod nut

at top (ram) end of jack.

6.2 Before attaching hoses to jack for the first tendon,

check pump and hoses by performing the following:

1) Set valves to pump position.

2) Start pump at the same time depress the ball valve
in quick coupler at the end of the hose.

3) Pump slowly to fillhose with oil until it comes

out of the hose free of bubbles.

4) Release ball valve and start pumping again.
Continue pumping; hose will become stiff; gauge

pressure will rise rapidly and then hold constant.

NOTE: If pressure will not go up to 8,500 psi
or if it goes over 8,500 psi, the automatic

cut off valve must be adjusted.

5) Reverse hoses and repeat Steps 1) through 4).
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6.3 Reduce pressure and connect hoses to jack.

6.4 Start pump and increase pressure to 1,000 psi.

6.5 Record ram position in inch in column "A" on data sheet.

6.6 Increase pressure up to 2,900 psi and hold.

6.6.1 Inspect for leakage of hydraulic fluid and note if leakage

is excessive.

NOTE: This is approximately 2,000 psi below the

required minimum stress of 144 ksi.

-6.7 Tap on the installed shims below the anchor head with a

piece of metal and slowly increase pressure.

6.7.1 Record in Column B of data sheet, the pressure gauge

reading when a change in the sound of the tap occurs.

6.8 Stress tendon an additional 6'/ over recorded lift-off
pressure.

6.8.1 Record computed 6% greater stressing value in column C

of data sheet.

6.8.2 Increase pressure to computed 6/ stressing pressure and

record ram position in column D of data sheet.

6.8.3 Place a .035 inch thick shims on the shim pack and reduce

ram pressure to the level of 6.6.

6.8.4 Slowly increase pressure until the added shims can be

withdrawn from shim stack. Record in column E.
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6.9 Reseat tendon on shims, remove stressing equipment and

move on to next tendon.

6.10 Repeat steps 6.1 through 6.9 until all tendons have been

tested.

6.11 For tendon 150 to be fully detensioned, all shims shall
be removed after step 6.8.4.

6.11.1 Initial position of head shall be measured from a

datum point. Position of lower head shall also be

recorded.

6.11.2 Ram pressure shall be slowly reduced with both head

positions recorded at a minimum of 1000 psi increments

to zero.

6.11.3 Ram pressure shall be slowly increased to original
pressure and shims replaced.

6.11.4 Reseat tendon on shims, remove stressing equipment and

move on. to next tendon.
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